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Automatic face recognition has attracted the attention of many research

institutes, commercial industries, and government agencies in the past few years

mainly due to the emergence of numerous applications, such as surveillance, access

control to secure facilities, and airport screening. Almost all of the research on the

early days of face recognition was focused on using2-D (intensity/portrait) images

of the face. While several sophisticated2-D solutions have been proposed, unbi-

ased evaluation studies show that their collective performance remains unsatisfac-

tory, and degrades significantly with variations in lighting condition, face position,

makeup, or existence of non-neutral facial expressions. Recent developments in

3-D imaging technology has made cheaper, quicker and more reliable acquisition

of 3-D facial models a reality. These3-D facial models contain information about

the anatomical structure of the face that remains constant under variable lighting

conditions, facial makeup, and pose variations. Thus, researchers are considering
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to utilize3-D structure of the face alone or in combination with2-D information to

alleviate inherent limitations of2-D images and attain better performance.

Published3-D face recognition algorithms have demonstrated promising re-

sults confirming the effectiveness of3-D facial models in dealing with the above

mentioned factors contributing to the failure of2-D face recognition systems. How-

ever, the majority of these3-D algorithms are extensions of conventional2-D ap-

proaches, where intensity images are simply replaced by3-D models rendered as

range images. These algorithms are not specifically tailored to exploit abundant

geometric and anthropometric clues available in3-D facial models.

In this dissertation we introduce innovative3-D and2-D+3-D facial mea-

surements (features) that effectively describe the geometric characteristics of the

corresponding faces. Some of the features described in thisdissertation, as well as

many features proposed in the literature are defined around or between meaningful

facial landmarks (fiducial points). In order to reach our goal of designing an ac-

curate automatic face recognition system, we also propose anovel algorithm com-

bining 3-D (range) and2-D (portrait) Gabor clues to pinpoint a number of points

with meaningful anthropometric definitions with significantly better accuracies than

those achievable using a single modality alone.

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, various biometric

modalities are introduced and the advantages of the facial biometrics over other

modalities are discussed. The discussion in Chapter 1 is continued with introduction

of the face recognition’s modes of operation followed by some current and potential

future applications. The problem statement of this dissertation is also included in
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this chapter. In Chapter 2, an extensive review of the successful 2-D, 3-D, and2-

D+3-D face recognition algorithms are provided. Chapter 3 presents the details of

our innovative3-D and2-D+3-D face features, as well as our accurate fiducial point

detection algorithm. Conclusions and directions for futureextensions are presented

in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Biometrics

Biometrics is the science of measuring physiological, anatomical, or behav-

ioral attributes for use in the automatic recognition of individuals or their behavior.

Humans, as well as many other species, have evolved intricate skills to identify

familiar individuals based on biometric clues. Many animals instinctively use bio-

metrics to recognize their mates and offspring to protect themselves from predators

and harsh natural conditions. For example, emperor penguincouples breeding in

Antarctica take turns either incubating their eggs on theirfeet or forging hundreds

of miles from their colony for food in open waters. Returning from their long jour-

ney for food, these non-nesting species recognize their mates and offspring amongst

colony of several thousand birds by using a complex two-voice vocal system [18].

The oldest known examples of biometric traits intentionally being used for

recognition are pre-historic handprints found in Chauvet cave in southern France.

The walls of this cave, discovered in1994 [154], are covered with Paleolithic paint-

ings of animals dating back about31, 000 years ago. These paintings are unique

because the pre-historic artists printed their hand silhouettes on the wall by blowing

pigment at their hands. These hand stencils, as shown in Fig.1.1, are believed to
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Figure 1.1:31, 000 years old hand stencil from Chauvet cave [41].

play the role of the artist’s signature [66].

The role of personal identification became more significant as civilizations

expanded and economic relations became more complex. Archaeological findings

from 500 B.C. show that Babylonian merchants documented their businesscon-

tracts and loan agreements on clay tablets authenticated bythe fingerprints of the

parties involved [186]. The industrial revolution in the late18th and early19th cen-

turies had a profound socioeconomic impact that changed human society. Urban

population increased and trade expanded through the introduction of new trans-

portation modes, which in turn resulted in increased population mobility. Hence,

authorities, such as law enforcement agents and merchants,could no longer rely

simply on their local knowledge for individual identification and, thus, the need for

a system of individual recognition became unquestionable.
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One of the first organized approaches to personal identification based on

biometric characteristics was proposed in1882 by Alphonse Bertillon, who was a

records clerk in a police department in France. He noticed that repeat criminal of-

fenders often declared a false identity in order to prevent harsher punishments from

jurors. He established the field of anthropometry to recognize criminals who had

been arrested previously based on detailed records of several physical features that

remain practically constant during the adult life (e.g. height or length of left cubit).

His algorithm made it possible to quickly narrow down the list of possible matches

to a few suspects and the final pick was confirmed by comparing mug shot photos

attached to the record cards. Fig. 1.2 shows Sir Francis Galton’s anthropometric

records collected during his visit of Bertillon’s laboratory in 1893.

The pioneering developments in automatic biometric systems coincide with

significant developments in the field of computer processingand the availability of

low-cost and practical acquisition technologies in later half of the twentieth cen-

tury [81]. In recent years, biometrics has received considerable attention from re-

searchers in various academic disciplines, government agencies, and private sector

industries. The importance of biometric security systems is established to the extent

that several universities have already established degreeprograms focusing on the

engineering and design of biometric systems [3]. This interest has been fueled by

the growing demand for automated personal identification inapplications ranging

from low to high security, such as access control to buildings and airport screening.

Improved biometric technologies are expected to replace current, less specific se-

curity methods, such as pin numbers and access code/cards, which are susceptible
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to loss or theft.

Since the tragic terrorist attacks of9/11, biometrics has taken on a new ur-

gency in the global effort to secure borders and catch terrorsuspects. The “National

Commission on Terrorist Attack Upon the United States” notedthat the terrorists

in the9/11 attacks used false identities to avoid being detected by watchlists. This

commission recommended that an integrated biometric identification system is vital

for constraining the mobility of criminals and would make such evasions far more

difficult [135]. Following these recommendations, the United States Congress pro-

vided provisions in2003 for the Department of Homeland Security to complete a

biometric border screening system known as US-VISIT [107].

On the global stage, the Technical Advisory Group of the International Civil

Aviation Organization (TAG/ICAO), an agency of the United Nations, has assigned

the Machine Readable Travel Document (MRTD) committee to issue internation-

ally accepted standards for next generation passports, visas, and travel documents

that will be equipped with smart chips containing the biometric information of their

holders [92]. In2005, the ICAO mandated that the contracting states (more than

190 countries) start issuing only machine readable passports (MRPs) and encour-

aged them to enhance their MRPs by the inclusion of biometric data no later than

April 2010. This globally coordinated effort to overhaul the infrastructures required

for more secure and efficient border screening is an indication of the important role

that biometrics is expected to play in enhancing security inthe near future [155].

Over time, many different biometric modalities have been proposed and in-

vestigated for implementation in automatic identificationsystems. These modalities
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include, but are not limited to, fingerprints, facial images, iris scans, hand geome-

try, gait, retina, and facial thermograms. Each modality comes with a set of strong

points and weaknesses. There is not a universal biometric modality that has the per-

fect performance across all applications and implementation conditions. In order to

choose a biometric modality that satisfies the requirementsof a specific application,

many factors and constraints, such as throughput needs, security risks, location, and

user circumstances, should be considered carefully. For example, fingerprints are

not a good biometric to be considered for an access control system to a coal mine

or power plant where users are very likely to have worn or dirty fingerprints [12].

Although biometrics, such as fingerprints and iris scans, have begun to yield

reliable performance, the human face remains the most attractive biometric source

in many applications, such as border security and surveillance, because of its unique

advantages. In section 1.2, facial biometrics and their desirable properties are dis-

cussed in detail.

1.2 Facial Biometrics

The human face is an important personal characteristic thatplays a vital

role in our daily lives. People use their face both consciously and subconsciously

as an effective mean for interpersonal communication. Facial expressions create

a form of nonverbal communication that conveys valuable information about the

mood and emotions of the observed individuals. The recognition of faces is an

intricate task that the human brain specializes in performing from early infancy. For

example, babies can identify their mothers’ faces only a fewhours after their birth.
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An average adult is capable of recognizing thousands of faces, but this intricate

ability is ultimately bounded by the limited amount of memory that humans posses.

As the number of people in a society grows, we cannot merely depend on memory

for the recognition of individuals in sensitive applications such as border security.

Facial recognition and interpretation is an area of active and challenging

research that has attracted researchers from numerous scientific disciplines. Early

human facial recognition and interpretation research tookplace in the nineteenth

century in cognitive psychology and neuroscience [52]. Cognitive scientists are

interested in exploring evidence indicating that the humanbrain perceive faces in

different ways than other patterned objects. They are also trying to explain how

the human brain becomes specialized in facial recognition,and what drives the

development of the neural systems that support this ability[140]. Although it is

currently impossible to build a computer vision system thatexactly mimics the

impressive functionality of the human brain and visual system, insights into the

nature of the cues that the human visual system relies upon iscrucial for engineers

in designing automatic face recognition systems that can eventually surpass human

performance [170].

A well-know example of the intentional employment of facialbiometrics is

the use of wanted posters of fugitives to seek public assistance in catching crimi-

nals. But, it was not until the mid1960s that engineers of image analysis, computer

vision, pattern recognition, and other related fields started to investigate the fea-

sibility of an automated identification system based on human facial images [13].

This era started when Woodrow W. Bledsoe (later a professor ofmathematics at
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the University of Texas at Austin) implemented a semi-automated face recognition

algorithm under contract to the US government in the1960s [27]. This project was

called the “man-machine” because it required human intervention in order to ex-

tract the coordinates of a set of feature points from photographs, which were then

used by a computer for recognition.

Although many attempts have been made since the man-machinedays to

implement face recognition systems, the major wave of interest in biometrics in

general and in face recognition in particular was created inthe aftermath of the

tragic 9/11 attacks. Many agencies and industries at both the national and inter-

national levels started to investigate ways to use biometric identification systems

to limit the mobility of malefactors. Although many biometrics systems, such as

iris scans and fingerprints, have been extensively researched, the human face has

emerged as the biometric of choice in many sensitive applications. For instance,

the ICAO New Technologies Working Group (ICAO NTWG), which was assigned

to evaluate biometric modalities, endorsed the face as the primary biometric in their

Berlin Resolution of2002 [92]. To guarantee global interoperability, it is mandatory

for all countries to store facial biometrics in the new generation of travel documents

(e-Passports and e-Visas). This resolution mentioned fingerprints and/or iris images

as secondary biometrics that could be used in addition of facial images at the discre-

tion of the travel document issuing state. The main advantages of face recognition

leading to its wide acceptance by researchers in the biometrics community are as

follows:

• Facial images are easily acquired with commonly available sensors (cameras)
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without the need for physical contact. In other words, the acquisition of facial

images are non-intrusive.

• Acquisition of facial images requires minimum cooperationfrom the sub-

jects. In fact, face recognition can take place on images captured by surveil-

lance cameras without the knowledge of the subjects.

• The capture of facial biometrics and its usage for identity verification is so-

cially and culturally accepted by the public. In addition, it does not disclose

information that the person does not routinely disclose to the general public.

• Face recognition does not raise health or social concerns associated with

touching a sensor used by countless individuals, as is the case for fingerprint

scanners. Iris scans are difficult to capture and the generalpublic is inherently

scared of “scanning” the eyes with a light source [31].

• Facial biometrics are understandable for human operators and the validity of

the decision made by a machine can always be backed up and verified by a

human instantly, unlike iris scans or fingerprints.

The current enthusiasm for face recognition is evident fromthe increasing

number of publications and conferences dedicated to this topic, such as the Inter-

national Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition (AFGR) [43].

Special issues of major journals, such as International Journal of Pattern Recogni-

tion and Artificial Intelligence (IJPRAI 2009 [7]), are frequently dedicated to face

recognition. In order to constantly monitor the current state of the art, systematic
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evaluations, such as Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT 2000-2006) [151] and

Face Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC 2006) [150], have been designed and

sponsored by government agencies interested in improving the capabilities of face

recognition technology (e.g. FBI, Department of Homeland Security, and National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)). These evaluations have documented

a substantial improvement in the accuracy of face recognition systems in recent

years.

The following section reviews a general face recognition system and intro-

duces standards for measuring the performance of this system.

1.3 Overview of Biometric Recognition Systems

Generally speaking, a biometric-based recognition systemhas two major

phases. The first phase is the “enrollment” step, in which example biometric data

(facial images in this dissertation) of known individuals are captured using appro-

priate sensors (a camera in this case). The distinct characteristics of each enrolled

individual are then extracted from the observed biometric data and converted into

digital and compact “templates.” The second phase is the “operation” step, in which

a newly extracted template is compared with one or more templates stored in the

database. The operation step is concluded by a “match” or “no-match” decision

made based on the similarity of the templates.

Typically, a biometric system operates in one of the two operation modes:

identificationor verification. Through out this proposal, we use the Face Recog-

nition Technology (FERET) [132] and FRVT [73] protocols to evaluate the perfor-
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mance of biometric systems.

1.3.1 Identification

The task of a system operating in identification mode is to determine the

identity of the individual presented to the system, given that this individual is al-

ready enrolled (exists in the database). In other words, theidentification task is

a closed-universe test where the newly captured biometric template,pi, of the in-

dividual to be recognized (probe) is compared with representative templatesgk of

each enrolled individual in the gallery. The resulting similarity scoresSi(k) for

k = 1, 2, . . . , K, whereK is the number of enrolled individuals, are ranked in de-

scending order. The question about this one-to-many comparisons is “is the correct

answer in the topn matches?”.

Researchers traditionally summarize the performance statistics of identifica-

tion operations by a cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curve where the rank,

n, is plotted along the horizontal axis, and the vertical axisshows the percentage of

times that the correct match is present in the topn candidates:

In =
Rn

|P |
(1.1)

whereP is the probe set,|P | is the size ofP , andRn denotes the number of time

that correct match is in the topn picks. Fig 1.3 shows a sample CMC curve.

The identification system’s best guesses at the identity of individuals can

be further inspected by an operator given that the biometricmodality is readily

understandable to humans (e.g. facial images). A face recognition system operating
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in identification mode can be used by police to identify people based on their mug

shots or to detect multiple application from a single personfor welfare benefits or

driver’s licenses.

1.3.2 Verification

The task of a biometric system operating in verification/authentication mode

is to confirm or reject claims made by users asserting the identity of a known in-

dividual. For instance, an enrolled person who wants to access a secure building,

approaches the entry point of the facility and declares his/her identity by swiping

a smart-card or entering his/her credentials on a keypad. The verification system

captures the user’s biometric traits (in our case a3-D scan of the face) and com-

pares these newly acquired biometric features (probe) withthe previously captured

biometrics of the authorized user whose identity is claimed(gallery). Access is

granted if the biometrics in the probe example and the gallery instances are more

similar than a required threshold level. Otherwise, the system concludes that the

user is not the person he/she claims to be. The matching in a verification test is

a one-to-one comparison and the question to be answered is “am I who I claim to

be?”.

The performance characteristics of biometric based verification systems are

generally evaluated by quantitative measurements of two associated errors, the false

rejection rate and the false acceptance rate. False acceptance errors happen when

an impostor errantly claims to be a certain individual enrolled in the system and the

returned similarity score resulting from a comparison between the biometric signa-
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tures of the impostor and the claimed identity are higher than the preset threshold.

In this case, the verification system mistakenly accepts theerrant claim of the im-

postor. The percentage of times that a false acceptance happens across all impostor

claims is termed the “False Acceptance Rate” (FAR). The secondtype of error in

verification mode is false rejection which happens when an authorized individual

makes a claim to his/her identity, but the returned similarity score is below the pre-

set threshold of the system. In this case, the verification system thinks that the user

is not who he/she claims, and the request is denied. The “False Rejection Rate”

(FRR) is the percentage of instances that a genuine claim is mistakenly rejected

across all correct claims.

In order to measure the FRR and FAR, the database of all collected biomet-

ric signatures is partitioned into two disjointed sets, agallery set and aqueryset.

The gallery, G, contains a representative biometric template for each subject en-

rolled in the biometric system. Thequeryset,Q, in turn, is portioned into theprobe

and impostorsubsets. Each biometric record in the probe set,QG, has a match in

the gallery and represents an enrolled user. On the contrary, the impostor set,QN , is

the ensemble of all biometric records in the query set that donot have a match in the

gallery and represents persons trying to defeat the system.Any biometric record,

pi, in the query set is compared against all registered identities, gj, in the gallery

and the result is the similarity score,sij. These scores are compared to a predefined

system threshold ,t, to verify the individual’s claim. For any operational threshold

level, t, the FRR is the fraction of correct claims whose similarity score happens to

be below the threshold,t:
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PFRR(t) =
|{pi : sij ≤ t, id(gj) = id(pi)}|

|QG|
∀pi ∈ QG (1.2)

where the|QG| is the size of probe subset equal to the total number of valid claims

possible in the database. Likewise, for any system threshold, t, the FAR is defined

to be the fraction of all invalid claims whose similarity score happens to be above

the threshold:

PFAR(t) =
|{pi : sij ≥ t, id(gj) 6= id(pi)}|+ |{qi : sij ≥ t}|

|QG| (|G| − 1) + |QN | |G|
∀pi ∈ QG, ∀qi ∈ QN

(1.3)

As it is evident from equation 1.3, all invalid claims made byimpostors (qi ∈ QN ),

as well as all attempts from enrolled individuals trying to gain access to the system

using the identity of another enrolled individual are considered illegal requests in

the estimation ofPFAR(t).

Equations 1.2 and 1.3 indicate that the FAR and FRR are both functions

of the system threshold,t, and a trade-off can be made between FRR and FAR by

changing this value. Raising the system threshold is equivalent to creating a stricter

system that is more difficult to break into with a false identity (low FAR). At the

same time, the access of the enrolled individuals using their real identity might be

impeded because system is more sensitive to noise and input variations (high FRR).

Lowering the required similarity score,t, means that enrolled users may access the

system more easily (low FRR) but at the same time the system becomes less secure

against intruders. This threshold level is fine-tunable by designers depending on

their requirements, such as the application’s security standards and the expected

throughput rate.
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In the biometrics literature, the complete performance characteristics of a

verification system are represented by a “Receiver OperatingCharacteristics” curve

(ROC). The ROC curve plots the FAR against FRR as a parametric function of the

system threshold. The ROC curve is plotted by varying the threshold from zero to

the maximum possible similarity score and drawing a point ateach corresponding

FRR and FAR representing an operational point. The “Equal Error Rate” is an

operational point on the ROC curve at which the false acceptance rate is exactly

equal to the false rejection rate and it is widely used by researchers as a single

performance metric to compare biometric based verificationalgorithms. Fig 1.4

shows an example ROC curve in which the EER is located at the intersection of the

curve with a straight line,FAR = FRR, crossing the origin. An algorithm with a

smaller EER is considered to have a better verification performance.

1.4 Current and Future Applications

As mentioned above, newly developed applications are the major driving

force behind the ever increasing interest in face recognition. These applications

cover a broad spectrum spanning both security and civilian applications. In this

section, we review variety of applications where facial biometrics have already been

deployed or are under consideration.

1.4.1 Access Control and Biometric Time Clocks

Facial biometrics are a suitable choice for implementationin civilian appli-

cations, such as access control to secure facilities. Prototype units have been intro-
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duced on the market by various vendors, such as the Animetrics’ FIMS-Access[2],

that are able to compare the facial biometric extracted froma user present at an en-

trance gate with stored biometrics of the claimed identity.By slight modifications,

this system can control who is logging on computers at a work place or a personal

laptop using integrated cameras or webcams. Face recognition can similarly be in-

tegrated into employee time-clocks to prevent people clocking their friends in and

out of the workplace [9].

1.4.2 Surveillance

Real-time recognition of people from videos captured by surveillance cam-

eras is another unique and important application of facial biometrics. Most of the

public areas in major cities are now covered with a large amount of security and

surveillance cameras installed in stores, banks, stadiums, and so on. For example,

more than200, 000 security cameras have been installed by police since the1960s

in London. After a bombing incident in the London subway and on double-decker

buses, British law enforcement has decided to use face recognition via surveillance

videos in hopes of detecting criminals, suspected terrorists, or missing people in

crowds.

1.4.3 Recovery of Missing Children

One characteristic of facial biometrics that makes it unique and desirable

is that it can be captured covertly without the cooperation of the subject under in-

vestigation, unlike other biometrics such as the iris or fingerprints. This important
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characteristic makes facial biometrics the sole candidatein applications such as

finding missing or abducted children.

For instance, the AmberView [11] is a pilot biometrics project under devel-

opment by the West Virginia High Technology Consortium (WVHTC)Foundation

that works with the West Virginia AMBER alert to mass broadcast a digital picture

and3-D image of a missing child to law enforcement, the media, andcitizens within

minutes of an official AMBER alert. These images are captured with parental con-

sent on school picture days every year and stored in a secureddatabase. In January

2007, SecureLinx delivered a biometric middle-ware to AmberView allowing cell-

phone users transmit photos taken on mobile phones equippedwith built-in cameras

to a facial recognition system for comparison with images ofmissing children. The

results are returned to the device initiating the inquiry. Another similar idea is to

equip web search engines with face recognition capabilities so that they can look

for missing people in photographs and videos posted on the web.

1.4.4 Immigration Control, Homeland Security, e-Visa, ande-Passport

Tragic terrorist attacks on the USA and other countries in recent years has

made security agencies think about ways to overhaul border security and immigra-

tion procedures. The goal of these preemptive measures is tolimit the mobility of

criminals by eliminating their access to false travel documents and other forms of

identification. It is also desirable that such measures makeit easier for travelers to

establish their identity and clear routine security screenings. The solution proposed

by the Department of Homeland Security, on the national level, and by the ICAO,
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a United Nations’ agency, is to use biometrics to verify the identity of travelers. In

2005, the ICAO ordered all countries to start issuing only biometric enabled pass-

ports (e-passports) and endorsed the face as the primary biometric to be stored on

all e-passports.

The Portuguese RAPID system [10] is a good example of an automatic bor-

der security control system using facial recognition technology that is deployed at

all Portuguese seaports and airports. Travelers with e-passports can now skip the

long lines at border control and walk up to smart gates that read the e-passports

and compare their encrypted data against the Schengen’s database to check the e-

passports’ authenticity. Next, the passenger’s picture, which is taken while standing

at a designated spot looking at the gate’s camera, is compared with a facial image

stored in the e-passport. If the traveler’s identity is confirmed, the smart gate allows

the traveler to cross the border. These smart gates are installed in parallel, and five

to ten gates are supervised by an immigration officer. The average processing time

of the RAPID gates is under20 seconds per passenger. This high throughput has

significantly decreased the burden on the border control employees and the wait

times expected by passengers. Interestingly, it is claimedthat the RAPID currently

outperforms human accuracy in facial verification and that its performance does not

drop when presented with unfamiliar faces.

Since facial biometrics are going to be integrated into new visas, it will not

be necessary for travelers to spend additional time physically picking up their visas

after clearing background screenings. Instead, the visa can be be electronically

reported to the borders of the country along with the biometrics of the applicant
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collected during the interview at an embassy or consulate. These reported biomet-

rics are compared with new biometrics collected at the port of entry to verify that

the person traveling has a valid visa.

1.4.5 Automotive Industry

Facial biometrics is becoming popular in the automotive industry because it

can improve the effectiveness of vehicle immobilizers. Statistics show that although

recent immobilizer systems that require the driver to use authentic keys to start the

engine have reduced the number of auto thefts, thieves are now trying to obtain

vehicle keys by deception, fraud, burglary, or direct force[174]. It is possible for

future anti-theft systems to capture facial images by smallcameras placed on the

dashboard or steering column to verify the identity of the person behind the steering

wheel before ignition. This scheme would add another level of protection against

car theft.

Facial attributes could also be useful for constantly monitoring the drivers’

alertness and concentration level. The new Lexus models will be equipped with

driver monitoring system that uses several cameras to monitor the road and the

driver at the same time. The camera placed in front of the driver on the steering

column detects the driver’s face and direction of gaze. If the system senses that

the driver is not looking at the road for more than few secondswhile the car is

approaching an obstacle, it will first try to alert the driverby audio and visual warn-

ings. If these warnings are ignored, it can ultimately reduce the speed gently and

activate seat belts to protect the driver and the passengers[14].
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1.4.6 Other Applications

Almost all ATM machines are equipped with security cameras that can be

coupled with face recognition technology to compare the facial images of the ATM

users with the biometrics of the card owners stored on debit or credit cards to pre-

vent fraudulent transactions.

The Department of Homeland Security is planning to incorporate biomet-

rics, such as facial images into new Driver’s Licenses and Identification Cards to

prevent the issuance of multiple licenses to a single driverand to aid in the detec-

tion of counterfeited drivers licenses. Similarly, biometrics can be used to detect

multiple welfare benefit requests by a single individual.

As digital cameras have become popular gadgets, the size of personal digital

image and video albums has increased. Recently both researchers and commercial

companies have developed creative tools using face recognition technology to help

users automatically organize, index, and retrieve images based on the identity of a

person appearing in them. For example, a face recognition tool can be trained to

tag a certain individual on a Facebook album.

1.5 Problem Statement

This chapter has introduced biometrics as a biological or behavioral trait

that can be used by humans and machines to recognize individuals. A broad range

of current and future applications have been discussed for biometrics which have

significant benefit for improving homeland security by preventing crimes and ter-
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rorism. Amongst the biometric modalities, facial biometrics has unique advantages

that makes it the most desirable modality for many applications. For instance, the

acquisition of facial biometrics for identification is socially and culturally accepted

by the public, it does not raise any health concerns, and its results are easily verifi-

able by human supervisors. Based on these considerations, the ICAO has selected

facial biometrics as the primary modality that all countries are required to include in

their e-passports. This expanding market for accurate facerecognition technology

is a motivation to seek solutions to improve the current facerecognition algorithms.

A review of the face recognition literature (chapter 2) indicates that intensity

images (also known as portrait/2-D images) are used by majority of proposed face

recognition algorithms. Although2-D face recognition algorithms have improved

significantly in recent years, independent evaluations prove that their performance

is not acceptable in real-world applications under conditions that include varying

poses, illumination, and makeup. As3-D scanners have started to become cheaper

and faster,3-D face recognition has emerged as an intuitive feasible alternative

that can be used alone or in combination with2-D images to tackle the inherent

limitations associated with2-D face recognition. Early results reported for3-D

and 2-D+3-D face recognition are promising and meet the expectationsthat the

structural information of a face embedded in3-D scans can ease the shortcomings

of their2-D counterparts.

Compared to2-D approaches,3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition algorithms

have been explored less because appropriate databases haveonly recently become

available. Many of these3-D approaches are analogues of well known2-D algo-
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rithms in which intensity images are simply replaced by range images. Hence, they

are not purposely designed to take full advantage of abundant structural and geo-

metrical characteristics embedded in the3-D surface of the face. Many groups have

adopted manual landmarking of feature points, including nose tip and eye corners,

which is not acceptable for an automatic system. The objective of this dissertation

is to develop accurate, reliable, and unobtrusive face recognition systems that can

perform real-world tasks, such as access control to secure facilities.

1.6 Proposed Approach

In this dissertation we propose innovative3-D as well as2-D+3-D face

recognition models directed toward application scenarioshaving specifically de-

fined acquisition requirements. Airport screening is one example of such scenarios

having high importance for national security that is being targeted by the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Operating under assumptions speci-

fied by NIST, it is assumed that face recognition is performedunder the supervision

of a human administrator and subjects are asked to stand and face the camera at

a fixed distance without wearing accessories (e.g. glasses or hats). Other than

the above constraints, other factors such as slight head pose variations, changes in

the facial expression, variation in illumination, and make-up should be taken into

consideration. Since comparison of the proposed algorithms with other state-of-

the art algorithms in this restricted test scenario would not be meaningful on pub-

licly available3-D face recognition databases having much larger variations in head

scale and pose, NIST also funded the construction of the Texas 3-D Face Recog-
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nition Database (T3FRD) [75] containing co-registered2-D and3-D face images

acquired using passive modality (i.e. optical stereo ranging).

In each of the proposed face recognition model, innovative facial measure-

ments (features) are defined which are superior to existing features in terms of deal-

ing with pose and expression variations. Because the features introduced in this

dissertation and in many others in the literature are definedbased on the location

of prominent landmarks, we start by proposing a novel algorithm combining range

and portrait Gabor clues to pinpoint landmarks having meaningful anthropometric

definitions. This innovative landmarking algorithm and novel feature sets will be

eventually integrated with effective approaches to facialmatching (classifiers). The

performances of the proposed algorithms are evaluated and compared with other

algorithms from the literature on T3FRD [75], a large public database appropriate

for the assumed constrained application scenario. The obtained accuracy results are

competitive to those of other techniques in the literature.The novel features that

we are developing fall into three categories: Gabor-based and landmark distances,

wavelet-based, and contour-based.

1.6.1 Gabor-based Features and Landmark Distances

Section 3.3.1 describes a novel multi-modal framework for face recogni-

tion based on Gabor coefficients from range and portrait image pairs combined

with powerful anthropometric features defined in the form ofgeodesic and Eu-

clidean distances between pairs of fiducial points. In this approach, Gabor wavelet

responses are instrumentally used to detect11 fiducials on co-registered pairs of
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range and portrait images of a face. Statistical learning approaches are evaluated

independently to reduce the dimensionality of the2-D and3-D Gabor coefficients

and the anthropometric distances. Three parallel face recognizers that result from

applying the best performing statistical learning schemesare fused at the match

score-level to construct a unified multi-modal (2-D+3-D) face recognition system

with boosted performance. Performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on

a large public database of range and portrait image pairs andfound to perform quite

well. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that complementary range

and portrait Gabor-based appearance clues have been used simultaneously to detect

fiducial points on pairs of co-registered range and portraitimages.

1.6.2 Wavelet-based Features

Although multiresolution surface analysis is very helpfulin applications like

computer graphics, geometric modeling and surface compression, it has rarely been

considered for3-D face recognition applications. Section 3.4 will introduce a3-D

face recognition model in which wavelet surface analysis techniques are applied to

extract local features at multiple scales from three regions defined around automat-

ically pinpointed nose tip and inner eye corners. These regions of interest are delib-

erately selected to cover rigid parts of the face to ensure a high degree of tolerance

against facial expression changes. The extracted barycentric wavelet features are

combined in a hierarchical manner to create three parallel face recognizers. Similar

to other “region ensemble” approaches, the three recognizers constructed around

the nose tip and inner corners of the eyes are eventually merged both at the feature-
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level and the match score-level to create a unified face recognition algorithm with

boosted performance.

1.6.3 Curve-based Features

In section 3.5, we introduce a novel3-D personal recognition model where

the 3-D structure of a facial surface is compactly represented bysets of contours

(facial contours) extracted around automatically pinpointed nose tip and inner eye

corners. The metric used to decide whether a point on the facebelongs to a facial

contour is its geodesic distance from a given landmark. Iso-geodesic contours are

inherently robust to head pose variations, including in-depth rotations of the face.

Since these contours are extracted from rigid parts of the face, the resulting recogni-

tion algorithms are insensitive to changes in facial expressions. The facial contours

are encoded using innovative pose invariant features, including Procrustean dis-

tances defined on pose-invariant curves. The extracted features are combined in a

hierarchical manner to create three parallel face recognizers. Inspired by the effec-

tiveness of region ensemble approaches, the three recognizers constructed around

the nose tip and inner corners of the eyes are fused both at thefeature-level and

the match score-level to create a unified face recognition algorithm with boosted

performance.

1.7 Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter2 outlines re-

search in the areas of2-D, 3-D, and2-D+3-D face recognition. Chapter 3 presents
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the details of the proposed3-D and2-D+3-D facial features, as well as our accurate

fiducial point detection algorithm. Conclusions and directions for future extensions

are presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.2: Example of anthropometric records collected byBertillon.
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Figure 1.3: Example of CMC curve.

Figure 1.4: Example of ROC curve.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Machine recognition of human faces has been the ultimate goal of many

researchers since Bledsoe’s pioneering “man-machine” project in1960s [27]. Dur-

ing the past four decades, many sophisticated face recognition algorithms have been

proposed to answer the demand for accurate face recognitionsystems. The majority

of early face recognition research was focused on using intensity images of the face

(2-D face recognition) because of their simple acquisition using low-cost sensors

(digital cameras). A comprehensive and up-to-date survey of 2-D face recognition

technologies is presented at [193].

Despite outstanding improvements and implementation of2-D face recog-

nition systems, which have an acceptable performance undercontrolled conditions,

recent evaluations, such as Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) 2002, research

has shown [151] that the performance of such systems degrades drastically depend-

ing on pose and illumination variations between probe and gallery instances.

Since the early1990’s, based on constant progress in three-dimensional sen-

sor technology, the3-D acquisition process is becoming cheaper, faster, and more

reliable. As a result, many researchers have turned to3-D face scans as a potential

solution for the inherent limitations of2-D face recognition. A recent survey of
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such trends in the face recognition community is given in [32].

In this chapter, we review the literature for prominent algorithms that have

had an important impact in directing the current3-D and multi-modal (2-D+3-D)

face recognition systems. We begin this chapter by a brief review of important2-D

face recognition algorithms because many of the3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition

algorithms are direct extensions of existing2-D algorithms. The goal of this chapter

is to assess the current capabilities and shortcomings of face recognition algorithms

in order to identify problems and directions for future research in this area.

2.1 2-D Face Recognition

Most of the papers published in the face recognition literature are about

the recognition of individuals based on intensity/portrait/two-dimensional images

(2-D) of the face. Although the focus of this dissertation is3-D and multimodal

2-D+3-D face recognition, we review some important2-D strategies that have di-

rectly influenced more recent3-D and2-D+3-D algorithms. Broadly speaking, two-

dimensional face recognition can be divided into three categories mirroring the psy-

chological findings about the human perception of faces: (a)Holistic approaches,

(b) Feature based/local approaches, and (c)Hybrid approaches.

2.1.1 Holistic Approaches

Holistic approaches use the whole facial image to create rawfeature vectors

as inputs to a classifier. Many of the Holistic approaches areinspired by statistical

pattern recognition algorithms in which the high-dimensional feature input is pro-
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jected into lower dimensional spaces using linear and nonlinear projection methods.

Principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and inde-

pendent component analysis (ICA) are among the important projection techniques

adopted by such face recognition applications. Other important classifiers applied

to holistic face recognition are neural networks (NN) and support vector machines

(SVM).

2.1.1.1 Principle Component Analysis

Turk and Pentland [178] presented a holistic face recognition system based

on PCA which is also known as “eigenface approach”. Facial images are projected

from original high dimension “image space” onto a lower dimensional “feature

space/face space” that spans the significant variations among known facial images.

Assume a set ofM facial images with known identities are provided and

the goal is to assign a new image to a training image to which itis most similar.

The first step is to rearrangeN × N image arrays into aN2 dimensional train-

ing vectors{I1, I2, . . . , IM}. The main idea is that the facial images have similar

structural characteristics so they are not randomly scattered in a huge image space

(N2 dimensions) and thus can be described in a lower dimensionalsubspace using

principal component analysis. The average face of the set iscalculated by

Iave =
1

M

M∑

i=1

Ii (2.1)

and subtracted from training images to convert them into average-free vectorsXi =

Ii − Iave, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M
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According to PCA, a set ofM ≪ N2 orthonormal vectors that best describe

the distribution of the data are theM eigenvectors,ui, corresponding to the largest

eigenvaluesλi of the covariance matrix

C =
1

M

M∑

i=1

XiXT
i = AAT (2.2)

where the matrixA = [X1,X2, . . . ,XM ]. These eigenvectors also referred to as

“eigenfaces” and represent the basis in lower dimensional face space in which each

face image can be approximated by linearly combining a subset of these eigenfaces.

In order to classify a new faceInew its coordinatesΩ = [ω1, ω1, . . . , ωM ] in

the lower dimensional “face space” are calculated

ωi = uT
i (Inew − Iave), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (2.3)

and the identity of the new face is established by comparing its coordinatesΩnew to

theΩs for each of the classes in order to pick the nearest

ID = argmin
k

‖Ωnew − Ωk‖ (2.4)

As the PCA is only performed for the training phase, this method is very fast

when testing new facial images. However, the eigenfaces technique is not robust

against changes in scale and lighting conditions. One limitation associated with

eigenfaces is that the PCA finds eigenvectors by pooling all the faces in the training

set regardless of their class membership. As a result, thereis no guarantee that class

clusters remain separate after projection [115], and PCA maysmear classes in the

projected space.
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2.1.1.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis

Another dimensionality reduction technique that has been extensively re-

searched for face recognition applications is linear discriminant analysis (LDA),

which is also known as Fisher linear discriminant (FLD) [61]. Unlike the PCA tech-

nique that completely neglects the class membership of the training data in finding

principal components, LDA directly deals with discrimination between classes and

searches for basis vectors that best discriminate between classes rather than those

that best describe the data [57].

Suppose in ac-class problem a set ofM vectorized facial images ofN2-

dimensions{I 1, I 2, . . . , IM} are given wheremi faces belong to the subsetDi and

i = 1, 2, . . . , c. The within- and between-classscatter matricesSW andSB are

defined as:

SW =
c∑

i=1

Pr(Di)Si =
c∑

i=1

Pr(Di)
∑

I∈Di

(I − µi) (I − µi)
T (2.5)

SB =
c∑

i=1

Pr(Di)(µi − µo) (2.6)

wherePr(Di) are the prior class probabilities.SW shows the average scatter of

the facial vectors of the different classes around their respective meansµi. The

between-class scatter matrixSB represents the scatter of the class mean vectors

around the overall average faceµo. The projection fromN2 dimensional image

space to LDA subspace can be written as

Y = WT I (2.7)
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The between- and within-class scatter matrices of the projected samples arẽSW =

WTSWW and S̃B = WTSBW. We are interested in projection matrixW that

maximizes the ratio of the between-class scatter to the within-class scatter

J(W) =

∣∣∣ S̃B

∣∣∣
∣∣∣S̃W

∣∣∣
=

∣∣WTSBW
∣∣

|WTSWW|
(2.8)

It has been shown [67] that, whenSW is nonsingular, the optimal projection direc-

tions are the eigenvectors ofS−1
W SB.

In fact, face recognition experiments confirm that when enough training

faces per subject are available, the intuitive conjecture that the LDA outperform the

PCA is true [100]. The problem with LDA arises when the total number of samples

is less thanN2+c. As is very likely in realistic applications, the within-class scatter

matrix SW is singular. The Fisherfaces proposed by Belhumeuret al. [19] avoids

this problem ( also known as “small sample size” (SSS) problem) by introducing an

intermediate PCA dimensionality reduction step. It has beenargued that the two-

stagePCA + LDA approach (Fisherface) discards some valuable discriminatory

information along the redundancies by the preprocessing the PCA step. In order to

prevent this problem, researchers are working on direct LDAalgorithms for high-

dimensional data [190].

2.1.1.3 Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVMs) are two-class maximum margin classifiers

that have been recently introduced and have excellent power[180] in generaliza-

tion. SVMs classify instances of two classes by finding the separating surface that
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has the maximum distance to the nearest data points on eitherside. These closest

data points are called the “support vectors”, and the distances from the separating

surface to the nearest instance is called the “margin”.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a linearly separable scenariowhere the

class membership of the data pointsx1,x2, . . . ,xN is presented by the target vari-

abletn ∈ {−1, 1}. Two candidate linear classifiers are shown in this figure with

red lines along with their corresponding margins and support vectors. The classi-

fying boundary on the left panel has small margin, while the one on the right is the

maximum margin linear classifier for this example.

(a) separating line with small margin. (b) separating line with maximum margin.

Figure 2.1: A linearly separable two-class problem with twocandidate linear clas-
sifiers.

Generally, a liner classifier in ap dimensional feature space is ap − 1 di-

mensional hyperplanewT · x + b = 0, wherew is the normal vector andb
‖w‖ is

the offset from the origin. The margin of each candidate classifier can be visualized

by moving two parallel hyperplanes (the blue lines in our2-D example) in opposite

directions until they reach the closest data points. The hyperplanes passing through

the support vectors can be described in their canonical formafter making isometric
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rescalingsw → κw andb→ κb by the equations

wT · x+ b = 1

wT · x+ b = −1 (2.9)

Using simple geometry, the margin is2‖w‖ . Hence in the separable case, the goal

is to minimize‖w‖ such that no data point is located between the hyperplanes or

equivalently:

tn
(
wT · xn + b

)
≥ 1 for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N (2.10)

This optimization problem is a quadratic programming problem and the op-

timum normal vectorw is shown to have the form

w =
∑

n

αntnxn (2.11)

where coefficientsαn are the solutions of a quadratic programming problem [180].

Thus, new data pointsx are classified based on the sign of

y (x) = wT · x+ b =

(
∑

n

αntnxn

)T

· x+ b (2.12)

The above concept is extended to more complex non-linear decision bound-

aries by Aizermanet al.’s kernel trick [17]. A non-linear transformation is used to

map data points into a higher dimensional space where a linear classifier is subse-

quently used to classify data points that are separable by a hyperplane in the new

feature space. This decision boundary is non-linear in the original space.

It should be noted that SVMs are binary classifiers and therefore special

arrangements are necessary when applying them to more than two class problems.
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Phillipset al. [149] reformulated the multi-class face recognition problem (K class

for a gallery ofK individuals) by defining two classes in the “difference space”.

These two classes are:

1. the difference between two faces that belong to the same person.

2. the difference between two faces that belong to differentindividuals.

Assume a gallery of vectorized facial imagesT = {t1, t2, . . . , tM} with

multiple images from each of theK individuals available. Thewithin-class differ-

ences setthat contains within-class differences from allK individual inT is

C1 = {ti − tj | id (ti) = id (tj)} (2.13)

whereid(ti) is the identity of facial vectorti. The between-class differences set

contains several examples from dissimilarities between images of diffrent individ-

uals inT

C2 = {ti − tj | id (ti) 6= id (tj)} (2.14)

Using training setsC1 andC2 as inputs to the SVM algorithm, a maximum

margin decision surface is found between the two classes. Inverification mode, the

algorithm accepts the probe imagep to be from personj in the gallery presented

by imagegj if the distance to the separating surfaceδ = w.(p− gj) + b is more

than a threshold. Otherwise, the claim is rejected. The identification mode operates

by subtractingp from the representing imagegj of every known individual in the
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gallery and measuring their distance from the decision boundary

δj = w.(p− gj) + b (2.15)

The probe is identified as personj who has maximum distance to the bound-

ary δj. A performance evaluation on a database of100 individuals showed a signif-

icantly better performance compared to a PCA-based algorithm in both verification

and identification applications. Based on these results, it is claimed that SVM is

more efficient in extracting discriminating information about facial biometrics than

the baseline PCA algorithm.

Jonssonet al.[99] proposed another scheme to adapt SVMs for face verifi-

cation. Unlike the client non-specific support vector solution proposed by Phillips

et al. [149], the multiclass problem is divided into multiple binary problems. In

each binary problem, a surface is learned that separates oneindividual from all oth-

ers (a one-versus-all strategy). The support vectors and decision surfaces learned

in this method are client-specific. Again, assume we haveM training facial vec-

torsT = {t1, t2, . . . , tM} from K individuals where each training image belongs

to one of theK client classes{Di} , i = 1, 2, . . . , K. For the i-th individual

(i = i, . . . , K), two image setsCi,1 andCi,2 are defined as

Ci,1 = {tm | tm ∈ Di, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}} (2.16)

Ci,2 = {tm | tm /∈ Di, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}} (2.17)

Then, the maximum margin decision surface separating thei-th individual from all

the other individuals is the same as the SVM surface separating two classesCi,1
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andCi,2. Finally, what makes SVM very attractive is its excellent generalization

properties and its superior performance in higher dimensional feature spaces.

2.1.2 Feature-based/Local Approaches

The results of several psychophysical studies indicate that both holistic and

feature-based clues are important in the recognition and perception of faces by the

human brain [34]. Over the years, many feature-based face recognition algorithms

have been developed where facial components, such as the eyes, nose, and mouth,

or the location of prominent landmarks, like the nose tip, eye corners, and mouth

corners are initially detected. Subsequently, typical geometric features (e.g. dis-

tances and angles defined between facial landmarks) or localtexture or shape de-

scriptors (e.g. Gabor wavelet responses) extracted aroundone or more fiducial

points are extracted and fed into classifiers. The facial geometry (anthropomet-

ric features), hidden Markov models (HMM), and Elastic BunchGraph Matching

(EBGM), which is based on Gabor responses at fiducial points, are among the most

important local approaches to2-D face recognition. It is expected that face recogni-

tion techniques based on local features inherit some desirable characteristics of lo-

cal object recognition, such as robustness against global variations including noise,

occlusion, and rotation compared to their holistic counterparts.

2.1.2.1 Pure Geometric Algorithms

Many of the algorithms devised in the early days of face recognition used

distances, angles, and areas defined among two or more faciallandmarks (anthropo-
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metric features). Blodsoe’s semi-automatic man-machine [27] was the first attempt

to use antropometric features for face recognition where a human operator locates

the feature points of the face and a computer classifies the face on the basis of nor-

malized distances and ratios among such points as eye corners, mouth corners, the

nose tip, the top of the head, etc.

Kanade [102] developed an algorithm in1977 to automatically locate nu-

merous facial landmarks on grey-scale portrait images of the face. Figure 2.2 shows

16 normalized parameters (distances, angles, and areas) defined among these fidu-

cial points by Kanade [102]. This algorithm reached75% correct identification

with a database of20 people using two pictures per subject. Recently, attempts

have been made to extract anthropometric features from3-D scans of the face or

range images [74] where Euclidean distances are replaced bygeodesic distances

which are the length of the shortest path between two points on the surface.

2.1.2.2 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are rich statistical modeling techniques

that have been successfully applied to serious applications, such as voice recogni-

tion [153], where the observed signal is a1-D sequence suitable for HMM mod-

eling. Samaria et al. [161, 162] proposed a scheme to convert2-D facial images

into a1-D observation sequenceO = o1,o2, . . . ,oT by top-to-bottom line block

sampling, where each element of the observation sequence isa vector of pixel in-

tensities. The observation sequenceO is generated by partitioning the facial image

into overlapping horizontal bands of height equal toL rows and arranging pixel in-
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Figure 2.2: Geometric features dicribed by Kanade et al.
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tensities in each window into a vector of size1× LX. X is the number of columns

available in the image (figure 2.3(a)).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: (a) top-to-bottom facial band sampling technique. (b) A left-to-right
HMM with five states.

Assume that the process under investigation results from anunobservable

Markov chain withN statesS = {S1, S2, . . . , SN} and the state of the model at the

time t is given byqt, 1 ≤ t ≤ T . Also assume thatM is the number of possible

observation symbolsV = {v1, v2, . . . , vM}. An HMM is characterized by a state

transition probability matrixA = {aij} and and an observation symbol probability

matrixB = {bj(k)} and initial state probability matrixπ, defined as:

aij = Pr {qt = Sj|qt−1 = Si} , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (2.18)

bj(k) = Pr {Ot = vk|qt = Sj} 1 ≤ j ≤ N
1 ≤ k ≤M

(2.19)

whereot is the observation symbol at timet. Since, all the facial images used

in Samaria’s algorithm were upright and frontal images, andall the observation

sequences started from the top of the image, the initial state probability matrices
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π is the same for all faces and can be ignored because it does notprovide any

discriminative information. Finally, this HMM can be denoted byλ = (A,B)).

When frontal upright facial images are converted into a1-D sequence, the

resulting “facial bands”O = o1,o2, . . . ,oT have a natural predictable order: i.e

the forehead is above the eyes, the eyes are above the nose, etc. Samaria et al. [161,

162] used this property and suggested that faces can be modeled using left-to-right

HMMs where only the transition between adjacent states in a left-to-right manner

will be allowed. Figure 2.3(b) shows an example of a left-to-right HMM with five

states. In the training phase, one HMM is trained for each subject in the database

λ(k) =
(
A(k),B(k)

)
, 1 ≤ k ≤ F whereF is the total number of different subjects

in the database. It is interesting to note that the states extracted by HMM closely

match with physical facial feature bands understood by humans (forehead, eyes,

nose, mouth, and chin).

In the identification mode, an unknown image is first converted into a1-

D observation sequenceO using the above mentioned sampling technique. This

observation sequence is then examined with each of the HMMs learned during the

training phase, and the model likelihoods are calculated as:

Pr
{
O|λ(k)

}
, 1 ≤ k ≤ F (2.20)

The HMM with the highest likelihood score will be consideredas the identity of

the unknown person in the image. The recognition rate reported by this technique is

87% on a database consisting of400 images from40 subjects. The main drawback

of HMM approaches is that their testing and training processis computationally
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expensive.

2.1.2.3 Elastic Bunch Graph Matching

One of the most successful local approaches to2-D face recognition is

the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) algorithm proposed byWiskott et

al. [187]. EBGM is based on Gabor wavelet coefficients of different orientations

and scales extracted from multiple facial landmarks. A commercial face recogni-

tion system based on EBGM algorithm has been implemented by Neven Vision (ac-

quired by Google) and was ranked among the top three best performing2-D algo-

rithms in the Face Recognition Vendors Test conducted in2002 (FRVT 2002 [151]).

The other top performers, according to this evaluation, were a system based on

principal component analysis (PCA) implemented by Cognitec Systems [4] and a

system based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA) developed by Identix Inc [6].

Since all human faces are similar in their topological structure, they can

be modeled by labeled graphs. In EBGM, the nodes of the graph are positioned

at fiducial points with meaningful anthropometric definitions (e.g. eye corners,

nose tip, corners of the mouth, etc.). The edges of the graph are labeled with the

Euclidean distance vector between the end nodes. The appearance around each

node is presented by the response of the image at the fiducial point to a family of

Gabor wavelets of different scale and orientation:

ψj(~x) =
k2j
σ2

exp

(
−k2jx

2

2σ2

)[
exp(i~kj · ~x)− exp(

−σ2

2
)

]
(2.21)

Gabor wavelets are plane waves with wave vectors~kj restricted by a Gaussian en-
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velope function of a relative widthσ = 2π. In this work, a “jet” is defined to be the

set of40 complex Gabor responses{Jj = aj exp(iφj)} , j = 1, 2, . . . , 40 extracted

from each fiducial point whereaj(~x) is the slowly varying magnitude andφj(~x)

is the phase of thejth Gabor coefficient at pixel~x. A phase sensitive similarity is

defined between two jets is defined as:

Sφ( ~J, ~J
′) =

∑40
i=1 aiái cos(φi − φ́i)√∑40

i=1 a
2
i

∑40
i=1 ái

2
(2.22)

In order to automatically locate fiducial points on a new facial image, a

general face graph (also known as “face bunch graph” (FBG)) iscreated. This

general representation is a combination ofM individual graphs created by manually

marking fiducial points onM facial images covering a wide range of appearance

variations. The edges of the FBG are the average of corresponding edges in the

M individual graphs, and nodes are labeled by stacking corresponding Jets into a

stack-like structure called a Gabor “Bunch”.

The automatic localization of fiducial points is performed by maximizing

a graph similarity between an image graph,GI , and the bunch graph,B of the

identical pose:

S(GI , B) =
1

N

∑

n

max
m

(Sφ( ~J
I
n,

~JBm
n ))−

λ

E

∑

e

(∆~xIe −∆~xBe )
2

(∆~xBe )
2

(2.23)

where ~Jn, n = 1, 2, . . . , N is the jet at noden and∆~xe, e = 1, 2, . . . , E shows the

distance vector of edgee, andm = 1, 2, . . . ,M shows different model graphs in
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Figure 2.4: A face bunch graph (FBG) where each stack of discs represent a jet.
From a bunch of jets representing each node only the best fitting one is selected for
a match, indicated by gray shading [187].
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the FBG. This similarity metric takes into account the jet similarities as well as the

distortion of the image grid relative to the FBG grid.

Once the fiducial points are localized on the new facial imageand its graph

model is extracted, recognition is possible by comparing the graph model of the

probe image with all graph models of images in the gallery andassigning the iden-

tity of the gallery model with the highest similarity score to the probe image. The

similarity function used in [187] to compare graphs in the recognition mode is an

average over the phase-free similarities between pairs of corresponding jets:

Sa( ~J, ~J
′) =

∑40
i=1 aiái√∑40

i=1 a
2
i

∑40
i=1 ái

2
(2.24)

Graph distortions are not taken into account in the recognition mode.

2.1.3 Hybrid Approaches

Many face recognition scientists argue that a machine recognition system

should combine both holistic and local attributes to recognize individuals from fa-

cial biometrics, similar to what is believed to happen in thehuman perception of

faces [34]. Hybrid algorithms can potentially benefit from the best aspects of the

two types of the methods. One such algorithms is a flexible appearance model-

based method proposed by Lanitiset al. [106]. This algorithm uses a combination

of shape parameters (the relation between fiducial points),local gray-level profiles

extracted at fiducial points, and eigenvalue decompositionof the shape-normalized

face images to recognize faces.

The first step in the flexible appearance model is the localization of fiducial
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5: (a) Typical training shapes. (b) The average shape. (c) Location of
detected model points. (Courtesy of A. Lanitis, C. Taylor, andT. Cootes [106].)

points on face images by fitting an active shape model (ASM) [50]. From several

face outlines generated by connecting fiducial points located by the ASM, a statis-

tical model of shape variations is created (Figure 2.5). Themain modes of shape

variations are learned through a principle component analysis of the covariance ma-

trix of landmark points’ coordinates.

In [106], the gray-level appearance of faces is modeled independent of their

shape. In order to do this, the training images are warped to ashape-normalized

form by warping the original images so that their detected fiducial points overlap

the corresponding landmarks on the “average shape”. After deforming the train-

ing images to the mean shape, the gray-level intensities within the face area are

extracted and a statistical model for gray-level variations is generated by principle

component analysis. Discriminant analysis techniques arethen used to separate

eigenvalues affecting within-class and inter-class variations.

In order to recognize a new face, a user first indicates the approximate loca-
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tion of the nose on the probe image. The ASM overlays the mean shape model on

the probe image and iteratively deforms and transforms it until the model is fitted

to the shape of the presented face. Once the model is fitted, the coordinates of the

resulting fiducial points are projected onto the statistical shape model and the re-

sulting parameters are used for classification. An additional set of local features are

extracted at each fiducial point by finding the gray-level profile perpendicular to the

boundary of the shape model. The detected fiducial points areutilized to warp the

face being probed to a normal pose and shape-free gray-levelmodel parameters are

calculated. Finally, all three category of features - shapeparameters, local profiles,

and shape-free holistic parameters- are used to compute a Mahalanobis distance for

classification. Identification experiments were performedon a gallery of images

from 30 subjects with10 training images and10 normal testing and3 difficult test-

ing, with considerable amount of facial expression, head pose variation, lighting

variation, and occlusion. The correct identification rate was92% for the normal

test images and48% for the difficult test images when combination of all three fea-

tures categories were used. It is interesting to note that the hybrid method performs

significantly better than any single feature alone. This implies that both local and

holistic features convey important and unique discriminating information.

2.1.4 Shortcomings of 2-D Face Recognition

More than thirty years of research about face recognition using2-D/intensity/color

images has resulted in several sophisticated2-D algorithms and commercial prod-

ucts [4, 6, 2]. Results of unbiased evaluation studies, such as the Facial Recog-
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nition Technology (FERET) evaluations in1994, 1995, and1996 and a series of

Face Recognition Vendors Tests (FRVT2000 and2002 [151]) show significant im-

provement in the performance of available2-D face recognition algorithms. But the

very same evaluations indicate that the acceptable performance of the state-of-the-

art 2-D face recognition is only achievable when facial images are captured under

controlled conditions. The collective performance of2-D face recognition systems

are unsatisfactory and degrade significantly (dropping nearly 50%) with variations

in illumination, head pose, cosmetics, and facial expression [151].

A few approaches have been proposed to address the inherent limitations of

2-D images in dealing with variations in pose and illumination. For example, the

three-dimensional morphable models technique by Blanz and Vetter [26] was inves-

tigated in the2002 FRVT. This technique synthesizes canonical frontal imagesfrom

the test images with rotated head using a single generic3-D model of the human

face. This technique improved the performance of the systems that participated in

the 2002 FRVT, and as a result,3-D models of the face were identified as a po-

tential solution to the pose problem in face recognition. This family of approaches

is not categorized as3-D face recognition algorithms because they do not involve

the sensing and matching of3-D shapes and descriptions. Instead, the generic3-D

model is merely used as an intermediate step in matching two2-D face images.

This family of approaches is computationally expensive andtime consuming be-

cause2-D images are iteratively mapped onto a3-D deformable model and then

the3-D model with texture information is used to synthesis new2-D images in the

canonical pose [142].
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Recently, the quick and low-cost acquisition of high quality3-D face models

has become viable due to progresses in three-dimensional sensor technology. The

three-dimensional facial models capture the anatomical structure of the face, which

remains unchanged under differing illumination, pose, andmakeup conditions. This

potentials has brought the3-D face models to center stage in the effort to improve

the accuracy of face recognition systems.

2.2 3-D Face Model Acquisition

Many different, non-contact techniques have been proposedto capture the

3-D geometric information of objects. These techniques can be broadly divided into

passive and active acquisition categories. Laser range finders are active techniques

widely used in the3-D acquisition of objects [8]. In this technique, a laser light is

used to emit a pulse of light on an object and the distance between the sensor and a

single point of the object is calculated by timing the round-trip travel of the pulse.

The scanner scans its entire field of view one point at a time bychanging the range

finders direction of view to scan different points. Althoughlaser scanners produce

dense and accurate models, they are not suitable for face recognition because of

concerns about the intrusive nature of laser lights to humaneyes. Laser scanners

have longer acquisition times compared to passive techniques, and the subject needs

to remain stationary during this period.

Another important active technique is the structured lightapproach, in which

a known light pattern (e.g. parallel stripes) is projected on a scene. The depth infor-

mation is computed from the deformation of the patterns and calibration parameters
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of the camera. Although this technique is faster and safer than laser range finders,

it is less accurate and the results contain more missing data.

In the passive category, the most popular approach is the passive stereo-

scopic technique [179], in which images of the subject’s face are simultaneously

captured by at least two cameras from different viewpoints.Corresponding points

are identified on the images captured by each camera (the leftand right image) and

depth information is calculated from the disparity betweenthe corresponding points

and the known calibration parameters between the cameras. The greatest challenge

in this approach is to establish corresponding pairs of points on smooth areas of

the face, such as the forehead, which lack natural texture. In order to solve this

problem, a hybrid approach has been proposed where a random speckle pattern is

projected onto the face and then imaged by a stereoscopic imaging system. The

MU-2 stereo imaging system made by3Q Technologies Ltd. (Atlanta, GA) is one

example of this type of sensor, which benefits from a combination of speed and

accuracy [1]. The three-dimensional face models used throughout this dissertation

are captured using a MU-2 sensor.

The captured facial surfaces can be represented by point clouds, triangu-

lated surface meshes, or range images. The point cloud consists of the(x, y, z)

coordinates of a large number of points measured on the surface of the captured

image. Point clouds are usually converted to polygonal meshes using techniques

such as Delaunay triangulation. The main disadvantage of point cloud or mesh rep-

resentation is that the3-D points are unstructured, and thus they require involved

algorithms for processing. In a range image, also known as a2.5-D surface, the
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depth valuez(x, y) is defined as a function ofx andy sampled on a regular grid.

Range images are produced by orthographic projection and interpolation of surface

meshes or point clouds on thex− y plane. This representation is much more com-

pact and better organized for data access and can be processed with standard2-D

image processing algorithms. Hence, we choose to use this representation through

out this proposal.

2.3 3-D Face Recognition Algorithms

In this section, previous work that uses only the3-D shape to recognize

faces are reviewed chronologically by publication year. Many of the earlier research

had access to very small databases, and, as a result, they report surprisingly high

recognition rates. Over time, datasets have become larger and algorithms have

produced more accurate rates, even though the reported recognition rates are not

as high as some earlier research.

One of the earliest3-D face recognition algorithms was presented by Car-

toux et al.(1989) [35]. The basic concept behind this algorithm is that the bilateral

symmetry plane (profile plane) of the face segments the face into two approximately

identical halves. This profile plane is automatically extracted on range images by

iteratively minimizing the difference between the principle curvature values on op-

posite sides of the facial surface. Once the symmetry plane is found, the3-D range

images can be compared based on the similarity of their central vertical profile

(the intersection of bilateral symmetry plane and face surface). Using a very small

database of18 range images from6 subjects, a100% correct recognition was re-
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ported for this algorithm.

Lee and Milios (1990) [109] segmented the convex areas of the range image

based on the signs of the mean and Gaussian curvatures. Each segmented region

is encoded by an Extended Gaussian Image (EGI) created by assigning weights

to each point on a unit sphere , Gaussian sphere, equal to the area of the surface

having the same normal vector direction. The similarity of the two segments is

obtained by correlating their EGIs. In order to match two faces in the dataset, a

graph matching method is used that combines the correlations between segment

pairs with additional relative spatial locations in the range image domain. One of

the advantages of this face recognition algorithm is that convex regions of the face

are less affected by facial expressions. However, the EGI representation is scale

invariant and cannot discriminate between two similar faces of different sizes. This

algorithm was tested on six range images but no recognition rate was reported.

The first step in the approach proposed by Gordon (1992) [72] is to segment

several salient areas, lines, and landmarks on range imagesusing constraints on

curvature and depth values, such as the signs of the Gaussianand mean curvatures.

Finally, a set of distance and curvature measurements are calculated from these seg-

ments such as: left and right eye width, eye separation, noseheight and width, and

the maximum Gaussian curvature on the nose bridge. Each faceis represented by

a feature vector formed by choosing the most discriminatingfeatures. The Fisher’s

linear discriminant criterion is used to evaluate the discriminating power of a given

feature by considering the ratio of between-class varianceto the within-class vari-

ance. This algorithm was tested on a database of24 range images from8 individu-
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als, and Euclidean distance was considered as the similarity measure. The reported

rank-one recognition was in the range of80% to 100%.

Nagamineet al. (1992) [138] performed3-D face recognition by match-

ing the3-D curves resulting from the intersection of the facial surface with vertical

planes, horizontal planes, or cylinders. Range data used in this system are collected

using a laser range finder with1 mm resolution. Ten range images with normal ex-

pression are available for each of the sixteen subjects in this database. Faces in this

database are aligned by heuristically extracting the innercorners of the eyes, the

nose tip, and the bottom of the nose. The depth values along each cross-sectional

curve are connected to create a feature vector and the Euclidean distance between

the feature vectors presents the similarity between two faces. Experimental results

indicated that the vertical profiles extracted from the central portion of the face (sim-

ilar to the profile silhouette of the face) have the strongestdistinctiveness. Circular

cross-sections extracted around the nose tip also demonstrated high discriminating

power. The main advantage of circular curves is their robustness against rotational

variations. The horizontal profiles were shown to be the least effective ones.

In 1997, Achermannet al. [16] extended two well-known2-D face recogni-

tion algorithms to range images. They applied the eigenface(PCA) and the hidden

Markov models (HMM) to identify individuals from their range images. For the

HMM technique, range images are converted to1-D information by a sliding win-

dow similar to its2-D counterpart [161, 162]. Subsequently, every person in the

database is modeled with a linear left-to-right model consisting of five states corre-

sponding to forehead, eyes, nose, mouth, and chin, as discussed in section 2.1.2.2.
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Experimental results using a collection of240 range images from24 subjects indi-

cated a recognition rate as high as100% for the eigenface procedure and91% for

the HMM approach.

Acheramnn and Bunke (2000) [15] implemented a face recognition system

in which a3-D version of partial Hausdorff distance (HD) is used to directly mea-

sure the similarity between facial surfaces rendered in a point cloud format. The

partial Hausdorff distance is a suitable measure of distance between two point sets.

Unlike the traditional HD, the partial HD only takes into account a portion of best

ranked points. As a result, it is robust against outliers andcan handle cases where

only part of the data fits a given model. They tested their algorithm on a database

of 240 facial models from10 subjects captured with varying poses, and rank-one

recognition as high as99.2% was reported.

Chuaet al. (2000) [44] extended the idea of free-form surface representa-

tions using “point signatures” to address the3-D face recognition problem. For a

given pointp, the point signature is found by intersecting the facial surface with a

sphere of radiusr centered at pointp. The signed distances between the points on

the cross-sectionC and a plane passingp create the feature vector (point signature)

d(θ), 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. In order to deal with facial expression variation, point signatures

are only calculated from that portion of the head located between the upper lip and

the forehead. The experiments with24 images from6 subjects resulted in100%

rank-one recognition.

Leeet al.(2003) [110] implemented a3-D face recognition method by ex-

tracting face contours at different depth values with respect to the nose tip. Statis-
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tical feature vectors, such as depth mean and standard deviation, are formed along

these contours. Comparison between faces is made based on their Euclidean dis-

tance in the feature space. This system was evaluated using adatabase of70 range

images from35 individuals and the reported correct recognition at rank-five (tar-

get individual is among top five matches) was94.3%. It should be noted that no

rank-one performance was reported, and the recognition rate can drop drastically

between ranks one and five.

Panet al.(2003) [142] proposed a3-D face verification system from range

images that are initially aligned with respect to a generic model stored in the mem-

ory by a coarse-to-fine registration scheme. First, the range images are roughly

aligned with the generic model by finding the approximate location of the nose tip,

chin, and cheeks. This alignment is refined by iteratively estimating the transforma-

tion parameters (rotation, scaling, and translation) minimizing the directional Haus-

dorff distance between the input image and the generic model. In this algorithm,

two aligned range images are compared by using their partialHausdorff distance as

a similarity measure. The researchers also implemented PCA-based verification as

bench-mark for comparison and evaluated the performance ofboth approaches on

a dataset of360 range images from30 individuals. The reported EERs were in the

range of3−5% for the Hausdorff distance approach and5−7% for the PCA-based

approach.

Medioni and Waupotitsch (2003) [128] collected a database of700 3-D face

scans from100 subjects using a passive stereo matching system. There are seven

captures with different poses within±20◦ of a frontal view from each individual
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in this dataset. This system performs both recognition and identification tasks by

automatically aligning the probe and gallery meshes using an iterative closest point

(ICP) algorithm. A distance map is created between the two aligned meshes and

classification is performed based on the statistics from this distance map. An EER

of better than2% was claimed by the authors.

Morenoet al. (2003) [134] also used the signs of the mean and Gaussian

curvatures to segment seven regions and two lines on3-D facial surfaces rendered

with polygonal meshes captured by laser range sensors. Their database consists of

7 scans for each of the60 subjects where three of the scans present facial expres-

sions and two of them present head rotations. After the segmentation, a set of86

descriptive features such as areas, distances between masscenters of the regions,

angles, and curvature averages/variance of a region are extracted. These features

are ranked by their discriminating power estimated by Fisher’s coefficient (the ratio

of between-class to within-class variance). Finally, the best35 features identified

by discriminating power analysis are used to represent faces, and the classification

is performed by matching feature vectors using the minimum Euclidean distance

classifier. A rank-one recognition of78% and a rank-five recognition of92% were

achieved for the subset of frontal views.

Hesheret al. (2003) [85] adapted two famous2-D face recognition ap-

proaches, principle component analysis (PCA) and Independent component anal-

ysis (ICA) to recognize individuals from their range images.A set of 222 range

images were captured from37 subjects, where each subject is imaged with six dif-

ferent facial expressions. Range images in this database areregistered by aligning
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the nose tip and nose bridge with a reference. It is assumed that the nose tip has the

smallest range value ( the closest point to the sensor). Finally, PCA and ICA are

used to reduce the dimensionality of the range images. The percent of range im-

ages correctly identified when only one range image per subject was available in the

gallery was equal to83% for the PCA with10 eigenvectors and67% for ICA using

10 independent components. By increasing the number of images in the gallery to

five out of six available images per subject, the correct recognition rate for the PCA

and ICA, respectively, increased to90% and97%.

Inspired by psychological findings that show that human faces are recogniz-

able from line sketches, Lee and shim (2004) [80] implemented a3-D face recogni-

tion algorithm in which edge maps are extracted from range images by the thresh-

olding local principle and a Gaussian curvature is calculated for each point. The

edge maps extracted from the probe and gallery range images are compared using

a depth-weighted version of the Hausdorff distance. Experimental results with84

range images from42 subjects achieved a98% correct recognition of rank-five for

the best combination of parameters.

Russet al. (2004) [159] experimented with a Hausdorff-based face recog-

nition algorithm similar to the one proposed by Acheramnn and Bunke [15]. They

enrolled200 subjects to the gallery of a verification system (one range image per

subject) and used another set of200 range images from the enrolled individuals,

plus 68 images from impostors, in the probe set. A probability of correct veri-

fication of 98% was achieved at a false alarm rate of0% (of the 68 imposters).

Because of the computational cost of this algorithm, only30 persons were enrolled
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in the gallery and the probe set of the identification system and for the FAR=0% the

Haussdorff metric has probablity of correct identificationequal to93%.

In the3-D face recognition algorithm proposed by Xuet al. (2004) [189], lo-

cal features (local shape variations) are combined with holistic attributes to achieve

better recognition performance. First, the scatter point cloud representation is trans-

formed into a regular facial mesh and four regions (eyes, nose, and mouth) are es-

timated on the mesh using correspondence to a model mesh withmanually marked

regions. The holistic feature vector is created by simply connecting the depth (z)

values of all the vertices in the mesh. From the vertices in the local regions, eight

Gaussian-Hermite moments [168] are calculated to represent local shape variations.

The holistic and local information are combined in the feature level by concatenat-

ing the feature vectors, and the dimensionality of the feature space is reduced by

using PCA. The nearest neighbor classifier is used in this lower dimensional space

to match faces using the Euclidean distance as a measure of similarity. Using a

leave-one-out strategy for training, a rank-one recognition of96% was claimed on a

database of higher quality scans from30 persons (six instances per subject). When

tested on a larger dataset with lower quality scans containing720 images from120

individuals, the rank-one recognition droped to72%, which can be explained by the

larger size of the dataset and the lower quality of the scans.The bestEER = 4%

was achived for the verification system trained and tested with the higher quality

scans.

Bronsteinet al. (2005) [33] implemented a3-D face recognition algorithm

robust to changes in facial expressions. They first demonstrated that the variations
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of geodesic distances between pairs of fiducial points are insignificant under expres-

sion variations by manually placing133 markers on a single face. Hence, two facial

surfaces for a single individual under different expressions are merely isometric,

meaning that the geodesic distances between any pair of points has remained con-

stant. In this algorithm the facial surfaces are transformed into expression-invariant

canonical form using isometric embedding. A familiar example of isometric em-

bedding is to map the spherical surface of the earth onto a plane such that the

geodesic distance between the cities remain the same. Finally, the 3-D surfaces

in canonical forms are matched by comparing their high ordermoments. This algo-

rithm was tested and compared to a2-D PCA-based and a3-D rigid surface match-

ing approach on a dataset containing220 images from30 subjects. An impressive

EER of 1.9% resulted for the canonical surface matching, while the EER for the

3-D and2-D benchmarks were equal to4.4% and21.1%, respectively. The most

intereting point about this approach is the claim that “it can distinguish between

identical twins.”

Gokberket al. (2005) [71] compared the performance of five standard ap-

proaches to3-D face recognition on a database of571 images from106 subjects.

These algorithms were: ICP-based point cloud matching, an EGI approach, pro-

file matching, a PCA-based approach, and an LDA approach. The results indicate

that the LDA approach had the best performance with96.27% correct recognition

followed by the ICP with95.96% correct recognition. The worst performance was

reported for the PCA-based approach with only50.78% correct recognition. They

also investigated several different strategies to fuse these five distinct classifiers at
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the decision level. They were able to significantly improve the performance (99.1%

correct rank-one recognition) by combining classifiers in parallel using a nonlinear

rank-sum method.

In order to cope with expression variation in3-D face recognition, Chang

et al. (2005) [40] designed an algorithm to independently match multiple overlap-

ping facial regions that are relatively rigid across expressions. First, several feature

points are localized using the signs of the mean and Gaussiancurvatures for initial

coarse registration of faces. For each face, three overlapping regions with different

sizes are extracted around the nose tip. Finally, probe surfaces are matched against

a gallery surface using the error reported by ICP. The ICP errors reported from the

three regions of a probe image are combined by a fusion rule. The experimental

evaluation was performed using the second version of the FRGCdatabase contain-

ing more than4000 images from over400 subjects. One neutral expression image

per subject is used to enroll that person to the gallery and all other instances with

varying expressions are used as probes. The rank-one performance of this algorithm

was92%.

Lu and Jain (2005) [121] proposed a method to match range images dubbed

2.5-D images to3-D head scans. First, the probe range images are rigidly registered

with 3-D scans using a modified ICP algorithm. Subsequently, a thin plate spline

(TPS) is used to achieve a non-rigid transformation betweenthe probe and gallery

face models. Eventually, the deformations between the probe and gallery surfaces

are represented by a “deformation displacement vector field” where the deforma-

tion of each point is presented by a three-dimensional vector. A SVM classifier is
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used to classify the displacement vector fields into intra-subject or inter-subject de-

formations. The proposed framework is evaluated by enrolling 100 subjects using

their 3-D head scans into the system and using200 range images with neutral or

smiling expressions in the probe set. A rank-one recognition of 89% was reported

for this approach.

Lee et al. (2005) [111] described a feature-based (local) approach to3-D

face recognition. Several geometric features, such as distances, ratios between dis-

tances, and angles are defined between eight automatically detected fiducial points.

A one-versus-all strategy is used to train100 SVMs for recognition of the100 in-

dividuals in the database. The reported rank-one and rank-three were equal to96%

and97%, respectively. The full head scans which are used to enroll subjects in the

gallery are captured by a Cyberware laser scanner, while the images used as probe

are acquired by a Genex FaceCam, which is a structured light sensor.

Panet al.(2005) [141] proposed an algorithm in which the3-D facial sur-

face located in a region of interest (ROI) around the nose tipare flattened on planar

disk in an isometric fashion. This flattening idea is essentially similar to the canon-

ical representation proposed in [33], but it is not an isometric embedding. The first

step in this algorithm is to find the bilateral symmetry planeof the facial surface

followed by the extraction of a central profile. The nose tip is then located on the

central profile, and a ROI is selected around the nose tip by considering points on

the surface which are located inside an sphere centered at the nose tip. This ROI

is then mapped to a2-D circle to get a circular range image. Finally, an eigenface

(PCA) approach is applied to recognize individuals from the flattened range images.
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This algorithm was evaluated using the first version of the FRGC dataset, including

943 face models from276 subjects, with198 subjects have two or more models in

the dataset. The mapping process failed for approximately1% of the cases, and the

rank-one recognition for the remaining cases was95%, which shows a4% improve-

ment compared to the baseline PCA. The EER reported for the verification test was

2.83%, which is comparable to the1.9% EER reported by a similar algorithm tested

on a smaller database by Bronsteinet al. [33].

Multiresolution surface analysis and wavelets are powerful tools that make

it possible to evaluate and process surfaces at different scales. Multiresolution sur-

face analysis is used in a broad range of applications such asgeometric modeling,

continuous level-of-detail control for computer graphicsand animations, and sur-

face compression and editing [172, 59, 113].In a previous work [95] we showed

the feasibility of a3-D face recognition model based on3-D barycentric wavelet

coefficients computed from a hexagonal region of interest around the automatically

pinpointed nose tip. The dimensionality of the extracted coefficients at each resolu-

tion level was reduced by PCA and then independently evaluated in an identification

experiment using a Euclidean distance classifier.

Mpiperiset al. [136] represented range images by planar level-set contours

of the depth function. The comparison between two faces is performed by com-

paring2-D iso-depth contours at the same depth. Three different planar contour

features are investigated in [136]: the Hu moments [89], elliptic Fourier descrip-

tors [58], and curvature scale space (CSS) [131]. The performances of the pro-

posed algorithms in [136] are evaluated on a database of800 range images from
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20 subjects (40 images per subject). Results are compared with a variant of point

signatures [44] showing a better performance for iso-depthcontour matching.

Le Zouet al. [108]’s “warping coefficients” algorithm is a3-D face recogni-

tion system based on warped range images. In this algorithm,a number of selected

range images create a set of example faces, while another range image is selected

as a “generic face.” The generic face is then warped to match each of the exam-

ple faces. Each such warp is specified by a vector of displacement values. In the

feature extraction phase, when the algorithm is provided with a new range image,

the generic face is warped to match it. The geometric transformation used in this

warping can be approximated as a linear combination of example face warping

vectors. The coefficients in the linear combination are usedas features and passed

to a Mahalanobis distance based classifier. The “warping coefficients” achieved

EER = 2.5% when evaluated using a subset of range images available in T3FRD.

In a previous work, we implemented a novel face recognition algorithm [97]

based on a3-D object representation technique known as “point fingerprints” [173].

The “point fingerprints” represents a surface by sets of2-D contours that are the

projection of the3-D iso-geodesic contours on a plane tangent to the surface atthe

central landmark. In [97],3-D faces were represented by planar point fingerprints

extracted around the automatically pinpointed nose tip. Iso-depth contours were

also extracted with respect to the nose tip and their performance in recognizing faces

was considered as a benchmark for comparison. The shapes of obtained planar

iso-depth and fingerprint contours were characterized by two types of attributes:

radial Euclidean distances from the nose tip and a set of five commonly used shape
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descriptors (ratio of principal axes, convexity, compactness, circular variance, and

elliptic variance) as defined in [145]. These features were independently tested

in a face authentication experiment using both a Euclidean distance classifier in

LDA dimensionality reduced feature space and a support vector machine (SVM)

classifier. The results indicated that no matter what classification rule is used, facial

fingerprint contours (2-D projections of iso-geodesic contours) outperform their

iso-depth counterpart.

Mahooret al. [124] used ridge lines to represent range images in their pro-

posed3-D face recognition algorithm. The ridge lines are found by thresholding

the maximum principle curvature,kmax, of the facial surface. In order to find the

best match between a probe image and gallery images, an iterative approach similar

to the ICP algorithm is utilized to find the optimum pose between probe and gallery

ridge lines resulting in the minimum Hausdorff distance. The final Hausdorff dis-

tance is used as a measure of the difference between a probe and a gallery facial

surface.

Given that a number of facial landmarks (fiducials) can be accurately de-

tected, face recognition algorithms based on local features show more robustness

against changes in pose, noise, holes (missing range values), occlusion, and facial

expressions [77]. Guptaet al. [78] proposed “Anthroface3D”, a face recognition

algorithm based on geodesic and3-D Euclidean distances between fiducial points

automatically detected using curvature and Gabor responses. “Anthroface3D” is

not a pure3-D approach, since portrait clues are used to assist the fiducial detection

step.
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Berrettiet al.[20] proposed a3-D face recognition algorithm in which range

images are segmented into equal width iso-geodesic stripesat increasing distance

from the nose tip. Next, the face is compactly represented byan attributed relational

graph where each node represents a stripe, and each edge of the graph is annotated

by 3-D “weighted walkthroughs” (3DWW) between two stripes. The3DWW be-

tween each pair of stripes captures the relative spatial displacements between all

pairs of points of the input stripes. Eventually, two given faces are compared by

comparing their corresponding annotated graphs.

In recent years, many of the problems associated with traditional holistic

approaches have been mitigated by introducing region ensembles approaches [152,

62, 101, 127, 28] which are considered as a compromise between holistic and lo-

cal face recognition approaches. In region ensembles approaches, faces are divided

into multiple smaller subregions. Comparisons between two faces begin by in-

dependently comparing the corresponding subregions. Finally, the committee of

similarity scores collected from various subregions are merged into a final deci-

sion. Region ensemble approaches are robust against facial expression changes and

partial occlusions, and many of them are currently among thetop performing algo-

rithms.

2.4 2-D+3-D face recognition

In search of a solution to the problems that significantly affect 2-D face

recognition, especially sensitivity to changes in pose, illumination, and facial makeup,

researchers have contemplated using3-D face models since1989 and have reported
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significant improvements. Fortunately, many of the3-D face scanners (e.g. stereo-

scopic scanners) simultaneously capture2-D images from different angles and use

them as raw data in their depth calculation procedure. This co-existence of3-D

and2-D models suggests a possibility of improved recognition performance by a

fusion of these independent biometrics. Although3-D face recognition is about two

decades old, multi-modal2-D+3-D face recognition is in its preliminary stages and

has had limited exposure in the literature since the year2000. The2-D+3-D face

recognition literature is very limited, and a majority of the algorithms in this cate-

gory use conventional methods, such as eigenfaces, to create independent2-D and

3-D recognition systems and then combine the matching scoresby a fusion strategy.

Beumieret al. (2001) [24] used a camera and a projector to capture perfectly

registered3-D and2-D images of faces. A known pattern of parallel diagonal stripes

is projected onto the faces, and3-D information is extracted from the deformation

of these stripes. The corresponding2-D image is captured by switching off the

projector. A central profile and two lateral profiles are extracted by intersecting the

face surface with the bilateral symmetry plane and two parallel planes with3 cm

distance on either side. From the depth values along the central profile and average

of depth values along the lateral profiles, a set of local curvatures is collected by

measuring the slope of the curve between two points at a fixed distance of4 cm

sliding along the profile. The gray level information of the2-D image is represented

by averaging the gray intensities along a2.5 cm lines perpendicular to the profile.

Hence, four independent classifiers are trained using features extracted from the

registered pairs of2-D and3-D images and the overall decision is made using a
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weighted sum of3-D and2-D similarity scores. The researchers evaluated their

algorithm on a gallery containing27 persons and used a probe set containing images

from 29 individuals, reporting an EER as low as1.4% for a recognition scenario

that employs multiple probe images per subject. In general,it was found that the

2-D+3-D algorithm works better than either the2-D or 3-D modalities alone.

In the face recognition system proposed by Wanget al. (2002) [183], lo-

cal descriptors from both range and intensity images are integrated at the feature

level. In the2-D domain,10 automatically detected fiducial points are described by

responses from Gabor filters at different scales and orientations. The shape varia-

tions in a region around four detected landmarks on range images are captured by

“point signatures” [44]. The2-D and3-D feature vectors are initially projected into

their own subspaces using PCA. The normalized shape and texture features in the

subspace are concatenated to create an augmented2-D+3-D representation of the

face. Two classifier options are evaluated to match the features of a probe face with

those from the gallery, a similarity function classifier, and a multi-class SVM that

employs a Decision Directed Acyclic Graph (DDAG). The reported experimental

results indicate that the SVM-based classifier outperformsits counterpart in any

combination of2-D and3-D modalities. The reported evaluation was conducted

using six pairs of range and intensity images from50 individuals with varying pose

and expression. Three pairs of images per individual were used for training, and

the remaining three pairs were used as probe images. The rank-one recognition re-

ported for the2-D+3-D configuration was better than90%, and it is demonstrated

that the multi-modal configuration performs better than single modality configura-
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tions.

Changet al. (2003) [37] merged2-D and 3-D PCA-based face recogni-

tion algorithms into a multi-modal system that has statistically significant perfor-

mance advantages over either of the modalities alone. The2-D and3-D images

are independently processed by PCA, and two sets of separately tuned2-D and3-

D eigenfaces are selected by dropping a few eigenvectors from the beginning and

the end of the sorted lists of eigenvectors. The distance measures used in the2-D

and3-D subspaces is the Mahalanobis distance, which are eventually fused using a

confidence-weighted variation of the sum-of-distances rule. From the experiments

conducted on images from200 subjects, this study concluded that3-D PCA outper-

form its 2-D counterpart with respective rank-one recognition ratesequal to94.5%

and89.0%. The rank-one recognition for the2-D+3-D configuration rate was re-

ported to be98.5% when a single probe (one pair of itensity and range images) was

used and98.8% when multiple probes were used for recognition. It should benoted

that these outstanding results might be over-rated becausethe probe and gallery sets

have overlap.

Similar to Changet al.’s algorithm [37], the multi-modal face recognition

proposed by Tsalakanidouet al. (2003) [176] is also based on combining2-D and

3-D eigenfaces. Probably the most interesting aspect of thiswork is the use of color

images as the2-D biometric instead of the commonly used gray scale intensity

images. In the2-D domain, the color images are transformed to the YUV format

to ensure independence between the channels, and the PCA algorithm is performed

on each color channel independently. In order to recognize aface from its color
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image, its projections into the three subspaces are calculated, and the combined

similarity distance is defined to be the product of corresponding Euclidean distances

calculated from the YUV subspaces. The3-D data are also projected into their own

subspace using PCA, and the Euclidean distance is calculatedfrom the probe to

each gallery model. The2-D and3-D distances are eventually combined by finding

the product of their subspace Euclidean distances. Evaluation was performed using

the images of40 individuals from the XM2VTS dataset [129]. The reported rank-

one recognition rate for color image only,3-D only, and color+3-D was 87.5%,

93%, and97.5%, respectively.

Lu et al. (2004) [116] proposed a2-D+3-D face recognition method in

which three feature points are localized automatically using signs of the maximum

and minimum local curvatures, and a coarse normalization isperformed following

Weinstein’s guidelines [185]. The final alignment is performed by minimizing the

distance between two sets of points using a hybrid of two classic ICP algorithms.

The registration error of the fine registration is considered as the matching score

between the facial surfaces. The matching score between tworegistered texture

vectors is the normalized correlation of intensities at selected sample points. This

algorithm was tested on a database of73 registered2-D+3-D scans collected from

10 individuals. One image per subject was used for training, and the remaining63

scans were used for testing. The overall rank-one recognition was84%.

In Papatheodorouet al. (2004) [143], the textural and geometric information

of the faces are fused at the sensor level by presenting face models as a dense mesh

of 4-D vertices,(x, y, z, t), wheret is the intensity value for a point with coordinates
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x, y, z. First, a human operator removes the redundant regions of the 4-D face

models corresponding to neck and hair areas. The next step isto align the faces

using either3-D or 4-D ICP algorithm. The by-product of the ICP registration

is a point-to-point correspondence between any point on thesource face and its

closest point in the target point cloud. The average residual distance between all

the points on the source face and its corresponding closest points on the target face

are used as the similarity metric between two faces. The verification results are

reported given that the threshold is set such thatFAR = 0% on a dataset of806

4-D facial meshes from62 volunteers. The correct recognition rate when frontal

neural-expression probes were matched against frontal neutral-expression gallery

images is98 − 100%. The recognition rate decreases to73 − 94% when probes

have a45o rotation and to69− 89% when probes have smiling expressions.

A 2-D+3-D face recognition algorithm based on hidden Markov model for

each modality was proposed by Tsalakanidouet al. (2004) [175]. In the enrollment

phase, a depth HMM and an intensity HMM are calculated for each known subject

in the database. For an input test image pair (depth and intensity), two observa-

tion probabilities are calculated from the HMMs of the person whose identity is

claimed. The combined probability score is defined to be the weighted sum of log-

likelihoods, where the weights are chosen such that the equal error rate is optimized.

The database used for the evaluation of this algorithm contained3000 pairs of im-

ages from50 individuals where each person is presented by60 image pairs. For

each individual five pairs of images were selected to train the HMMs. This training

set was further enriched by synthesizing artificial views depicting pose and/or illu-
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mination variations. It appears from the reported results that the depth data is not

as discriminatory as the intensity. The EER for the3-D, 2-D, and2-D+3-D HMM

approaches were respectively20%, 9.3%, and5.5%.

In the 2-D+3-D face recognition proposed by Lu and Jain (2005) [117], a

pair of registered probe images (range and texture) are matched against full3-D

head scans in a gallery. A3-D model for each subject is create by stitching together

several registered range and texture scans obtained from different angles. In order

to compare two facial surfaces, a coarse-to-fine alignment scheme is implemented

in which the probe and gallery surfaces are roughly aligned by matching at least

three manually marked fiducial points. The fine registrationprocess follows the

ICP framework and the root mean square of the distance minimized by ICP is used

as the3-D matching distance. A set of candidate models with the highest3-D match

scores are selected from the gallery for the next matching stage, the2-D appearance

matching. The2-D matching algorithm used is a LDA approach in which additional

2-D faces with different pose and illumination conditions are synthesized from the

candidate3-D models to enrich the gallery. Finally, a weighted sum ruleis applied

to fuse the2-D and3-D scores. Their experimental gallery contained a full3-D scan

from 100 enrolled individuals. The probe set had600 pairs of registered range and

texture images from the same individuals. Out of six probe pairs for each subject,

three of them had neutral expression, while the other three had a smiling expression.

They reported a2-D+3-D rank-one recognition of98% on neutral probes and91%

when both neural and smiling probes were used.

Maureret al. (2005) [126] described the Geometrix [5] approach to2-D+3-
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D face recognition. Their3-D matching component is the ICP based3-D face

recognition algorithm proposed by Medioni and Waupotitsch[128]. For the2-D

recognition component, they used a version of the EBGM algorithm implemented

by Neven Vision (acquired by Google). During the decision making, they first

check the3-D matching score, and if it is very high, the texture score isignored.

Otherwise, the scores are combined using a weighted sum rule. The second version

of the FRGC dataset containing4007 pairs of range and texture images from466

subjects were used for evaluation. The faces in this datasetare separated based on

the level of facial expression into “neutral,” “moderate,”and “extreme” categories

and results are reported separately for these categories. The multi-modal perfor-

mance for the “all versus all” matching reached90.5% correct verification at the

0.1% FAR. It was also shown that for any given FAR, the FRR of the2-D+3-D

configuration was significantly lower than the3-D matching alone.

Wanget al. [182] considered face intensity,I(x, y, z), to be a function of

3-D spatial coordinates and defined3-D spherical Gabor filters (3DSGF) to analyze

them. Unlike traditional Gabors,3DSGFs are spherically symmetric, hence lack the

directional selectivity property. For a given point on the face, the3DSGF responses

collected from neighboring points are collectively represented by their histogram.

No automatic fiducial detection algorithm is presented; instead3DSGF histograms

are calculated, and compared using the “Least Trimmed Hausdorff” distance [169].

This face recognition algorithm assumes perfectly co-registered range and portrait

image pairs to operate. Evaluation is performed on a database of 960 co-registered

range and portrait pairs from80 subjects captured using stereo imaging technology.
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Hüskenet al. [91] applied EBGM [187] separately to range and portrait im-

ages to create parallel2-D EBGM and3-D EBGM face recognizers. These two rec-

ognizers are combined at the match score-level by summing the similarity scores

at the classifiers’ outputs. Similar to2-D EBGM [187], the landmark detection

step is computationally expensive since search areas of fiducials are not restricted.

Although shape and portrait data provide complimentary information, fiducial de-

tection in each modality is independent and no attempt is made to combine them.

As with 2-D EBGM, important geometric features, such as the geodesic distances

between landmarks, are neglected in this proposed2-D+3-D EBGM.

Cooket al. [48] proposed an algorithm to combine complementary2-D and

3-D face data to enhance recognition accuracy. In this algorithm, range and por-

trait images are convolved with log-Gabor filters. Each faceis partitioned into25

square windows on which PCA is applied to learn sub-spaces from the log-Gabor

responses. Each window is considered as an independent observation where the

Mahalanobis-cosine distance is used to measure the similarity between probe and

gallery windows. All Mahalanobis-cosine distances resulting from comparison of a

probe and a gallery face are collected into a feature vector utilized by a linear sup-

port vector machine (SVM). The authors show that3-D log-Gabor features perform

significantly better than2-D log Gabors.

Mpiperis et al. (2007) [137] have proposed a2D+3D face recognition al-

gorithm where facial expressions in both range and portraitrepresentation of the

face are compensated using the geodesic polar parameterization of facial surface.

They tested their algorithm on a database of1500 images from100 subjects and the
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reported EER was in the range of4.9− 15.4%.

Xu et al. [188] proposed a face recognition model based on Gabor wavelet

responses extracted from range and portrait images at5 scales and8 orientations.

First, range and portrait images are aligned and normalizedwith respect to a generic

face model. Gabor features are calculated at every range andportrait image coordi-

nates, resulting in a very high-dimensional feature vectorfor each modality (eighty

times the number of pixels in the image). Raw2-D and3-D Gabor features are

hierarchically projected to lower dimensional subspaces,then fused at feature-level

using a combination of LDA and AdaBoost learning [69]. The extremely high-

dimensional feature vector cannot be managed by conventional statistical learning

techniques such as LDA or PCA. Handling very high-dimensional features is also

computationally expensive (e.g. in [188] at least80 LDAs are applied in the first

level of the hierarchy).

2.5 Directions of Possible improvements

This chapter has given an overview of the approaches used to identify indi-

viduals based on their facial characteristics. It covered the leading2-D face recog-

nition algorithms and pointed out that2-D systems suffer from problems that result

in their failure in practice. Some of these problems, such assensitivity to pose varia-

tions, lighting variations, and changes in facial makeup, can be solved by exploiting

the3-D structure of the face that remains unchanged under these conditions.

In fact, a majority of the3-D approaches developed have been straight for-

ward extensions of typical2-D face recognition techniques. Very recently, several
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attempts have been made to further increase the accuracy of facial biometrics by

combining2-D and3-D modalities. Similarly, the dominant trend in multi-modal

algorithms is to use a typical2-D algorithm and its direct3-D derivative to create

parallel recognition systems which are eventually combined by some fusion tech-

nique. For example, typical2-D holistic techniques, such as eigenfaces (PCA) and

fisherfaces (LDA), are widely used in3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition, and they

are often regarded as the benchmarks in the evaluation of newalgorithms. These

holistic approaches are generally sensitive to changes in facial expression, deforma-

tions in the mouth area, and improper alignment of faces. Another holistic surface

matching technique applied to both3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition is the di-

rect surface matching using the ICP algorithm. The ICP-based algorithms are fairly

robust against changes in pose variations. However, their iterative optimization

procedure is computationally expensive and takes a long time to converge.

Compared to holistic approaches,3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition based

on local features has not received enough attention. This isprobably because the

accurate landmark detection, a required step in all local approaches, is considered

to be a difficult task by many researchers. However, convincing evidence from both

2-D and3-D face recognition literature indicates that if the positions of facial land-

marks are accurately determined, it is possible to design powerful face recognition

algorithms by defining novel local features uniquely designed to capture3-D geo-

metrical structures of the face. Local features are generally less sensitive to pose

variations, and if extracted from rigid regions of the face (e.g. around nose), they

will show tolerance to changes in expression.
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Chapter 3, will introduce our innovative3-D and2-D+3-D face recognition

models. The goal is to fully exploit the potentials of3-D face recognition beyond

what is achieved by the techniques that simply accept established2-D counterparts.

The chapter will also introduce an accurate algorithm to detect fiducial points on

both2-D and3-D face images.
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Chapter 3

Completed Research

This chapter discusses the innovative3-D and multi-modal2-D+3-D face

recognition models proposed in this dissertation. Since all of the face recogni-

tion models and fiducial point detection algorithms proposed in this dissertation are

evaluated on the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database (T3FRD), this chapter is

started by introduction of T3FRD and its unique characteristics. This database of

co-registered range and portrait facial images is collected under special directive

from NIST constraining the extend of head pose and scale variations.

Similar to many well-established face recognition algorithms in the litera-

ture, features utilized in the proposed models are local features (i.e. defined around

or between facial landmarks). Since fiducial detection directly impacts the per-

formance of a local feature-based face recognizer, we continue this chapter by

proposing a novel algorithm combining range and portrait Gabor clues to pinpoint

landmarks with significantly better accuracies than those achievable using a single

modality alone.
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3.1 Texas3-D Face Recognition Database

The main contribution of this dissertation is to define innovative facial fea-

tures and incorporate them into face recognition models which are intended to op-

erate under real-world test conditions specified by NIST: where the only constraint

is that subjects are asked to stand and face cameras located at a fixed distance with-

out wearing accessories (e.g. glasses and hats). This reasonable assumption is

likely to be made in many applications where the face recognition system operates

in the presence of a human administrator such as access control to secure facili-

ties or airport screening. Due to physical and emotional discomfort associated with

laser ranging, NIST funded this work with the aim of using a user friendly optical

stereo ranging technique (i.e. passive modality), and to construct the Texas3-D

Face Recognition Database (T3FRD) [75].

Encouraged by this application scenario, our focus is to address the recogni-

tion problem (including landmark detection, feature extraction, statistical learning,

and classifier fusion), and not pre-processing (scaling, alignment, rotation, etc.) of

the face data. We believe that pre-processing and recognition are largely separate

problems, hence algorithms to accomplish these tasks should be tested separately.

T3FRD is the largest free and publicly available database of co-registered2-D and

3-D face images that is suitable for separate evaluation of the recognition task. For

its construction,1196 pairs of high resolution range and colored portrait images

were captured from116 adult subjects at the former Advanced Digital Imaging Re-

search (ADIR) LLC (Friendswood, TX) using a MU-2 stereo imaging system made

by 3Q Technologies Ltd. (Atlanta, GA), under contract to NIST.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Example of face images from the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database
a) Colored portrait images. b) The corresponding range images.
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A small set of pre-processing steps have been performed on all of the T3FRD

image pairs. All the range and colored portrait pairs have been brought into align-

ment with a fixed generic face in the frontal pose using a variant of the iterative

closest point (ICP) algorithm [21, 75]. Subsequently, extraneous background re-

gions that are not connected to the face were removed by detecting the face as the

biggest connected blob having non-zero range value, and eliminating all remaining

smaller blobs. Finally, a3 × 3 median filter was used to remove impulse noise

present in the images and the holes and areas with missing data were filled using

bi-cubic interpolation. All images in the database are of size 751 × 501. The z

value in the range images is represented in8 bit format with the closest point to the

camera having the highest value of255 [75].

Since an identical procedure is employed to pre-process facial images in

T3FRD, fair comparisons can be made between competing systems based on recog-

nition capability only without biases introduced by pre-processing. The database is

composed of images from68% males and32% female subjects with ages ranging

from 20 − 75 years. It covers a wide range of demographic mix:40% Caucasian,

5% Africans,32% Asians,22% East-Indians, and rest from other ethnicities.31%

of the faces in the database are expressive and the rest are neutral. Each range and

portrait pair has an associated file carrying information about a subject’s gender,

ethnicity, facial expression, and manually annotated locations of25 anthropometric

fiducial points. Fig. 3.1 presents sample image pairs from the database.

T3FRD complements the older publicly available Face Recognition Grand

Challenge (FRGC)2005 database [147] and is a good alternative for researchers
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who want to evaluate their innovative face recognition algorithms without dealing

with extensive preprocessing such as head pose normalization and scaling as re-

quired by the FRGC dataset. Of course, for free-viewing scenarios of human face

recognition, T3FRD is only appropriate for testing the recognition modules.Inte-

grated pre-processing and recognition algorithms for free-viewing should be tested

on FRGC. T3FRD allows isolation of face recognition performance without any

bias introduced by choice of complicated preprocessing schemes. It is the largest

(in terms of number of images and subjects) database that hasbeen acquired us-

ing a stereo imaging system at a high resolution of0.32 mm along thex, y, and

z dimensions. By comparison, images in the FRGC database were acquired using

a Minolta Vivid 900/910 laser scanner sampled at a lower average resolution of

0.98mm alongz andy dimensions and0.5mm along thez dimension [37].

Since stereo imaging captures both the shape and the portrait image of the

face simultaneously, each range and portrait pair are perfectly co-registered in the

T3FRD. By contrast, there was a significant time-lapse between the operation of

the laser range finder and the optical camera in the FRGC data acquisition proce-

dure, which caused the acquired2-D and3-D images in the FRGC be out of corre-

spondence [147]. This time-lapse also caused inconsistencies in facial expression

between the range and portrait images captured in a single subject session [125].

Since laser scanning is not instantaneous, some of the facesin the FRGC have been

reported to be distorted due to head movements during acquisition [125].

Perfect alignment of range and portrait image pairs is a fundamental as-

sumption made in many multi-modal algorithms. For instance, the proposed2-
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D+3-D Gabor-based landmark detection and face recognition algorithm described

in sections 3.2 and 3.3 assume perfectly co-registered portrait and range pairs. Ob-

viously, such algorithms cannot be implemented and evaluated on databases col-

lected using laser range finders such as FRGC. Furthermore,3-D face acquisition

using laser range finders can cause emotional or physical discomfort in those be-

ing scanned, and in our view, is a modality that is highly unlikely to be deployed

often in practice at least in our application scenario. Muchof the pre-processing

required to utilize the FRGC database is unlikely to be required using a passive

sensing system, such as stereo ranging systems.

3.2 Automatic Fiducial Detection From Portrait and Range Im-
ages

3.2.1 Introduction

The automatic detection of facial feature points (fiducials) plays an impor-

tant role in applications such as human machine interactionand face recognition.

Motivated by such practical applications, extensive work has focused on developing

methods for automatic feature localization on2-D images of the face which con-

tain facial texture and color information. The active appearance model (AAM) by

Cooteset al. [49] is one of the most effective facial landmark detection algorithms

on 2-D images. An iterative search algorithm seeks the best location for each fea-

ture point using a texture model describing that feature point’s surrounding. These

feature locations are then fine-tuned using the spatial configuration of feature points

stored in a statistical shape model. In a later work, Cristinacceet al. [51] improved
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the AAM algorithm and showed that their new shape optimized search (SOS) algo-

rithm outperforms AAM.

Compared to fiducial detection on2-D facial images, automatic3-D facial

landmarking is a newer research topic. In some of the earlier3-D face recognition

algorithms, the landmark detection procedure has been founded on questionable

heuristics. For example, in [95, 112] it is assumed that the nose tip is the closest

point to the3-D sensor, hence it has the smallest depth value in the resulting range

image. Such assumptions may fail when the landmarking step erroneously detects

a streak of hair or the tip of a protruding chin as the nose tip.Many other face

recognition algorithms utilize geometric features such asthe distances and angles

defined between prominent facial landmarks [79, 156] that are pinpointed manually.

In recent years, variety of3-D facial landmarking algorithms founded on

better heuristics have been introduced. Koudelkaet al.[104] used a radial symmetry

map, gradient zero-crossing maps, and a set of physical constraints to locate the

inner eye corners, nose tip, mouth, and sellion point on range images. Evaluation

of this algorithm on a dataset containing943 range images indicates that the average

positional error over all detected landmarks is3.55mm, and97.22% of the detected

landmarks fall within10mm from the ground truth.

Curvature information has been considered by several researchers to detect

landmarks on3-D facial data [72, 134, 47, 38]. In Changet al.’s 3-D face recogni-

tion algorithm [38], the eye pits, nose tip, and bridge of thenose are detected based

on surface curvatures computed at each point. Prior to curvature computation, a

local coordinate system is established at each point by analyzing a small region
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around that point using PCA. A quadratic surface is fit to each local region and the

mean and Gaussian curvature are estimated from the fit coefficients. The facial sur-

face is then segmented into smaller regions of interest based on curvature type, and

landmarks are eventually found in their corresponding regions.

Faltemieret al. [63] proposed the “Rotated Profile Signature” (RPS) to de-

tect the nose tip on range images across a large degree of poseangle variations.

In RPS,3-D faces are rotated180◦ around the vertical axis at5◦ intervals. The

rightmost face “profile” is extracted at each interval and compared to a variety of

nose profile models. As the nose rotates into view the similarity score between the

extracted profile and the nose model peaks, ostensibly leading to the detection of

the correct nose tip location.

The body of work focusing on using facial fiducial point localization using

a combination of range and portrait information is even morelimited. Boehnenet

al. [29] proposed an algorithm to detect the eyes, nose, and the mouth using com-

plementary range and portrait images. This algorithm uses color portrait images to

segment the skin regions. Detected skin regions are refined using the corresponding

range information. Subsequently, eye and mouth maps are defined by operations in

color space. Eventually, candidate eye and mouth locationsare detected by process-

ing these maps. The putative location of the nose is found as the point having the

largest distance in three dimensional space from the plane containing the eyes and

mouth points. Detection accuracies in the83.33% to 99.61% range are achieved

depending on the quality of the portrait images in the testing set.

Inspired by the success of (EBGM) [187] in2-D face recognition and land-
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mark detection, we extend the concept to detect fiducial points on range and por-

trait images. In EBGM [187], fiducial point detection is computationally expen-

sive since fiducial points can move relative to each other without any restrictions.

Wanget al. [181] suggested that EBGM’s fiducial detection stage could beaccel-

erated by restricting the search range of each fiducial. In our framework, Gabor

wavelet responses are instrumentally used to detect landmark points having mean-

ingful anthropometric definitions by combining range and portrait driven attributes.

Following Wanget al.’s [181] proposition, fiducial point localization is acceler-

ated by restricting the search range of each fiducial. To detect fiducial points for

each modality (range or portrait), a vector of Gabor coefficients, called a “jet”, is

computed at each pixel in the corresponding search window and compared with a

template of that fiducial, called a “bunch”. A bunch consistsof Gabor coefficients

collected from several training images by manually markingthat specific fiducial.

The desired feature point is located at the pixel whose jet ismost similar to the

training bunch. We are able to show that more accurate landmarking is possible by

summing the similarity scores of range and portrait.

To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that complementary range

and portrait Gabor-based appearance clues have been used simultaneously to detect

fiducial points on pairs of co-registered range and portraitimages. We have tested

our 2D, 3D and2D+3D landmarking algorithms on1146 pairs of range and por-

trait images from the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database (T3FRD) [75]. High

detection accuracy is achieved using a small number of training images and it is

shown that co-localization using Gabor jets on range and portrait images results in
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better accuracy than using any single image modality. The obtained accuracy is

competitive with other techniques in the literature.

3.2.2 Background

Gabor filters model the receptive field profiles of cortical simple cells im-

plicated in the decomposition and analysis of visual signals [53]. They have been

used successfully for many image analysis tasks since then [46, 30, 82].

3.2.2.1 Gabor Jets

The local appearance around a point,~x, in a gray scale range or portrait

imageI(~x) can be encoded using a set of Gabor coefficientsJj(~x) [46]. Each

coefficientJj(~x) is derived by convolving the input imageI(~x) with a family of

Gabor kernels

ψj(~x) =
k2j
σ2

exp

(
−k2jx

2

2σ2

)[
exp(i~kj · ~x)− exp(

−σ2

2
)

]
(3.1)

Gabor kernels are plane waves modulated by a2-D Gaussian function. In

our implementation,σ = 2π and each kernel is characterized by a wave vector~kj =

[kv cosφu kv sinφu]
T wherekv = 2−(v+1), v = 0, 1 . . . , 4 denote spatial frequencies

andφu = (φ/8)u, u = 0, 1 . . . , 7 are the orientations of the Gabor kernels.

A “jet” ~J is a set{Jj, j = u+ 8v} of 40 complex Gabor coefficients ob-

tained from a single image point. Complex Gabor coefficients are represented as

Jj = aj exp(iφj) whereaj(~x) is the slowly varying magnitude andφj(~x) is the

phase of thejth Gabor coefficient at~x.
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The similarity between two jets is effectively measured by the phase sensi-

tive similarity measure:

S( ~J, ~J ′) =

∑40
i=1 aiái cos(φi − φ́i)√∑40

i=1 a
2
i

∑40
i=1 ái

2
(3.2)

This similarity measure returns real values in the range[−1,+1], where a

value close to+1 means a high similarity between the input jets.

3.2.2.2 Gabor Bunch

To search for a given feature on a new face image, a general representation

of that fiducial point is required. As proposed in [187], the general appearance

of each fiducial point can be modeled by bundling the Gabor jets extracted from

several manually marked examples of that feature point (e.g. eye corners) collected

from multiple subjects in a stack-like structure called a Gabor “bunch”.

In order to support a wide range of variations in the appearance of faces

caused by subjects’ different gender, race, age, and facialexpression, a comprehen-

sive training set should be selected. For example, the Gaborbunch representing an

eye corner should contain jets from open, closed, male, female and other possible

eye corners. In this work a training set containing50 pairs of registered portrait and

range images was selected to cover possible variations present in the data set.

The similarity measure between a jet and a bunch is naturallydefined to be

the maximum of the similarity values between the input jet and each constituent jet

of that bunch
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SB( ~J,
~~B) =

50
max
i=1

S( ~J, ~B(i)) (3.3)

where in (3.3),~~B represents a bunch, while~B(i), i = 1, . . . , 50 are its constituent

jets.

3.2.3 Materials and Methods

In order to accelerate the landmark detection procedure, the size of all por-

trait and range images were reduced by a factor of3 in each direction and the

resulting images were of size251× 167 pixels. Finally,2D colored portrait images

were transformed to gray scale portrait images before beingprocessed by Gabor

wavelets. No further preprocessing has been applied to the dataset. We have par-

titioned this data set into two disjoint sets, a training setof 50 pairs of gray scale

portrait and range images and a test set containing the remaining 1146 range and

portrait pairs.

3.2.3.1 Training of Automatic Feature Point Detection Algorithm

To train and evaluate our fiducial point detection algorithm, we partitioned

the 1196 pairs of face images in T3FRD into disjoint testing and training sets. A

set of50 pairs of registered range and gray scale portrait images covering a variety

of facial appearances from subjects with different ages, races, and genders was

selected for the training and Gabor bunch extraction. This training set contains

neutral and expressive faces among which many examples haveopen/closed mouth

or eyes.
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We manually marked11 prominent fiducial points only on the portrait im-

ages of these50 training pairs. Since these portrait and range images are perfectly

aligned, the location of fiducials on the range image of the pair is exactly the same

as the portrait one. We use the following terminology to refer to these eleven fidu-

cial points. LEIC: left eye inner corner; REIC: right eye inner corner; LEOC: left

eye outer corner; REOC: right eye outer corner; LMC: left mouth corner; RMC:

right mouth corner; NT: nose tip; NLE: nose left end; NRE: noseright end; SN:

subnasale; NP: nasion point. Fig. 3.2 shows a portrait imagefrom the training set

with 11 fiducial points marked with red “*”.

Finally, Gabor jets were calculated from images of each modality at the

manually marked landmarks. All Gabor jets from a specific feature point (e.g. nose

tip) and modality are stacked together to create a bunch representation of that fidu-

cial in that modality. For example the nose tip’s range-bunch describes the nose tip

in the range images.

3.2.3.2 Localization Method

In elastic bunch graph matching [187], the “search area” of each feature

point is not constrained, causing the iterative optimization algorithm involved be

computationally expensive. Since all of the face images in the T3FRD are coarsely

aligned to a frontal view, prior knowledge about the human face can be used to limit

the search area of each feature point. For example, the nose tip is expected to be

located at the center of the image and the left eye’s inner corner is always located

above and to the left of the nose tip.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: Example of face images from the T3FRD Face Recognition Database
a) Eleven facial fiducial points manually annotated on a portrait image. b) Search
areas of the nose tip and inner eye corners.

In this work, each fiducial point is searched for over an area centered at the

average location of that fiducial in the training data. Each search area is a rectangle

box of size40× 40 pixels in the down-sampled251× 167 pixel images (120× 120

on the original images). The sides of these rectangular areas are at least5 times

the standard deviation of each fiducial’s coordinates in thetraining set. Our results

show that the search window is reasonably large and all fiducials are located in

their expected search area. In figure 3.2, the search area of the nose tip and the

inner corners of the eyes were marked with rectangular boxes. Similar constraints

are used by Lu and Jain [118] and Guptaet al. [78] to reduce the search area for

fiducial points.

In order to automatically locate a fiducial point on a pair of range and por-

trait images which have never been seen before, the range andportrait data enclosed
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by the search area of that feature point are first convolved with the set of40 Gabor

wavelets in (3.1). As a result, each pixel of the search area is represented by Ga-

bor jets, a “range jet” and a “portrait jet”. Next, The jets for each modality are

compared to their corresponding bunch using the similaritymeasure between a jet

and a bunch in (3.3). Consequently, a similarity map is created for each modal-

ity demonstrating the similarity between each pixel in the search area and the ap-

propriate bunch describing the appearance of the target feature point. Figs. 3.3(a)

and 3.3(b) depict portrait and range similarity maps resulting from comparing jets

in the LEIC search box of an arbitrary subject. Fiducial point detection based on an

individual modality (portrait only or range only) can be done by picking the pixel

with the highest similarity value in the corresponding similarity map. In an earlier

version of the proposed landmark detection algorithm [93],portrait and range sim-

ilarity maps were combined into a hybrid similarity map by taking the pixel-wise

maximum of the similarity scores. In order to improve the performance, we exper-

imented with other strategies such as taking the sum and product of the pixel-wise

similarity scores trying to combine range and portrait cuesin landmark detection.

Ultimately, we decided that the range and portrait information should be combined

by summing the pixel-wise similarity scores. The target landmark is located where

this sum reaches its maximum. Fig. 3.3(c) shows the hybrid similarity map from

LEIC from the same subject.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: Similarity Maps of LEIC: a) Range similarity map. b) Portrait similarity
map. c) Hybrid similarity map calculated by pixel-wise summation of portrait and
range similarity maps.

3.2.4 Accuracy of Feature Point Detection

The landmark detection algorithm was tested on the remaining 1146 pairs of

facial images available in T3FRD. The correct location of the feature points is avail-

able in the supplemental file accompanying each range and portrait pair in T3FRD.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the automatic fiducial point detection algorithm,

the Euclidean distance between the automatically detectedlandmarks and manu-

ally annotated ground-truth was measured in millimeters (mm). Table 3.1 provides

statistics on the positional error that occurred in the detection of each individual or

group of facial fiducial points.

It is evident from the statistics in Table 3.1 that combiningportrait and range

improves detection accuracy, since the mean and standard deviation of the aver-

age positional error is reduced significantly as compared toan individual detection

strategy for any fiducial point. When considering all eleven landmarks (“overall”
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Table 3.1: Statistics of the Euclidean distance between theautomatically detected
feature points and the manually labeled ground-truth

Mean (mm) Std (mm)

fiducial po
rt

ra
it

ra
ng

e

hy
br

id

po
rt

ra
it

ra
ng

e

hy
br

id

LEIC 1.45 1.65 1.17 1.9 1.7 1.0
REIC 1.35 1.63 1.09 1.5 1.5 1.0
LEOC 1.83 3.93 1.47 2.8 4.5 1.8
REOC 1.49 3.77 1.37 1.9 4.5 1.3
LMC 1.45 1.89 1.31 1.7 1.5 1.1
RMC 1.64 1.81 1.35 2.0 1.9 1.2
NLE 1.26 1.04 1.01 1.3 0.7 0.7
NRE 1.18 0.96 0.92 1.2 0.9 0.7
NT 1.26 1.40 1.18 0.9 0.9 0.8
SN 1.07 1.01 0.93 1.1 0.7 0.7
NP 3.56 2.67 2.40 3.6 1.9 1.7

Nasal 1.19 1.10 1.01 1.1 0.8 0.7
Overall 1.59 1.98 1.29 2.1 2.5 1.2
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row of the Table 3.1), detection using the portrait modalityoutperforms the range

with an average positional error of1.59mm for portrait-based versus1.98mm for

range-based detection. Combining the two modalities significantly reduce the over-

all mean positional error to1.29mm. It is interesting to note that portrait texture

information provides more powerful cues for finding the eye corners (LEIC, REIC,

LEOC, REOC) and mouth corners (LMC, RMC) which are more deformable in the

range modality and might be closed or open. By contrast, rangedata appears to

be more relevant for detecting four fiducial points defined onand around the nose

tip (NLE, NRE, NP, and SN) which are rigid and do not change muchwith facial

expression variations. From Table 3.1 we can see that the “Nasal” group (consisting

of NLE, NRE, NT, SN) and the inner eye corners (LEIC and REIC) are detected

more accurately than average. These results reflect the highaccuracy of our facial

fiducial point detection method. In fact, our algorithm is able to detect the NLE ,

NRE, and SN with mean positional errors close to1mm by combining range and

portrait information.

In order to better visualize the accuracy of our fiducial point detection algo-

rithm, we have projected the boundary of the search box for the left inner corner of

the eye (LEIC) on an arbitrary portrait image from the T3FRD with a green square

in Fig. 3.4. In this figure, the correct location of LEIC is marked with a black dot.

The radius of the blue circle (inner circle) in Fig. 3.4 is equal to 1.17 mm which

is the mean positional error of detection on LEIC using a hybrid of range and por-

trait information (Table 3.1). The red circle (outer circle) has radius equal to mean

1.17mm plus one standard deviation1.0mm.
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Figure 3.4: Correct location of LEIC is shown with a black dot in the search area
marked with green square. The blue circle (inner circle) shows the mean hybrid
positional error and the red circle (outer circle) marks themean plus one standard
deviation of the hybrid positional error.

Fig. 3.5(a) shows the cumulative probability distributionof me averaged

over all feature points. This figure indicates that when the acceptable detection error

is me ≤ 0.03, the search algorithm based only on range information is successful

for 58% of faces, whereas the success rate of a localization algorithm based only

on portrait information is76%. The combination of range and portrait information

results in a success rate as high as94% of faces.

Fig. 3.5(b) demonstrates the cumulative distribution for4 nasal fiducials

(i.e. nose tip, subnasal, and nose left/right corners). This figure indicates that by

using only portrait information, nasal fiducials are successfully located on more

than93% of faces given thatme ≤ 0.03. From Fig. 3.5(b), it is apparant that using

range information outperforms portrait information when finding nasal fiducials for

any given valueme. Range-based detection is succesful on97% of faces when

me ≤ 0.03. Table 3.2 summmerize these results.
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(a) All fiducial points
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(b) Nasal fiducial points
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(c) Mouth fiducial points
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(d) Inner eye fiducial points
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(e) Outer eye fiducial points

Figure 3.5: Average positional error (me) for: a) All fiducial points. b) Only nasal
fiducial points. c) Mouth fiducial points. d) Only inner eye corners. e) Only outer
eye corners.
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Table 3.2: Percentage of successful detection when accepted normalize error is
equal or less than0.03.

me ≤ 0.03 portrait range hybrid
Overall 76% 58% 94%

Nasal Points 93% 97% 99%
Inner Eye Corners 84% 73% 90%

Mouth Corners 83% 65% 87%
Outer Eye Corners 80% 44% 83%

The body of papers addressing facial fiducial point localization using com-

bination of range and portrait information is very limited.Lu and Jain [118] pro-

posed an algorithm to detect7 fiducials (corners of the eyes, corners of the mouth,

and nose tip) on perfectly co-registered range and portraitpairs in frontal upright

pose. The first step in their algorithm is to use the range information to detect the

nose tip by finding the profile. Once the nose tip is detected, prior knowledge about

the placement of landmarks with respect to the nose tip is used to constraint the

search region of each fiducial to an ellipsoid around the average location of that

fiducial with an axis equal to1.5 times the standard deviation learned from a train-

ing set. Finally, a cornerness feature from the portrait image and a shape index from

the range image are combined to determine fiducials in their corresponding search

area. This algorithm was evaluated on946 portrait and range pairs of267 subjects.

Table 3.3 shows the statistics of Lu’s detection [118] versus ours. It is apparent

that our Gabor-based algorithm outperform in detection of any of the seven fiducial

points they used.

The performance of our novel feature point localization algorithm is quite

competitive with such well known portrait-based algorithms as AAM [49] and
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Table 3.3: Comparison of Euclidean distance error statistics

LE
IC

R
E

IC

LE
O

C

R
E

O
C

N
T

LM
C

R
M

C

Lu et al. [118]
Mean 5.7 6.0 7.9 7.1 5.0 3.6 3.6
Std 3.0 3.3 5.1 5.9 2.4 2.9 3.3

Gabor based
Mean 1.2 1.1 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.4
Std 1.0 1.0 1.8 1.3 0.8 1.1 1.2

SOS [51]. Cristinacceet al. [51] has compared the performance of AAM versus

SOS for detecting17 features on1521 portrait images. They used a very large

training set containing1055 face images, as compared to our algorithm which needs

only 50 image pairs. They reported that when the acceptable normalized positional

error isme ≤ 0.1, AAM is successful on70% and SOS works for85% of faces.

Whereas, withme ≤ 0.1, the success rate of our proposed method exceeds99% for

any fiducial using any combination of range or portrait modalities (see Fig. 3.5).

Our detection algorithm employs a simple search method withremarkable

performance in finding fiducial points on expressive and neutral facial images. Our

proposed localization algorithms require a small set of representative faces for train-

ing. Since the computational cost is low, it is suitable for real time applications.

3.2.5 Conclusion

We have presented a novel algorithm for the automatic detection of facial

fiducial points on portrait or range representations of the face using multi-modal

Gabor wavelet coefficients. We also proposed an algorithm tocombine portrait and

range landmarking techniques to boost the landmark detection performance when-
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ever co-registered range and portrait pairs are available.Experimental results on

a database of1146 portrait and range images demonstrated the highly competitive

performance of our fiducial point detection algorithm. Thisdetection algorithm

employs a simple search method with a remarkable performance in finding fidu-

cial points on expressive and neutral facial images. The proposed localization al-

gorithms require a small set of representative faces for training and because the

computational cost is low, it is suitable for real time applications. The preliminary

version of this work was presented at the 2008 IEEE SouthwestSymposium on

Image Analysis and Interpretation (SSIAI 2008) [93].

3.3 Passive Multi-modal 2-D+3-D Face Recognition Using Ga-
bor Features and Landmark Distances

3.3.1 Introduction

As discussed before, passive3-D scanners are able to simultaneously cap-

ture range and portrait information of the face. Hence, attempts have been made

to further increase the accuracy of face recognition systems by combining portrait

and range modalities. The2-D+3-D face recognition literature is limited and the

dominant trend is to create parallel recognition systems using one of the holistic

approached (e.g. applying PCA or LDA to aligned range or portrait imaged), even-

tually combining two systems by some classifier fusion technique [37, 70]. These

holistic approaches are generally sensitive to changes in facial expression, defor-

mation in the mouth area (open/closed mouth), and improper scaling or alignment

of faces [77]. Other authors have combined PCA/LDA based2-D face recognition
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with a surface matching technique, such as the iterative closest point (ICP) algo-

rithm for 3-D face matching [119, 117]. Surface matching techniques have been

shown to be very successful, but they require heavy computation, especially when

the face recognition system is performing identification ona database with a large

gallery. In traditional surface matching approaches, the matching routine is called

to compute a match score between the query image and every image in the gallery.

Compared to holistic approaches, face recognition algorithms based on lo-

cal features are generally more robust against changes in facial pose, illumination,

noise, holes (missing range values), occlusion, and facialexpressions, especially if

the features are extracted from rigid parts of the face [77].One successful2-D face

recognition algorithm based on local features is the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching

(EBGM) proposed by Wiskottet al. [187]. In EBGM, faces are represented by la-

beled graphs where each node corresponding to a fiducial point is labeled with a

set of complex Gabor responses (called a jet). Each edge of the graph connecting

two nodes is represented by a two-dimensional displacementvector encoding the

topology of the graph. A graph is extracted from a new portrait image by itera-

tively fitting a general face graph representation, called aface bunch graph (FBG),

to the input image such that a target matching function becomes optimized. This

similarity function takes into account both Gabor jet similarities and topological

deformations of the graphs. Recognition of a face is performed by comparing its

graph with all model graphs available in the gallery and selecting the one with the

highest similarity. However, potentially useful geometric information provided by

pairwise fiducial point displacements is neglected in EBGM.
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Motivated by EBGM’s excellent performance on2-D face recognition, as

well as by its robustness against pose and expression variations, we propose a

framework for multi-modal face recognition algorithm whereby local Gabor fea-

tures from co-registered range and portrait image pairs areused as essential fea-

tures. Our algorithm also takes into account anthropometric features in the form of

Euclidean and geodesic distances (and their ratios) between automatically detected

fiducial points. Geodesic distances between fiducials are expression invariant fea-

tures since recent studies suggest that changes in facial expression can often be

well modeled as isometric deformations of facial surfaces under which intrinsic

properties, including the geodesic distances between fiducial points, remain un-

changed [33]. By contrast to EBGM, we apply statistical feature analysis to2-D

Gabor,3-D Gabor, and Euclidean/geodesic anthropometric feature sets to select

the most discriminative features while discarding redundancies. The results of face

recognition using these three modalities are fused at the match score-level using a

weighted sum technique to construct a multi-modal (2-D+3-D) face recognition sys-

tem with boosted performance. An underlying assumption of our approach is that

the acquired portrait and range data are perfectly co-registered. This is a reasonable

assumption, since there now exist2-D+3-D face imaging systems that passively ac-

quire this type of data. In our view, such passive systems aregreatly preferable to

laser-based ranging systems, not only because the registration issue is eliminated,

but since less invasive passive optical systems are more realistic for real-world ap-

plications than those that image the face using lasers.
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3.3.2 Related Work

Deploying Gabor wavelets to decompose range images and using geometric

features (e.g. distances, ratios, and angles between fiducial points) are topics of

recent interest in3-D face recognition. For example, Xuet al. [188] proposed a

face recognition algorithm based on Gabor wavelet responses extracted from range

and portrait images at5 scales and8 orientations. First, range and portrait images

are aligned and normalized with respect to a generic face model. Gabor features are

calculated at every range and portrait image coordinates, resulting in a very high-

dimensional feature vector for each modality (eighty timesthe number of pixels in

the image). Raw2-D and3-D Gabor features are hierarchically projected to lower

dimensional subspaces, then fused at feature-level using acombination of LDA and

AdaBoost learning [69]. As with other global algorithms, this one is sensitive to

misalignments, global face deformations, facial expressions, and missing range data

(which commonly occur in regions of face covered by hair). The extremely high-

dimensional feature vector cannot be managed by conventional statistical learning

techniques such as LDA or PCA. Handling very high-dimensional features is also

computationally expensive (e.g. in [188] at least80 LDAs are applied in the first

level of the hierarchy). In our proposed framework, the Gabor features are extracted

from a small number of fiducials, resulting in feature vectors of reasonable size.

Cooket al. [48] proposed an algorithm to combine complementary2-D and

3-D face data to enhance recognition accuracy. In this algorithm, range and por-

trait images are convolved with log-Gabor filters. Each faceis partitioned into25

square windows on which PCA is applied to learn sub-spaces from the log-Gabor
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responses. Each window is considered as an independent observation where the

Mahalanobis-cosine distance is used to measure the similarity between query and

gallery windows. All Mahalanobis-cosine distances resulting from comparison of

a query and a gallery face are collected into a feature vectorutilized by a linear

support vector machine (SVM). Similar to other holistic algorithms which partition

the face into sub-regions, this algorithm is sensitive to face alignment, scale, and

pose normalization. The authors show that3-D log-Gabor features perform signifi-

cantly better than2-D log Gabors. However, their feature fusion scheme is not able

to effectively exploit complementary range and portrait features, since2-D+3-D

performance is barely improved compared to the3-D alone.

Wanget al. [182] considered face intensity,I(x, y, z), to be a function of

3-D spatial coordinates and defined3-D spherical Gabor filters (3DSGF) to analyze

them. Unlike traditional Gabors,3DSGFs are spherically symmetric, hence lack the

directional selectivity property. For a given point on the face, the3DSGF responses

collected from neighboring points are collectively represented by their histogram.

No automatic fiducial detection algorithm is presented; instead3DSGF histograms

are calculated, and compared using the “Least Trimmed Hausdorff” distance [169].

As with our approach, the resulting recognition algorithm assumes perfectly co-

registered range and portrait image pairs to operate. Evaluation is performed on

a database of960 co-registered range and portrait pairs from80 subjects captured

using stereo imaging technology. In our view, a drawback of this algorithm is the

lack of directionality in the proposed3DSGF, where Gabor analysis is performed

only by changing the kernels’ scales. Also, the proposed3DSGFs are not DC-free
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causing the face recognition to be sensitive to illumination variations. Instead of

extracting features at fiducial points, they are extracted at nodes of a rectangular

grid making the algorithm sensitive to pose variations and misalignment.

Hüskenet al. [91] applied EBGM [187] separately to range and portrait

images to create parallel2-D EBGM and3-D EBGM face recognizers. These two

recognizers are combined at the match score-level by summing the similarity scores

at the classifiers’ outputs. Similar to2-D EBGM [187], the landmark detection step

is computationally expensive since search areas of fiducials are not restricted. Al-

though shape and portrait data provide complimentary information, fiducial detec-

tion in each modality is independent and no attempt is made tocombine them. As

with 2-D EBGM, important geometric features, such as the geodesic distances be-

tween landmarks, are neglected in this proposed2-D+3-D EBGM. Gabor features

collected from each modality are not analyzed by statistical learning methods to

separate discriminatory features from the redundant ones.

In an earlier work [96], we implemented a3-D face recognition algorithm

based on Gabor features extracted at automatically detected landmarks and com-

pared its performance to the corresponding2-D Gabor-based counterpart. The

framework proposed in this dissertation extends our earlier work in multiple as-

pects. For example, in [96], Euclidean/geodesic anthropometric features between

detected landmarks were not considered. Also in [96], statistical feature analysis

was not conducted to choose the most discriminant subset of3-D and 2-D Ga-

bor features. Instead, a suboptimal regularization LDA method [192] was used to

lower the feature dimensionality. Finally, the face recognition algorithms proposed
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in [96] are unimodal approaches and no effort was made to combine them into a

unified multi-modal system with enhanced performance.

Geometric features based on distances, angles, and ratios between facial

landmarks have also been recently considered. Guptaet al. [78] proposed a face

recognition algorithm based on geodesic and3-D Euclidean distances between10

automatically annotated anthropometric fiducial points (“Anthroface3D”). “An-

throface3D” is not a pure3-D approach, since portrait clues are used to assist

the fiducial detection step. Most of the fiducials (seven out of ten) in Guptaet al.’s

algorithm are detected using the primary version [93] of theGabor-based fiducial

detection algorithm proposed in section 3.2. Similarly, Riccio et al. [156] proposed

a face recognition algorithm based on ratios of Euclidean distances between land-

marks on2-D or 3-D images. The drawback of their algorithm is that landmark

detection is performed manually.

We propose a novel hierarchical framework to combine a diverse set of lo-

cal attributes into a multi-modal face recognizer with enhanced performance. Sev-

eral statistical learning techniques are evaluated to independently reduce the di-

mensionality of each feature source by keeping the most discriminative features.

The three parallel face recognizers resulting from applying the best performing sta-

tistical learning schemes are fused at the match score-level to enhance the overall

performance. The ultimate goal of this work is to deploy and evaluate a multi-modal

face recognition algorithm and its constituting sub-systems, such as fiducial point

detection and statistical feature analysis without focusing on pre-processing steps

involved in database preparation.
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3.3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.3.1 Features

In section 3.2, we proposed an automatic fiducial point detection algorithm

to locate11 landmarks using a combination of both portrait and range Gabor jets.

Once these landmarks are identified, the following local features can be extracted

from the image pairs:

3.3.3.1.1 Geodesic and Euclidean Distances and Global Curvatures One im-

portant pose invariant characteristic defined between eachpair of fiducials is their

geodesic distance (length of the shortest path on the surface). Fig. 3.6 shows the

shortest path between the nasion point (NP) and the right mouth corner (RMC) on

an arbitrary face in the database. It is claimed that facial expressions can be mod-

eled as isometric transformations of the face under which the geodesic distances

between points on the face remain constant [79, 33]. We used the “fast marching”

algorithm [165] to measure the55 geodesic distances between all possible pairs

of the11 fiducial points detected by the automatic “hybrid detection” strategy. We

also calculated55 Euclidean distances and the ratio of the geodesic to the Euclidean

distance as a global measure of curvature of the geodesic paths. Eventually, the pair-

wise geodesic distances, Euclidean distances, and the global curvatures calculated

between landmarks detected by the proposed “hybrid fiducialdetection” strategy

are concatenated to create a165-dimensional feature vector.
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Figure 3.6: Shortest path between the nasion point and rightmouth corner shown
on an arbitrary face.

3.3.3.1.2 Gabor Coefficients The portrait Gabor and the range Gabor wavelet

coefficients at the fiducial points detected by the “hybrid fiducial detection” strategy

can be used to identify the individual appearing in the image. The absolute value

of the Gabor wavelet coefficients at all11 fiducials detected using a combination of

range and portrait Gabor clues are concatenated in each modality (portrait or range),

creating two independent440-dimensional feature vectors per face.

3.3.3.2 Face Recognition Data

In order to evaluate the verification and identification performance of the

proposed features, we partitioned the1196 pairs of images from116 subjects present

in the T3FRD into disjoint training and testing sets. The training setcontains270

pairs of portrait and range images from18 subjects (15 image pairs per subject).

The training set was used to learn the best projection direction using several LDA

variants proposed in the literature, or to choose the most discriminative subset of

features using stepwise LDA [167]. The test set was further divided into a gallery
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set and a query set. The gallery set contains103 portrait and range pairs from103

individuals (1 pair per subject) who have at least2 pairs of images in the test set.

The query set has810 image pairs from the103 enrolled subjects in its probe parti-

tion, where the number of images per subject varies, with a minimum of1 pair for

some subjects to maximum of77. There are13 subjects in the T3FRD with only1

pair of images per subject, which are included as imposters in the query set.

3.3.3.3 Statistical Learning Algorithms

As explained in Section 3.3.3.1, the magnitudes of the complex Gabor jets at

detected landmarks are concatenated to create440-dimensional real-valued feature

vectors from each modality (range and portrait). Dimensionality reduction tech-

niques like PCA and LDA [57] can be used to project the high-dimensional feature

vectors to lower dimensional spaces. Unlike PCA, which poolsall the training sam-

ples regardless of their class affiliations to find the orthogonal basis vectors having

least reconstruction error, LDA searches for basis vectorsthat best discriminate be-

tween classes and often has better performance in classification applications [57].

Unfortunately when using LDA with Gabor features (similar to many other realis-

tic face recognition approaches), the “small sample size” problem (SSS) may oc-

cur. This problem arises when the total number of training samples is less than the

dimensionality of the features. Then, the within-class scatter matrix can become

singular, and the computation of projection directions mayfail.

We implemented and evaluated several statistical learningtechniques such

as the regularization method [192], PCA followed by LDA [19],LDA in the Null
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Space of the within-class scatter matrix [42], Direct-LDA [190], and stepwise-

LDA [167] which are commonly used in the literature to overcome the SSS prob-

lem. The evaluation results indicate that the stepwise-LDAoutperforms its alter-

natives when applied to range and portrait Gabor features. Stepwise LDA itera-

tively adds and removes features so as to maximize the ratio of the between-class

to within-class separation. The procedure terminates whenno more features can be

added or removed based on the specific significance level for the entry or removal

of features. In our implementation, both significant levelsare set to0.02.

3.3.3.4 Performance Evaluation of Unimodal Face Classifiers

To measure the accuracy of our face recognition algorithms,we have ar-

ranged both verification and identification experiments according to established

face recognition evaluation protocols [73]. In a verification scenario, the face recog-

nition system compares the retrieved features of the claimed identity (from the

gallery set) with the currently captured features of the user and decides whether

a match can be declared based on the Euclidean distance between features in the

lower dimensional space. The performances of face recognition algorithms in the

verification experiment are evident from their receiver operation characteristics

(ROC). The ROC curve displays the trade off between the false acceptance rate

(FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR) for various operating points (distance

thresholds). Two quantitative measures of verification performance, the equal error

rate (EER) and area under the curve (AUC), were measured for each overall face

recognition algorithm evaluated. In the Identification scenario, the features of the
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subject are compared to all the the enrolled models in the galley set and the re-

sults are ranked based on the Euclidean distance of the features in the projection

subspace. The identification performance of proposed algorithms are presented by

the cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curves and the rank1 recognition rates

(RR1).

The performance of the unimodal face recognition classifiers implemented

using range Gabor, portrait Gabor, and pairwise geometric features (DisCurv) cal-

culated at fiducial points detected by the “hybrid fiducial detection” strategy are

displayed by CMC and ROC curves in Fig. 3.7. Table 3.4 summarizes the EER,

AUC and RR1 values for these unimodal algorithms. For comparison purposes,

four baseline face classifiers are evaluated: the baseline Eigensurfaces and Fisher-

surfaces are implemented by applying PCA and LDA to thez values of the range

images, and the baseline Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces are implemented by applying

PCA and LDA to the intensity values. As mentioned before, stepwise-LDA has

the best performance among the statistical learning techniques applied to the range

Gabor features withAUC = 0.0005 andEER = 0.76%. This verification perfor-

mance shows significant improvement compared to the corresponding range-based

baselines (Eigensurfaces and Fishersurfaces) with correpondingAUC = 0.0294,

EER = 6.85% andAUC = 0.0143, EER = 3.44%. Similarly, the identification

performance of stepwise-LDA applied to the range Gabor feaures is significantly

better than the baseline Eigensurfaces and Fishersurfacesalgorithms. Range Gabor

features selected by stepwise-LDA produce rank1 recognition results as high as

RR1 = 99.15% while the rank1 recognition rates of baseline Eigensurfaces and
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Table 3.4: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for unimodal algorithms with
landmarks detected by “hybrid fiducial detection”.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Eigensurfaces 6.85 0.0294 91.91

Eigenfaces 7.99 0.0342 80.92
Fishersurfaces 3.44 0.0143 95.65

Fisherfaces 3.77 0.0104 92.75
Stepwise LDA of3-D Gabor 0.76 0.0005 99.15
Stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor 2.45 0.0044 95.05
Stepwise LDA of DistCurv 1.57 0.0012 96.50

Fishersurfaces do not exceed95.65%.

Similarly, the portrait Gabor features collected at landmarks detected by the

“hybrid fiducial detection” and selected by stepwise-LDA outperform the baseline

2-D face recognition algorithms, Eigenfaces and Fisherfaces, in both identification

and verification tasks. In verification mode, the portrait Gabor features selected by

stepwise-LDA haveAUC = 0.0044 andEER = 2.45%, while Eigenfaces and

Fisherfaces haveAUC = 0.0342, EER = 7.99% andAUC = 0.0104, EER =

3.77%. In the identification test, stepwise LDA has rank1 recognition ofRR1 =

95.05% while the performances of the baseline algorithms do not exceedRR1 =

92.75%.

We compared the identification and verification performanceof stepwise-

LDA applied to range Gabor features extracted from fiducials(detected by “hybrid

detection”) with the performance of stepwise-LDA applied to portrait Gabor fea-

tures at landmarks also detected by “hybrid detection”. As reflected in Table 3.4

and Fig. 3.7, it is evident that range Gabor features significantly outperform por-
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Figure 3.7: Performance evaluation of unimodal face classifiers with landmarks
detected by “hybrid fiducial detection”: a) ROC curves showing the verification
accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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trait Gabor features. Fig. 3.7 and Table 3.4 also summarize the identification and

verification performance of the DistCurv classifier which uses a discriminative

subset of geodesic/Euclidean distances and curvatures, calculated from fiducials

detected by “hybrid detection”, selected by stepwise LDA. With EER = 1.54,

AUC = 0.0012, andRR1 = 96.50%, the DistCurv classifier performs better than

the portrait Gabor-based classifier but cannot reach the performance of stepwise-

LDA applied to the range Gabor features.

3.3.3.5 Fusion of Unimodal Face Classifiers

Finally, we integrated the information available from different feature sources

into a more accurate multi-modal face recognition system. Fusion in biometric sys-

tems can be accomplished at the sensor level, the feature level, the match score-

level, or the decision level [158]. In this study, we use fusion at the match score-

level via a weighted sum approach (the most common approach in multi-biometrics

systems) to combine the following classifiers given that features are extracted at

fiducial points automatically detected using the proposed “hybrid detection” algo-

rithm :

1. stepwise LDA of3-D Gabor.

2. stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor.

3. stepwise LDA of DistCurv.

The scores that are fused in this study are the Euclidean distances,di, i =

1, 2, 3, measured by each classifier. However, a combination of distances (match
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scores) is only meaningful when the distances are in the samerange. We have used

min-maxnormalization to transform distances obtained from each classifier to a

common range. The weighted sum fusion of distances,Df , is calculated:

Df =
3∑

j=1

wj ∗ d
n
j (3.4)

wherednj andwj are the normalized distance and weight of thejth classifier, re-

spectively, with the condition
∑3

j=1wj = 1. Each classifier’s weight is a function

of its performance estimated using the training data:

wj =
1− (FARj + FRRj)

3−
∑3

i=1(FARi + FRRi)
(3.5)

whereFARi andFRRi are the false acceptance and false rejection rates of theith

classifier. In this model, we have used the constantEERi instead ofFARi and

FRRi that are threshold dependent. The weights calculated for “stepwise LDA of

3-D Gabor”, “stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor”, and “stepwise LDA of DistCurv” are

correspondingly equal tow1 = 0.3390, w2 = 0.3274, andw3 = 0.3336 indicating

the importance of each classifier present in this fusion.

For comparison purposes, two baseline multi-modal face classifiers were

implemented. The first baseline multi-modal classifier is constructed by combin-

ing the Eigenfaces and Eigensurfaces (PCA applied to intensity and range val-

ues) via the weighted sum approach explained above. The second baseline multi-

modal classifier combines Fisherfaces and Fishersurfaces using the weighted sum

approach.
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Fig. 3.8 and Table 3.5 reflect the significant boost achieved in the ver-

ification and identification performance by fusion of different modalities. The

verification improvement is evident as the fused classifier,“2-D Gabor+3-D Ga-

bor+Dist Curv”, hasEER = 0.25% andAUC = 0.0001 which is significantly

reduced as compared to each individual classifier present inthe fusion. The rank1

recognition rate of “2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv” also increased toRR1 =

99.76%. which outperforms each contributing classifier. The baseline multi-modal

classifiers are not close to our proposed multi-modal classifier. The baseline “Eigen-

faces + Eigensurfaces” has enhanced identification and verification performance

compared to baseline Eigenfaces and Eigensurfaces, but itsperformance is not

comparable to our proposed unimodal classifiers. The multi-modal “Fisherfaces

+ Fishersurfaces” hasEER = 3.11%, AUC = 0.0119 andRR1 = 95.90% which

also suffers in comparison to “2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv”.

The multi-modal classifier, “2-D Gabor +3-D Gabor + DistCurv”, using

features calculated from fiducials automatically detectedby “hybrid detection” al-

gorithm achieves excellent performance withEER = 0.25% andAUC = 0.0001

and rank1 recognition rate ofRR1 = 99.76%. Table 3.6 compares the results of

the proposed multi-modal face recognition algorithm with several state-of-the-art

algorithms and baseline algorithms that have been evaluated on T3FRD. By com-

parison, Guptaet al. [76] proposed a face recognition algorithm based on geodesic

and3-D Euclidean distances between10 automatically annotated anthropometric

facial fiducial points (“Anthroface3D”). The performance of Anthroface3D was

also evaluated on T3FRD with comparable size training, probe, and gallery sets.
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The highest performance reported by Guptaet al. [76] is achieved on the recogni-

tion of neutral faces yieldingEER = 1.65% andAUC = 0.0014 in a verifica-

tion experiment andRR1 = 97.3% in an identification experiment. Our proposed

multi-modal face recognition approach has significantly better performance than

the algorithms in [76].

Le Zouet al. [108] introduced “warping coefficients”, a3-D face recogni-

tion system based on warped range images. In this algorithm,a number of selected

range images constitute a set of example faces, while another range image is se-

lected as a “generic face”. The generic face is then warped tomatch each of the

example faces. Each such warp is specified by a vector of displacement values. In

the feature extraction phase, when the algorithm is provided with a new range im-

age, the generic face is warped to match it. The geometric transformation used in

this warping can be approximated as a linear combination of example face warping

vectors. The coefficients in the linear combination are usedas features and passed

to a Mahalanobis-distance based classifier. The “warping coefficients” achieved

EER = 2.5% when evaluated using a subset of range images available in T3FRD.

AUC andRR1 were not reported in [108].

3.3.4 Robustness Evaluations

In subsections 3.3.3.4 and 3.3.3.5, the performances of theproposed uni-

modal and multi-modal face recognition algorithms were studied under the assump-

tion that the fiducial points were automatically detected byfusing range and portrait

Gabor information. The performance evaluations were conducted using a probe set
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Figure 3.8: Performance evaluation of the baseline multi-modal classifiers and the
proposed unimodal and multi-modal face classifiers with landmarks detected by
“hybrid fiducial detection”: a) ROC curves showing the verification accuracies. b)
CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.5: EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the baseline multi-modal classifiers and
the proposed unimodal and multi-modal face classifiers withlandmarks detected by
“hybrid fiducial detection”.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Eigenfaces + Eigensurfaces 5.00 0.0229 83.72
Fisherfaces + Fishersurfaces 3.11 0.0119 95.90
Stepwise LDA of3-D Gabor 0.76 0.0005 99.15
Stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor 2.45 0.0044 95.05
Stepwise LDA of DistCurv 1.57 0.0012 96.50

2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv 0.25 0.0001 99.76

Table 3.6: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for algorithms evaluated on
the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv 0.25 0.0001 99.76

“Anthroface3D” [76] 1.65 0.0014 97.3
Warped Examples [108] 2.5 NA NA

Eigenfaces + Eigensurfaces [39] 5.00 0.0229 83.72
Fisherfaces + Fishersurfaces 3.11 0.0119 95.90
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containing both expressive and neutral faces. In the following subsections, we dis-

cuss the effects of automatic landmark detection on overallface recognition perfor-

mance. We also evaluate the robustness of the proposed face recognition algorithms

against facial expression changes.

3.3.4.1 Sensitivity to Fiducial Detection Errors

In order to assess the effects of the “hybrid fiducial detection” errors on

the performance of the proposed unimodal and multi-modal face recognition, the

algorithms are re-evaluated using the same query and gallery sets (containing neu-

tral and expressive faces) when the landmarks are pinpointed manually. Fig. 3.9

and Table 3.7 summarize the face recognition results achieved in the absence of

landmarking errors. Comparing the results in Tables 3.7 and 3.5, it is evident that

the performance of each unimodal face recognition algorithm is degraded slightly

due to the “hybrid detection” landmarking errors. The performance declines ob-

served in the unimodal recognizers eventually take a toll onthe performance of the

eventual multi-modal face recognizer that combines the match scores created by

the contributing unimodal components. In the absence of landmarking errors, the

multi-modal, “2-D Gabor +3-D Gabor + DistCurv”, face recognizer achieves ex-

cellentEER = 0.18% andAUC = 0.0001 in the verification test and rank one

recognition rate as high as99.88% in the identification test. These results can be

considered as an upper bound for the performance of the proposed algorithms.

In order to evaluate the benefits achieved in face recognition performance

by the improved accuracy of the “hybrid fiducial detection” as compared with uni-
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Figure 3.9: Performance evaluation of the proposed unimodal and multi-modal face
classifiers with “manually” detected landmarks: a) ROC curves showing the verifi-
cation accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.7: EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the proposed unimodal and multi-modal
face classifiers with “manually” detected landmarks.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Stepwise LDA of3-D Gabor 0.71 0.0003 99.03
Stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor 2.36 0.0034 95.29
Stepwise LDA of DistCurv 1.33 0.0007 98.31

2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv 0.18 0.0001 99.88

modal landmarking schemes, we conducted an experiment in which 3-D Gabor

features are extracted from fiducial points detected using only range information,

2-D Gabor features are extracted from fiducial points detected using only portrait

information, and DistCurv feature are calculated from points detected using only

portrait information. The results achieved by this fictional setup are presented in

Fig. 3.10 and Table 3.8. Comparing the results in Tables 3.8 and 3.5, it is evident

that the more accurate fiducial detection provided by combining range and portrait

features has improved the performance of each unimodal facerecognition compo-

nent. This gain in face recognition performance is more evident when the final

multi-modal face recognizer benefiting from hybrid landmark detection is com-

pared with its counterpart using a less accurate unimodal landmarking strategy. For

example, hybrid landmark detection reduced the observed equal error rate from

EER = 0.57% to EER = 0.25%. Although the “hybrid fiducial detection” algo-

rithm has improved the results, “2-D Gabor +3-D Gabor + DistCurv” still achieved

competitive results with a less accurate unimodal landmarkdetection algorithm.

This strongly suggests that the proposed statistical feature analysis and classifier

fusion strategy play a large role in delivering excellent results.
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Figure 3.10: Performance evaluation of the proposed unimodal and multi-modal
face classifiers with less accurate unimodal landmark detections: a) ROC curves
showing the verification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification per-
formance.
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Table 3.8: EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the proposed unimodal and multi-modal
face with less accurate unimodal landmark detections.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
3-D Gabor at3-D landmarks 1.20 0.0008 97.95
2-D Gabor at2-D landmarks 3.73 0.0091 92.99
Dist Curv at2-D landmarks 1.71 0.0012 97.82

2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv 0.57 0.0002 99.70

3.3.4.2 Sensitivity to Facial Expression

In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed multi-modal face recog-

nition algorithm and its unimodal components against facial expression variations,

an experiment was conducted in which subjects in T3FRD are enrolled in the gallery

set as a pair of neutral portrait and range images, and the query set contains only

expressive portrait and range pairs. The results of expressive face recognition ex-

periments are summarized in Fig. 3.11 and Table 3.9. Comparing the results in

Tables 3.9 and 3.5, it is evident that the unimodal face recognition components per-

form less reliably when subjected to expressive faces. Thisperformance slip is also

evident in the performance of the final multi-modal face recognizer as the observed

verification equal error rate increase fromEER = 0.25% to EER = 0.59% and

the rank one recognition rate falls fromRR1 = 99.76% toRR1 = 98.70%.

Although the performance of the proposed multi-modal, “2-D Gabor +3-

D Gabor + DistCurv”, reduces when facing expressive faces, this reductionis

marginal. The proposed multi-modal face recognizer still achieves better perfor-

mance in recognizing expressive faces than do other algorithms in recognizing com-

binations of expressive and neutral faces from the same database (Table 3.6). The
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Table 3.9: EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the proposed unimodal and multi-modal
face classifiers in recognizing “expressive” faces.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Stepwise LDA of3-D Gabor 1.09 0.0006 97.82
Stepwise LDA of2-D Gabor 3.26 0.0055 93.75
Stepwise LDA of DistCurv 2.53 0.0022 96.19

2-D Gabor+3-D Gabor+DistCurv 0.59 0.0003 98.70

robustness of the proposed algorithm against facial expression changes can be ex-

plained by the fact that this algorithm is founded on local features that are robust

against such adverse factors. Naturally, the success of anylocal feature-based face

recognition depends on how accurately fiducial points are detected. In order to en-

sure good performance of the face recognition algorithm, a landmarking algorithm

was proposed in section 3.2 which combines portrait and range information to ac-

curately detect fiducial on both neutral and expressive faces. Finally, the proposed

algorithm hierarchically selects and combines a rich set ofdiverse local features

collected from different regions of the face into a robust face recognition algorithm.

3.3.5 Conclusion

Gabor coefficients at the automatically detected landmarksas well as dis-

tances and global curvatures between fiducial pairs were used to implement parallel

unimodal face classifiers with performances significantly better than corresponding

baseline algorithms. Finally, the weighted sum approach was used to combine the

proposed face classifiers at the match score-level into a multi-modal face recog-

nition system with significantly better performance than each of the participating

classifiers. Our novel multi-modal face recognition systemis highly competitive
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Figure 3.11: Performance evaluation of the proposed unimodal and multi-modal
face classifiers in recognizing “expressive” faces: a) ROC curves showing the veri-
fication accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identificationperformance.
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with state of the art algorithms and baseline algorithms evaluated on the T3FRD.

3.4 Passive Three Dimensional Face Recognition By Wavelet De-
composition of Range Images

3.4.1 Introduction

As discussed before, the majority of implemented face recognition algo-

rithms have been based on portrait images of the face. Unbiased evaluation of so-

phisticated2-D face recognition algorithms [148] confirms that the performance of

2-D algorithms degrades significantly by variations in illumination, pose, make-up,

or facial expressions [148]. As reliable and cost effective3-D scanning technologies

are becoming commonplace, researchers are considering to utilize 3-D structure of

the face alone or in combination with2-D information to alleviate inherent limita-

tions of portrait images and attain better performance [32].

Given that a number of facial landmarks (fiducials) can be accurately de-

tected, face recognition algorithms based on local features show more robustness

against changes in pose, noise, holes (missing range values), occlusion, and facial

expressions [77]. Guptaet al. [78] proposed “Anthroface3D”, a face recognition

algorithm based on geodesic and3-D Euclidean distances between fiducial points

automatically detected using curvature and Gabor responses. “Anthroface3D” is

not a pure3-D approach, since portrait clues are used to assist the fiducial detection

step. Similarly, Riccioet al. [156] proposed a face recognition algorithm based

on ratios of Euclidean distances between manually pinpointed landmarks on2-D or

3-D images.
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Recently, region ensemble approaches have been introduced [152, 62, 101,

127, 28] which are considered to lie between holistic and local approaches mitigat-

ing many of the problems associated with pure holistic or local models. In region

ensembles approaches, faces are divided into multiple smaller subregions. Com-

parisons between two faces begin by independently comparing the corresponding

subregions. Finally, the committee of similarity scores collected from various sub-

regions are merged into a final decision. Region ensemble approaches are robust

against facial expression changes and partial occlusions,and many of them are cur-

rently among the top performing algorithms.

Multiresolution surface analysis and wavelets are powerful tools that make

it possible to evaluate and process surfaces at different scales. Multiresolution sur-

face analysis is used in a broad range of applications such asgeometric modeling,

continuous level-of-detail control for computer graphicsand animations, and sur-

face compression and editing [172, 59, 113]; however, utilization of these powerful

tools in3-D object identification and more specifically in3-D face recognition has

been largely overlooked. In a previous work [95] we showed the feasibility of a3-

D face recognition model based on3-D barycentric wavelet coefficients computed

from a hexagonal region of interest around the automatically pinpointed nose tip.

The dimensionality of the extracted coefficients at each resolution level was reduced

by PCA and then independently evaluated in an identification experiment using a

Euclidean distance classifier.

Here, we seek new directions to improve the preliminary barycentric wavelet-

based3-D face recognition concept [95]. Most importantly, we combine multires-
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olution surface analysis techniques with powerful region ensembles by extracting

wavelet features from additional regions of interest defined around the inner eye cor-

ners. The feature extraction procedure is explained in Sect. 3.4.2. In our previous

work [95], features of different scales calculated around the nose tip were evaluated

independently, but no effort was made to merge them into a unified face recognition

system. Here, features calculated from each region (nasal and inner corners of the

eyes) are independently evaluated and then combined hierarchically to create three

parallel face recognition systems (one per fiducial). Following the region ensembles

trend, these three face recognizers that specialize different regions of the face are

combined using both feature-level and match score-level fusion techniques to create

a unified face recognition algorithm with boosted performance. The classification

task is performed by a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA subspace and the results

are evaluated and compared in both authentication and identification experiments.

The proposed algorithms deliver very promising performance and their results are

presented and compared with other leading algorithms from the literature on the

same database in Sect. 3.4.3.5 followed by a discussion in Sect. 3.4.4.

3.4.2 Feature Extraction

The first step in the extraction of multiresolution surface coefficients from

regions around the nose tip and inner corners of the left and right eyes is to automat-

ically detect these fiducials on input range images. In the following subsections, the

dataset used for experiments is introduced followed by an explanation of the auto-

matic fiducial point detection and barycentric wavelet coefficient extraction steps.
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Table 3.10: Statistics of the Euclidean distance between the automatically detected
feature points and the manually labeled ground-truth when only range data is used
in detection.

fiducial Mean (mm) Std (mm)
LEIC 1.65 1.7
REIC 1.63 1.5
NT 1.40 0.9

3.4.2.1 Automatic Facial Landmark Detection

The automatic detection of facial landmarks is a crucial step in face recogni-

tion and many related applications. In this3-D face recognition model, the Gabor-

based algorithm proposed in section 3.2 is applied to range images to detect three

fiducials based on Gabor responses. These three fiducial are:the nose tip (NT),

the left eye inner corner (LEIC), and the right eye inner corner (REIC). Table 3.10

summarizes the positional error statistics observed when LEIC, REIC, and NT were

detected using range information. It is evident that the fiducials used in the pro-

posed face recognition system are detected with average positional error less than

1.65mm.

3.4.2.2 B-spline Background Concepts

B-splines are valuable mathematical tools that are extensively used in ap-

plications such as contour modeling, interpolation, and editing. Forseyet al. [68]

extended this concept to smooth surface modeling. They firstconstructed a mul-

tiresolution hierarchy of univariate B-spline bases and then used the tensor products

of these bases to approximate surfaces at different levels of detail. Similarly, Staadt
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et al. [171] defined2-D B-spline wavelets by taking the tensor products of corre-

sponding univariate B-spline wavelets and studied the feasibility of using them in

applications such as multiresolution surface representations and compression. Un-

fortunately,2-D tensor-product B-spline wavelets can only be used to decompose

surfaces or functions defined onℜ2 or on its periodic versions (cylinder or torus).

In fact, tensor product B-splines are not applicable for surfaces or functions defined

on more complex topologies (e.g. spheres) [172].

The multiresolution analysis and its applications are extended to more com-

plex topologies by using subdivision surfaces technique. Example of such tech-

niques are surfaces or functions defined on triangular domain (triangular meshes) [113,

59]. De Booret al. [54] defined bivariate B-spline basis functions on regular trian-

gular domains, by projecting trivariate tensor products ofunivariate B-spline basis

functions on the barycentric plane,Pb(u, v, w) : u + v + w = 1, whereu, v, w are

the barycentric coordinates. This plane is a2-D subspace of3-D Cartesian space

shown on Fig. 3.12.

Dregeret al. [56] extended de Boor’s idea and constructed bivariate trian-

gular (i.e. defined on a triangular domain) B-spline scaling functions and wavelets

by projecting trivariate tensor products of univariate B-spline wavelets (Chui [45]).

Unlike typical2-D wavelet transforms consisting of one scaling function and three

wavelets, these projections create one scaling function and seven triangular wavelets.

This higher number of wavelet functions means that surfaceswill be overrepre-

sented in the wavelet domain.

Tensor product bases are projected onto the barycentric domain by integrat-
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Figure 3.12:2-D barycentric plane shown in3-D Cartesian space.

ing them along a line,t, perpendicular to the barycentric domain [56]. This linear

integration increase the degree and continuity of the resulting bases (wavelets or

scaling functions). For example, trivariate tensor products of Haar scaling function

(ϕ) and Haar wavelet (ψ) are used here to create a set of eight linear triangular

spline bases. These linear triangular bases include one scaling function (̃a = ϕϕϕ)

and seven wavelets (b̃1 = ϕϕψ, b̃2 = ϕψϕ,. . . , b̃7 = ψψψ). The notatioña = ϕϕϕ

indicates that the linear triangular B-spline scaling function is constructed using the

tensor product of three univariate Haar scaling functions (ϕ) along each axisx, y, z.

Multiresolution analysis (MRA) can be performed in two alternative fash-

ions when input surfaces are define over uniform triangular mesh domains. The

first scheme is to map functional values defined over the vertices of a regular tri-

angular mesh onto an equally spaced3-D grid (Fig. 3.12) and perform3-D MRA

by sequentially convolving and subsampling along the axesx, y, z. Alternatively,

multiresolution analysis can take place directly on the triangular mesh using hexag-
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Figure 3.13: A hexagonal mesh representing vertices of barycentric filter kernels.

onal barycentric filters (barycentric-MRA). Hexagonal barycentric filters and the

corresponding convolution procedure are explained in Sect. 3.4.2.3.

3.4.2.3 Barycentric Filters and Convolution on a TriangularDomain

In order to avoid higher complexities associated with3-D convolution, Dreger

et al. [56] devised hexagonal barycentric filters from a two-scalerelationship be-

tween trivariate tensor product wavelets. These hexagonalfilters allow direct wavelet

decomposition of surfaces defined over regular triangular domains. Fig. 3.13 illus-

trates the structure of a hexagonal filter and the relative vertex locations. Table 3.11

presents the coefficients of linear hexagonal barycentric filters resulting from the

projection of3-D tensor products of Haar scaling and wavelet functions. Wehave

used these filters to directly perform wavelet transformations on range images.

Similar to conventional2-D wavelet transforms, wavelet decomposition of

function or surfaces defined on regular triangular domains is performed by consec-

utively applying convolution and subsampling steps. Suppose that̃cm represents a
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Table 3.11: Linear barycentric filter coefficients.
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7

ã 1/4 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8
b̃1 0 1/8 1/8 1/8 -1/8 -1/8 -1/8
b̃2 0 -1/8 -1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 -1/8
b̃3 0 1/8 -1/8 -1/8 -1/8 1/8 1/8
b̃4 1/4 -1/8 -1/8 1/8 -1/8 -1/8 1/8
b̃5 1/4 1/8 -1/8 -1/8 1/8 -1/8 -1/8
b̃6 1/4 -1/8 1/8 -1/8 -1/8 1/8 -1/8
b̃7 0 1/8 -1/8 1/8 -1/8 1/8 -1/8

set of functional values (depth values in our application) at the vertices of a triangu-

lar mesh, the scaling coefficientsc̃m+1 and the wavelet coefficients (d̃1m+1, d̃
2
m+1,. . . ,

d̃7m+1) for a subset of vertices present at the next coarser level mesh are computed

as follows:

• Place the barycentric filters over each vertex to calculate eight coefficients

c̃m+1, d̃1m+1, d̃
2
m+1,. . . , d̃7m+1 at that vertex by multiplying the corresponding

filter kernel coefficients (Table 3.11) and scaling functioncoefficients (̃cms)

of the current vertex and its neighboring vertices followedby summation.

• Subsample the triangular mesh and save the computed coefficients c̃m+1,

d̃1m+1, d̃
2
m+1,. . . , d̃7m+1 only at those vertices that remain after subsampling.

Fig. 3.14(a) depicts an example of triangular mesh subsampling. Vertices

marked by solid circles are those that remain after one subsampling step.
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(a) Mesh subsampling (b) Region of Interest

Figure 3.14: Triangular Mesh a) Example of mesh subsampling: Vertices marked
by solid circles are those that remain after one subsamplingstep. b) The displayed
hexagonal region of interest represents the coarsest levelof decomposition.
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Table 3.12: Number of coefficients calculated at each decomposition level.
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Coeff. 8 ∗ 721 8 ∗ 169 8 ∗ 37 8 ∗ 7 8 ∗ 1

3.4.2.4 Region of Interest Selection and Barycentric Feature Computation

In order to extract barycentric wavelet features from rangeimages, three

fiducials are automatically detected using the Gabor-basedtechnique explained in

Sect. 3.4.2.1. Next, a hexagonal region of interest (ROI) isdefined by overlaying

a triangulated mesh on each fiducial. Fig. 3.14(b) depicts these hexagonal ROIs at

their coarsest refinement level. Each triangulated hexagonconsists of7 vertices and

6 equilateral triangles with sides equal to the average inter-ocular distance measured

on T3FRD (74 pixels). The subsequent finer level meshes are created by dividing

each triangle into4 triangles by connecting its edges’ midpoints as depicted inFig.

3.14(a). The finest triangular mesh used in this experiment is created by refining

the original mesh six successive times. This mesh includes3169 vertices and6144

triangles.

Starting from the finest level, the facial range data enclosed in each region of

interest is decomposed using a barycentric wavelet decomposition technique (Sect.

3.4.2.3). It should be noted that the transformation coefficients were calculated only

at regular vertices (vertices with 6 neighbors). Table 3.12shows the total number

of coefficients extracted at each refinement level. For example at level2 there are

169 regular vertices available and at each vertex8 coefficients have been extracted.
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3.4.3 Results

In order to construct a unified3-D face recognition system, barycentric

wavelet coefficients extracted at multiple refinement levels collected around3 land-

marks are hierarchically fused as illustrated by Fig. 3.15.First, wavelet coefficients

of the same refinement level collected from each region of interest are concatenated

and analyzed in the “Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fusion” to select the most discrim-

inative subset of features among them (e.g. level 2 wavelet coefficients from NT

as shown in Fig. 3.15). In the next stage of the hierarchy, “Fiducial Scale Fusion”,

selected features of different refinement levels extractedfrom the same region are

fused into a single concise feature vector (one per fiducial)specialized to describ-

ing the immediate vicinity of that fiducial (Sect. 3.4.3.2).In the “Global Scale

Fusion”, these three face recognizers are merged by feature-level and match score-

level techniques into two alternative unified face recognition systems. The details

of this hierarchical scheme and the evaluation results at each stage are discussed in

the following subsection.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed features, the1196 range

images from116 subjects present in T3FRD were partitioned into disjoint training

and testing sets. The training set contained270 range images from18 subjects

(15 per subject). The training set was used in each stage of the hierarchy by the

stepwise-LDA [167] to select the most discriminative subset of features from the

input features. The test set was further divided into a gallery set and a query set. The

gallery set contained103 range images from103 individuals (1 image per subject).

The query set has810 range images from the103 enrolled subjects in the gallery
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Figure 3.15: The proposed hierarchical feature fusion scheme.

set, where the number of range images per subject varies, with a minimum of1

image for some subjects to a maximum of77. There are13 subjects in T3FRD with

only 1 range image per subject, which are included as imposters in the query set.

At each stage of this hierarchy, the performance of the fusedfeatures are

evaluated in both identification and verification scenariosaccording to established

face recognition protocols [132]. We use Fisher’s LDA to project features selected

by stepwise-LDA to lower-dimensional feature spaces that maximize the between-

class scatter,Sb, while minimizing the within-class scatter,Sw. The projection

directions are learned only from the training portion of thedataset. In the evalua-

tion phase, features from faces in the testing set are first projected onto the LDA

subspace using the projection directions learned in the training session. The au-

thentication and identification tasks are performed based on measured Euclidean
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distances in the lower dimensional LDA subspace between currently captured fea-

tures and features retrieved from people enrolled in gallery.

3.4.3.1 Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fusion

In each region of the face, wavelet features extracted at thesame refinement

level are selected and merged using a feature-level fusion technique illustrated in

Fig. 3.15. First, all collected wavelet coefficients of the same refinement level are

concatenated and normalized to a common range usingmin-maxnormalization with

parameters learned from the training set. The normalization step ensures that fea-

tures with greater numeric ranges will not dominate those having smaller ranges.

Finally, Stepwise-LDA [167] is used to reduce the dimensionality of normalized in-

put features by picking their most discriminative subset. Stepwise-LDA does so by

iteratively adding and removing features to maximize the ratio of the between-class

to within-class separation learned from the training set. The procedure terminates

when no more features can be added or removed based on the specific significance

level for the entry or removal of features. Both significance levels are set to0.05 in

this 3-D face recognition model. The subset of features selected by stepwise-LDA

have reasonably low dimensionality and can be used by a Euclidean distance classi-

fier in LDA subspace without facing the “small sample size” problem [67]. Finally,

because the number of features in the coarser levels (level4 and level5) were lower,

we concatenated them and analyzed them together to save processing time.

Fig. 3.16 displays ROC and CMC curves resulted from evaluation of barycen-

tric wavelet features at different refinement levels collected around automatically
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Figure 3.16: Performance evaluation of Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fused features
collected around automatically detected LEIC: a) ROC curvesshowing the verifi-
cation accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.13: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
LEIC features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Level 1 Wavelets 1.96 0.0037 96.13
Level 2 Wavelets 2.04 0.0044 96.38
Level 3 Wavelets 2.30 0.0060 96.49

Level 4+5 Wavelets 2.28 0.0052 95.77

detected LEIC. Table 3.13 provides the EER, AUC, and RR1 performance met-

rics for each feature category. The barycentric wavelet features collected from

LEIC region deliver similar performance in both the verification and identifica-

tion scenarios. In the verification task, the observed EERs ofLEIC region are

in the 1.97% − 2.30% range and the observed AUCs are in the0.0037 − 0.0060.

The identification performance of barycentric wavelet features of different refine-

ment levels are also very similar with RR1 ranging betweenRR1 = 95.77% and

RR1 = 96.49% .

Fig. 3.17 and Table 3.14 present the identification and verification perfor-

mance of features collected around the automatically detected REIC. Similarly,

REIC barycentric wavelet features produce very similar results across refinement

levels. The EER and AUC metrics resulting from the verification task vary in the

2.11%− 2.24% and0.0032− 0.0044 ranges respectively. The identification perfor-

mances of features collected from the REIC region are also very close with RR1s

better than97.22%.

The performance of features with different refinement levels collected from

around the automatically detected nose tips are displayed and summarized by Fig.
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Figure 3.17: Performance evaluation of Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fused features
collected around automatically detected REIC: a) ROC curves showing the verifi-
cation accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.14: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
REIC features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Level 1 Wavelets 2.20 0.0044 97.22
Level 2 Wavelets 2.17 0.0044 97.58
Level 3 Wavelets 2.11 0.0032 98.06

Level 4+5 Wavelets 2.24 0.0033 97.22

3.18 and Table 3.15. In the verification task, the variation in the EER and AUC

performance measures are observed to be in the2.04%−3.57% and0.0024−0.0084

ranges respectively. In the identification evaluation of NTfeatures, the “Level 3”

barycentric wavelet features had the best perfomance withRR1 = 98.18% and the

“Level 4+5” had the poorest performance withRR1 = 92.75%.

For comparison purposes, two baseline face classifiers, theEigensurfaces

[16, 85] and the Fishersurfaces [71, 84], were implemented by applying PCA and

LDA to the range images. The performance of these baseline algorithms are pre-

sented in Fig. 3.19 and Table 3.16. It is interesting to observe that all of the features

collected in NT, LEIC, and REIC regions perform better than thebenchmark Eigen-

surfaces and Fishersurfaces in both identification and verification evaluations. Con-

sidering that the benchmark algorithms utilize the whole area of the face whereas

the barycentric wavelet features are extracted from much smaller regions, attests

to the discriminative power of the barycentric wavelet coefficients extracted from

high-information fiducial areas. It also shows that the proposed features are more

robust against the pose variations and facial expression changes present in T3FRD.
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Figure 3.18: Performance evaluation of Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fused features
collected around automatically detected NT: a) ROC curves showing the verifica-
tion accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.15: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
NT features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Level 1 Wavelets 2.17 0.0024 96.50
Level 2 Wavelets 2.04 0.0025 96.50
Level 3 Wavelets 2.15 0.0035 98.18

Level 4+5 Wavelets 3.57 0.0082 92.75

3.4.3.2 Fiducial Scale Fusion

The “Fiducial Scale Fusion” stage of the hierarchy cherry-picks the most

discriminative subset of features from those previously selected around the same

fiducial point in the “Wavelet-Refinement Scale Fusion” stageand combines them

into three concise feature sets1 specialized to describe the immediate vicinity of

those fiducials. The fusion technique used in this stage is the same feature-level fu-

sion scheme used in the previous stage of the hierarchy. First, all the fused features

from a fiducial are concatenated and normalized to a common range usingmin-max

normalization. Stepwise-LDA is applied to perform the finalstep of the fusion by

keeping the most discriminative subset of features while discarding the rest.

Fig. 3.19 and Table 3.16 present the identification and verification per-

formance of the face recognizers at this stage. The “NT” fused features man-

aged to achieveEER = 1.49 andAUC = 0.0015 in the verification test and

RR1 = 98.19% in the identification test. Similarly the LEIC and REIC attain

performance measures (EER = 1.33%, AUC = 0.0034, RR1 = 97.95%) and

(EER = 1.68%, AUC = 0.0032, RR1 = 98.19%). By comparing these results

1One set per automatically detected fiducial
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Table 3.16: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the “Fiducial Scale Fu-
sion”, the “Global Scale Fusion”, and the benchmarks with automatically detected
landmarks.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
LEIC 1.33 0.0034 97.95
REIC 1.68 0.0032 98.19
NT 1.49 0.0015 98.19

Eigensurfaces 6.85 0.0293 91.90
Fishersurfaces 3.44 0.0143 95.65

Match score-level 0.59 0.0005 98.79
Feature-level 0.47 0.0009 99.76

with the results of the previous stage (Sect. 3.4.3.1), it isclear that each classifier in

“Fiducial Scale Fusion” stage performs better than its constituent feature sets. Also

“Fiducial scale Fusion” face recognizers significantly outperform the benchmark

Fishersurfaces and Eigensurfaces (Fig. 3.19 and Table 3.16).

3.4.3.3 Global Fusion

Finally, two alternative fusion techniques, feature-level and match-score-

level, were implemented and compared at the highest stage ofthe hierarchy to com-

bine the NT, LEIC, and REIC classifiers into unified face recognition systems. The

feature-level fusion scheme used in this stage is the same asthe previous stages.

Features selected by NT, LEIC, and REIC face recognizers are concatenated and

normalized. Stepwise-LDA is utilized to perform the final feature-level fusion by

selecting the the most discriminating subset of features while discarding the rest.

From different match score-level fusion techniques proposed in the litera-

ture [158], we used the weighted sum approach to integrate information available at
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Figure 3.19: Performance evaluation of the “Fiducial ScaleFusion”, the “Global
Scale Fusion”, and the benchmarks with automatically detected landmarks: a) ROC
curves showing the verification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identifica-
tion performance.
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the output of the following classifiers: 1) NT, 2) LEIC, 3) REIC. The match scores

that are fused in this study are the Euclidean distances,di, i = 1, 2, 3, measured by

each classifier. Since a combination of distances (match scores) is not meaningful

unless the distances are in the same range, we have transformed the distances into a

common range usingmin-maxnormalization. Each classifier’s weight is a function

of its performance estimated using the training data:

wj =
1− (FARj + FRRj)

3−
∑3

i=1(FARi + FRRi)
(3.6)

whereFARi andFRRi are the false acceptance and false rejection rates of

the ith classifier. Instead of using threshold dependentFARi andFRRi, constant

constantEERi are used in this work. The weights calculated for “NT”, “LEIC”,

and “REIC” arew1 = 0.3334, w2 = 0.3345, andw3 = 0.3321, respectively, indi-

cating almost equal contribution from these classifiers.

Fig. 3.19 and Table 3.16 summarize the performance of the alternative fu-

sion schemes at the final stage, and compare them with each individual feature set or

classifier contributing to the fusion. The match score-level fusion improves the ver-

ification performance measures toEER = 0.59%, AUC = 0.0005 and increases

the identification performance toRR1 = 98.79% which is better than the best per-

forming individual classifier in the union. However, feature-level fusion leads to

remarkably better performance:EER = 0.47%, AUC = 0.0009, RR1 = 99.76%.

The better performance of feature-level fusion was expected since feature-

level fusion takes place before classification, when richerinformation about the
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input patterns is available as compared to match score-level fusion which is a post-

classification fusion based on abstract information about the inputs. In general,

fusion techniques that integrate information at earlier stages of processing are be-

lieved to be more effective than systems which perform integration at a later stage

[158].

3.4.3.4 Sensitivity to Fiducial Detection Errors

So far, the performances of the proposed barycentric wavelet features were

discussed at different fusion stages under the assumption that facial landmarks were

automatically detected using the range Gabor clues. The effects of the “fiducial

detection” errors on face recognition accuracies are studied by re-evaluating all al-

gorithms using the same query and gallery sets but with manually pinpointed land-

marks. Fig. 3.20 and Table 3.17 summarize the face recognition results achieved

in the absence of landmarking errors. Comparing the results in Tables 3.17 and

3.16, it is evident that most of the performance measures at “Fiducial Scale Fu-

sion” stage are slightly degraded due to “automatic detection” landmarking errors.

These performance declines eventually take a toll on the performance of ensemble

face recognizers that combine information from different regions of the face. In

the absence of landmarking errors, the feature-level fusedface recognizer achieves

EER = 0.43% andAUC = 0.0007 in the verification test, and a rank one recogni-

tion rate as high as99.76% in the identification test. Although the performance of

the proposed feature-level fused recognizer reduces when supplied with landmark-

ing inaccuracies, this reduction is marginal. These results can be considered as an
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Table 3.17: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the “Fiducial Scale Fu-
sion” and the “Global Scale Fusion” with manually detected landmarks.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
LEIC 1.29 0.0026 98.43
REIC 1.35 0.0011 98.67
NT 1.39 0.0032 98.79

Match score-level 0.60 0.0005 99.03
Feature-level 0.43 0.0007 99.76

upper bound for the performance of the proposed algorithms.

3.4.3.5 Comparison to Other Works

Table 3.18 and Fig. 3.21 compare the performances of the proposed barycen-

tric wavelet based3-D face recognition models with several state-of-the-art algo-

rithms that have been evaluated on T3FRD. By comparison, the state-of-the-art

“Anthroface3D” face recognition system proposed by Guptaet al. [76] is based

on geodesic and3-D Euclidean distances between10 automatically annotated an-

thropometric facial fiducial points. “Anthroface3D” is not a pure3-D approach,

since portrait clues are used to assist the fiducial detection step. The Anthroface

3D was also evaluated on T3FRD with comparable size training, query, and gallery

sets. The highest performance reported by Guptaet al. [76] is achieved in the

recognition of neutral faces yieldingEER = 1.65% andAUC = 0.0014 in a ver-

ification experiment andRR1 = 97.3% in an identification experiment. Our pro-

posed barycentric wavelet based face recognition approachhas significantly better

performance than the algorithms in [76].

Le Zouet al. [108]’s “warping coefficients” algorithm is a3-D face recogni-
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Figure 3.20: Performance evaluation of the “Fiducial ScaleFusion” and the “Global
Scale Fusion” with manually detected landmarks: a) ROC curves showing the ver-
ification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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tion system based on warped range images. In this algorithm,a number of selected

range images create a set of example faces, while another range image is selected

as a “generic face.” The generic face is then warped to match each of the exam-

ple faces. Each such warp is specified by a vector of displacement values. In the

feature extraction phase, when the algorithm is provided with a new range image,

the generic face is warped to match it. The geometric transformation used in this

warping can be approximated as a linear combination of example face warping

vectors. The coefficients in the linear combination are usedas features and passed

to a Mahalanobis distance based classifier. The “warping coefficients” achieved

EER = 2.5% when evaluated using a subset of range images available in T3FRD.

AUC andRR1 were not reported in [108].

Mahooret al. [124] introduced a contour matching face recognition algo-

rithm where the similarity of the faces are indirectly examined by comparing their

ridge lines using the ICP algorithm. This face recognition algorithm was evalu-

ated on T3FRD with the same exact probe and gallery partitions. The ridge line

algorithm, which is one of the leading contour-based algorithms evaluated on the

FRGC database, achievesEER = 1.39% andAUC = 0.0023 in a verification

experiment, andRR1 = 98.19% in an identification experiment.

McKeon et al. [127]’s 3-D Fisherface Region Ensemble method was also

evaluated with the exact same probe and gallery sets on T3FRD. In the training stage

of this algorithm,22 regions were defined on faces and a greedy search algorithm

was used to select the most discriminative ensemble of regions. This region selec-

tion requires a considerable number of training samples andhence McKeonet al.
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Figure 3.21: Performance comparison between the proposed barycentric wavelet
based algorithm and the state-of-the-art algorithms from literature: a) ROC curves
showing the verification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification per-
formance.
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Table 3.18: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for algorithms evaluated on
the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Fused barycentric 0.47 0.0009 99.76

“Anthroface3D” [76] 1.65 0.0014 97.3
Warped Examples [108] 2.50 NA NA

McKeonet al. [127] 0.42 0.0007 99.86
Mahooret al. [124] 1.39 0.0023 98.19

used the entire FRGC2.0 samples (more than4007 images of466 subjects) to train

their algorithm. The performance of this algorithm is presented in Table 3.18 and

Fig. 3.21. This approach, which is currently amongst the topperforming algorithms

evaluated on the FRGC database, yieldedEER = 0.42% andAUC = 0.0007 in

a verification experiment, andRR1 = 99.86% in an identification experiment per-

formed on T3FRD. This result is marginally better than the performance achieved

by the proposed barycentric wavelet-based algorithm, however, it is achieved at

the cost of significant computational complexity at the training stage as compared

to our approach, which produces comparable performance when trained with only

270 training images.

Comparing the performances of other algorithms evaluated onT3FRD (Ta-

ble 3.18 and Fig. 3.21) with the performance of the proposed barycentric wavelet

based algorithm, it is evident that extracting local surface features at multiple re-

finement scales, carefully analyzing discriminative features around each landmark,

and eventually merging an ensemble of face recognizers fromdifferent regions into

a unified face recognizer yields a face recognition algorithm that is competitive in

terms of recognition performance as tested on T3FRD with a state-of-the-art algo-
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rithm that delivers top performance on T3FRD and FRGC, but which requires a

much larger training set.

3.4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this section, a novel3-D face recognition algorithm based on barycen-

tric wavelet coefficients calculated around three automatically detected fiducials is

introduced. Barycentric features collected at varying refinement levels were hier-

archically merged into a unified face recognition algorithmwith enhanced perfor-

mance. Classification was performed by a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA

subspace and the results evaluated and compared in both verification and identifi-

cation setups on the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database containing1196 range

and colored texture images of expressive and neutral faces.

The observed results show a steady improvement in the discrimination abil-

ity of the integrated features with increasing hierarchy from the raw features to

the higher fusion stages. At the final stage of the hierarchy two alternative fusion

schemes – feature-level and match score-level – are employed to integrate the par-

allel NT, LEIC, and REIC face recognizers into unified face recognition systems.

Although both fusion schemes are successful in improving the recognition perfor-

mance, feature-level fusion achieves better accuracy since it has access to richer

sources of information regarding the input patterns. The results also indicated that

the proposed face recognition algorithm is robust to errorsinduced by automatic

landmark detection.

Comparison of identification and verification accuracies achieved by the
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proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art algorithms evaluated on the same database

highlights the effectiveness of the proposed barycentric wavelet coefficients for rep-

resenting the facial surface. We demonstrated that well-defined, simple multi-scale

features achieve competitive performance with state-of-the-art algorithms without

any need for the extensive, computationally expensive training procedures on sig-

nificantly larger training datasets that these algorithms require. Although our target

application operates under specific conditions, we envision that algorithms based

on multiresolution surface analysis such as the one described here could eventually

be developed for the free-viewing scenario.

3.5 Passive Three Dimensional Face Recognition Using Iso-Geodesic
Contours and Procrustes Analysis

3.5.1 Introduction

In this section, we introduce new3-D face recognition approaches targeting

specific application domains having restricted acquisition requirements. Such an

application of high importance for national security is airport screening, in which

face recognition is performed under the supervision of a human administrator. Op-

erating under assumptions specified by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology (NIST), we assume that subjects are asked to stand at afixed distance from

the camera without wearing accessories (e.g. glasses or hats) and to face the camera.

Other than the above constraints, other factors such as slight head pose variations,

changes in the facial expression, variation in illumination, and make-up should be

taken into consideration.
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3.5.2 Related Work

Many early3-D face recognition approaches were simply extended versions

of holistic 2-D approaches in which the portrait images are replaced by range im-

ages [77]. For instance, principle component analysis (PCA)is used in what is

known as Eigensurfaces [16, 85] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used in

the so called Fishersurfaces [71, 84]. The main drawback of holistic approaches is

their sensitivity to drastic deformations (e.g. open mouth), facial expression, and

improper alignment of faces [77, 123].

A popular trend in3-D face recognition are direct “surface matching” tech-

niques in which the two facial surfaces under comparison areiteratively placed as

closely as possible in3-D space by minimizing a distance metric. A well-known

example of this category is the iterative closest point (ICP)algorithm in which a

variant of mean squared error (MSE) or Hausdorff distance isused to compare sur-

faces at each stage [119, 117]. Although such surface matching techniques have

shown to be successful, they are computationally very expensive which is prob-

lematic when searching large databases. Another limitation of surface matching is

sensitivity to facial expression and global deformations of the face.

In recent years, many of the problems associated with traditional holistic

approaches have been mitigated by introducing region ensembles approaches [152,

62, 101, 127, 28] which are considered as a compromise between holistic and lo-

cal face recognition approaches. In region ensembles approaches, faces are divided

into multiple smaller subregions. Comparisons between two faces begin by in-

dependently comparing the corresponding subregions. Finally, the committee of
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similarity scores collected from various subregions are merged into a final deci-

sion. Region ensemble approaches are robust against facial expression changes and

partial occlusions, and many of them are currently among thetop performing algo-

rithms.

Recently, several3-D face recognition algorithms have been proposed in

which three-dimensional facial surfaces are represented by unions of contours. Com-

parisons between facial surfaces is conducted implicitly by comparing the corre-

sponding contour sets. This approach is mainly motivated bythe fact that curve

matching is a much more studied problem than free-form surface matching, and

a wealth of curve matching techniques are available [137]. Unlike facial surfaces,

contours can be parameterized canonically and thus can be naturally compared [164].

The number of data points on facial contours is only a fraction of the number of

points available on the original facial surface, thus resulting in dramatical reduc-

tions in the required computation and storage. Contours are often defined using

level-sets of real-valued functions such as curvature, depth, or gradient defined on

facial surfaces.

Nagamineet al. [138] used3-D curves resulting from the intersection of the

facial surface with vertical planes, horizontal planes, orcylinders as representative

facial curves. The depth values are sampled along each cross-sectional curve to

create a feature vector. The similarity between two facial surfaces is measured by

the Euclidean distance between their feature vectors. Experimental results indicated

that the vertical profile curves extracted from the central portion of the face have the

strongest distinctiveness. Circular cross-sections extracted around the nose tip also
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demonstrated high discriminating power. The main advantage of circular curves is

their robustness against rotational variations. The horizontal profiles were shown to

be the least effective ones.

One of the earliest contour-based facial surface representations is the “point

signature” concept proposed by Chua and Jarvis [44]. For any given fiducial (source

point) on the facial surface, a3-D contourC is obtained by intersecting the surface

with a sphere of radiusR centered at that source point. A plane is fitted to the

contourC, then translated to the source point in a direction normal tothe plane.

The point signature is a vector of signed distances sampled at regularly spaced

angles between each point onC and its projection on the plane. A drawback of the

point signature approach is that the neighborhood of a surface point is sometimes

ambiguous [173]. This shortcoming arises from the use of Euclidean distance. The

ambiguity can result in problematic self-intersecting or discontinuous contours.

Mpiperis et al. [136] and Samiret al. [164] represented range images by

planar level-set contours of the depth function. The comparison between two faces

is performed by comparing2-D iso-depth contours at the same depth. Three differ-

ent planar contour features are investigated in [136]: the Hu moments [89], elliptic

Fourier descriptors [58], and curvature scale space (CSS) [131]. The performances

of the proposed algorithms in [136] are evaluated on a database of800 range im-

ages from20 subjects (40 images per subject). Results are compared with a variant

of point signatures [44] showing a better performance for iso-depth contour match-

ing. One limitation of the iso-depth contours is that they are susceptible to changes

in the gaze direction. Some Euclidean transformations of facial surface, such as
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in-depth rotation caused by inaccurate estimation of gaze direction, introduce irre-

versible deformations in the resulting iso-depth contours. To mitigate the effect of

pose variation on recognition performance, an extremely accurate gaze alignment

step is required that is costly and difficult.

Mahooret al. [124] used ridge lines to represent range images in their pro-

posed3-D face recognition algorithm. The ridge lines are found by thresholding

the maximum principle curvature,kmax, of the facial surface. In order to find the

best match between a probe image and gallery images, an iterative approach similar

to the ICP algorithm is utilized to find the optimum pose between probe and gallery

ridge lines resulting in the minimum Hausdorff distance. The final Hausdorff dis-

tance is used as a measure of the difference between a probe and a gallery facial

surface. One disadvantage of the ridge line representationis that the computation

of curvatures involves higher order derivatives and is thussensitive to3-D scanner

noise.

Berrettiet al.[20] proposed a3-D face recognition algorithm in which range

images are segmented into equal width iso-geodesic stripesat increasing distance

from the nose tip. Next, the face is compactly represented byan attributed relational

graph where each node represents a stripe, and each edge of the graph is annotated

by 3-D “weighted walkthroughs” (3DWW) between two stripes. The3DWW be-

tween each pair of stripes captures the relative spatial displacements between all

pairs of points of the input stripes. Eventually, two given faces are compared by

comparing their corresponding annotated graphs.

A new contour-based3-D object representation called the “point finger-
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prints” (because of their similarity to fingerprint patterns) was proposed by Sunet

al. [173] and tested for surface registration. In this method, surfaces are represented

by a sets of2-D contours that are the projection of the3-D iso-geodesic contours

on a plane tangent to the surface at the central landmark. Motivated by point fin-

gerprints’ effectiveness, we implemented a novel face recognition algorithm [97]

where3-D faces were represented by planar point fingerprints extracted around the

automatically pinpointed nose tip. Iso-depth contours were also extracted with re-

spect to the nose tip and their performance in recognizing faces was considered

as a benchmark for comparison. The shapes of obtained planariso-depth and fin-

gerprint contours were characterized by two types of attributes: radial Euclidean

distances from the nose tip and a set of five commonly used shape descriptors (ratio

of principal axes, convexity, compactness, circular variance, and elliptic variance)

as defined in [145]. These features were independently tested in a face authentica-

tion experiment using both a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA dimensionality

reduced feature space and a support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The results

indicated that no matter what classification rule is used, facial fingerprint contours

(2-D projections of iso-geodesic contours) outperform theiriso-depth counterpart.

3.5.3 Present Work and Overview

As mentioned in the previous subsection, iso-geodesic contours have desir-

able properties in comparison to other contours in representing free-form surfaces.

The shapes of iso-geodesic contours do not change with Euclidean transforma-

tions of the surface (head pose variations in our application) such as in-depth rota-
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tions, which greatly affect iso-depth contours. Unlike iso-Euclidean contours, self-

crossings and discontinuities do not occur in iso-geodesicrepresentations. Here,

we seek new directions to improve the preliminary iso-geodesic contour-based3-D

face recognition concept [97]. In addition to nose tip, iso-geodesic contours are

extracted from the inner eye corners as well, providing additional discriminative

features, leading to improved face recognition performance. Automatic fiducial

detection and contour extraction procedures are explainedin Section 3.5.4.

Previously, the obtained3-D iso-geodesic contours were projected onto a

tangent plane at the nose tip, and features were indirectly calculated from the pro-

jected planar contours because planar contour features areeasier to obtain. This

projection step discards important elevation informationas we transform a3-D

contour into a planar one. Also, determining the tangent plane at the nose tip is

very noise sensitive and may be more so at inner eye corners. Inaccurate tangent

plane determination results in lower quality features. In order to solve this prob-

lem, we introduce new pose invariant features, including radial distances from the

origin, curvatures along the contour path, and features derived from a Procrustean

curve matching procedure defined on iso-geodesic contours in 3-D space. These

new features do not compromise the iso-geodesic contours’ pose invariance advan-

tage over other contour representations, such as iso-depthcontours. Contour feature

extraction steps are explained in Section 3.5.5.

In our previous work [97], various features from planar contours were evalu-

ated independently, but no effort was made to merge them intoa unified face recog-

nition system. Here, features calculated from each contourset (nasal and inner
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corners of the eyes contour sets) are independently evaluated and then combined

hierarchically to create three parallel face recognition systems (one per fiducial).

Inspired by the effectiveness of the “region ensembles approaches”, these three

face recognizers that specialize different regions of the face are fused using both

feature-level and match score-level fusion techniques to create a unified face recog-

nition algorithm with boosted performance. The classification task is performed

by a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA subspace and the results are evaluated

and compared in both authentication and identification setups. The proposed al-

gorithms deliver very promising performance and show robustness against facial

landmark detection errors in sensitivity evaluation studies. Face recognition results

are presented and compared with other leading algorithms from the literature on the

same database in Section 3.5.6 followed by a discussion in Section 3.5.8.

3.5.4 Contour Extraction

In order to obtain facial contours from a facial range image,it is necessary

to define real-valued functions on that surface [130]. In this model, the normalized

geodesic distances from three detected landmarks (nose tip, inner corners of the left

and right eyes) are the real-valued functions of choice. Level-sets of each function

provides closed contours around the target landmark on the facial surface. In the

following subsections, iso-geodesic contour extraction are explained.
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3.5.4.1 Automatic Facial Landmark Detection

In this 3-D face recognition model, the fiducial detection algorithmpro-

posed in section 3.2 is used to detect three fiducials using Gabor responses extracted

from range images. This fiducials are: the nose tip (NT), the left eye inner corner

(LEIC), and the right eye inner corner (REIC). As was shown before in Table 3.10,

it is evident that the fiducials used in the proposed iso-geodesic contour based face

recognition system are detected with average positional error less than1.65mm.

3.5.4.2 Iso-Geodesic Contours

In order to extract iso-geodesic contours around LEIC, REIC, and NT, the

first step is to calculate the geodesic distance between the landmark and any avail-

able point on the facial surface. The geodesic distance between two points on a

surface is the length of the shortest path connecting those two points on that sur-

face. Fig. 3.22 shows the shortest path between the nasion point and a mouth corner

on an arbitrary face in the database. We define an iso-geodesic contour to be a loci

of all points on the surface having the same geodesic distance from a given origin.

Given a facial surface (a domain)Ω and a fiducial point (source point)X0, it is

desirable to find the shortest distance between each pointX ∈ Ω fromX0, D(X).

The problem is formulated by theEikonalequation:

‖∇ΩD(X)‖ = P , D(X0) = 0 (3.7)

This equation describes the propagation and evolution of a wavefront through
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Figure 3.22: Shortest path between the nasion point and right mouth corner shown
on an arbitrary face.

a medium and the parameterP is a constant showing the velocity of the wave prop-

agation. An efficient algorithm to solve theEikonalequation is the “Fast Marching”

method proposed by Kimmel and Sethian [103]. The Fast Marching Method sim-

ulates an imaginary scenario in which a bad guy sets a fire at source pointX0 at

time t = 0 to a uniformly distributed forestΩ. The fire front advances outwards

from the source point, while firemen register the timeT (X) at which fire arrives at

locationX. Once a point is touched by fire, the trees burn out and the fire never

again visits the location where it had already passed. The distanceD(X) is pro-

portional to the reaching timeD(x) = P · T (X). The Fast Marching Method finds

the geodesic distance from a source point ton grid points defined on the surface in

O(n) operations.

We used Peyre´et al.’s [146] Matlab toolbox which is capable of performing

Fast Marching on surfaces defined on either rectangular or triangular domains to

calculate geodesic distance maps with respect to NT, LEIC, and REIC. Fig. 3.23

shows an example range image along with geodesic distance maps from LEIC,
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REIC, and NT. The dark blue regions (dark in black and white printout)) represent

smaller distances and red (light in black and white printout) means farther distances.

After obtaining a geodesic distance map, its values are normalized with a

fixed reference distance measured between two landmarks on that subject’s face.

This step is crucial to reduce the unwanted effects that subjects’ head size variation,

due to the distance variation between subjects and scanner,has on the shape and size

of the extracted contours. The geodesic values in a NT geodesic distance map are

normalized by the average geodesic distances between the nose tip and the outer

eye corners of that subject. Values in LEIC and REIC geodesic distance maps

are normalized by the average geodesic width of the subject’s eyes. Finally, the

iso-geodesic contours are extracted from normalized distance maps by finding the

the boundaries of objects created by thresholding normalized distance maps using

thresholdsd = 1/3, d = 2/3, andd = 1. Fig. 3.24 shows all iso-geodesic contours

extracted from an example range image from T3FRD overlaid on the input range

image.

The extracted3-D iso-geodesic contours are next smoothed and fitted by

cubic splines and then parameterized by arc lengthℓ:

C(ℓ) = {x(ℓ), y(ℓ), z(ℓ)}T , 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ 1. (3.8)

Having access to cubic spline fits makes it easier to sample iso-geodesic contours

at any given number of points with any desired arc length interval distribution.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.23: An example range image from the database and corresponding
geodesic distance maps. Dark blue (dark in black and white printout) reflects shorter
distance and red (light in black and white printout) means farther distance a) range
image b) Geodesic distance map from NT. c) Geodesic distancemap from LEIC. d)
Geodesic distance map from REIC.
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Figure 3.24: Example of a range image with iso-geodesic contours extracted from
around NT, LEIC, and REIC.

3.5.5 Feature Extraction

In our earlier iso-geodesic face recognition algorithm [97] as well as many

other contour-based face recognition algorithms in the literature [164, 136, 173],

features are extracted from the projection of contours ontoa reference plane (e.g.

tangent plane at the center) because it is easier to process planar contours. This

transformation from3-D to planar contours results in the loss of important con-

tour characteristics and vulnerability against pose variations owing to uncertainty

in finding the reference projection plane. Here we use simple, innovative and effec-

tive features that are directly extracted from3-D contours, thereby preserving the

important pose invariance quality of iso-geodesic contours.
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Figure 3.25: Radial Euclidean distances between the nose tipand equal arc-length
sample points on an iso-geodesic facial contour.

3.5.5.1 Radial Euclidean Distances

One set of pose-invariant features that we use are the Euclidean distances

measured in a three-dimensional coordinate system from theorigin of the iso-

geodesic contours. First, each contour is divided into60 intervals with equal arc-

lengths. Next, the lengths of60 vectors connecting the origin of the contour to equal

arc-length sample points are organized in a feature vector,di, i = 1, 2, · · · , 60, en-

coding the shape of the iso-geodesic contour. Fig. 3.25 shows an example facial

contour extracted from the region around the nose tip and thecorresponding60

vectors originating from the center.
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Figure 3.26: Example facial contour around the nose tip and tangent vectors along
the path.

3.5.5.2 Curvatures Along the Contour

Another set of valuable contour attributes is obtained by calculating the cur-

vatures along the contour path. Curvatures are extracted using the Frenet-Serret

formulas in three-dimensional Euclidean space by first calculating unit length tan-

gent vectors,~T , pointing in the counter-clockwise traversal at each equalarc-length

sample point. According to the Frenet-Serret formulas, thecurvature is

κ =

∥∥∥∥∥
d~T

dℓ

∥∥∥∥∥ (3.9)

whereℓ is the arc-length parameter. Fig. 3.26 shows an example facial contour in

the region around the nose tip with tangent vectors indicated along the contour by

arrows.
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3.5.5.3 Distances from a Procrustean Circle

A considerable amount of work in the literature has been devoted to defin-

ing planar shape descriptors by comparing them against primitive shapes, such

as circle, ellipses, and triangles [145, 157]. Here we extend this general con-

cept to define innovative shape descriptors of3-D contours as explained in sub-

sections 3.5.5.3, 3.5.5.4, and 3.5.5.5. The comparison of iso-geodesic contours

against a circle in three-dimensional Euclidean space is performed using Procrustes

analysis. First, a unit circle is sampled using the same number of points present in

the input contour. Then, the unit circle undergoes a series of shape-preserving Eu-

clidean transformations (translation, reflection, orthogonal rotation, and scaling) to

best conform to the input contour by minimizing the sum of squared distances be-

tween corresponding points. Finally, Euclidean distancesmeasured between each

point on the iso-geodesic contour and the transformed circle are collected in a60

dimensional feature vector. Fig. 3.27 shows an example facial contour in the re-

gion around the nose tip with arrows indicating the distancebetween corresponding

points on the contour and the Procrustean fitted circle.

3.5.5.4 Distances from Procrustean Ellipses

Another class of geometrical shapes commonly used in shape analysis com-

parisons is the ellipsoid family [145, 157], which possess ahigher degree of free-

dom as compared to circles by allowing elongation. Comparison and approximation

of a planar contour with a set of ellipses is the fundamental idea behind Elliptical

Fourier Transforms (EFT) [105]. Here, features are obtained by fitting a horizontal
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Figure 3.27: Example facial contour around the nose tip witharrows showing the
distance between corresponding points on the contour and the Procrustean fitted
circle.

and a vertical ellipse with eccentricity equal toǫ =
√
3
2

to the input contour using

Procrustes analysis. First, the ellipse (vertical or horizontal) is sampled with the

same number of points as the input contour. The ellipse sampled at an ordered set

of points is transformed by Procrustes analysis to best conform to the input contour

by minimizing the sum of squared distances between corresponding points. Finally,

Euclidean distances measured between each point on the iso-geodesic contour and

the transformed ellipse are collected in a60-dimensional feature vector. Fig. 3.28

shows an example facial contour around the nose tip with arrows showing the dis-

tance between corresponding points on the contour and a Procrustean fitted ellipse.
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Figure 3.28: Example facial contour around the nose tip witharrows showing the
distance between corresponding points on the contour and a Procrustean fitted el-
lipse.

3.5.5.5 Procrustes Scales and Errors

From each Procrustes analysis in subsections 3.5.5.4 and 3.5.5.3, two addi-

tional features can be obtained, the fitting scale and the residual error. Combining

circular and elliptical Procrustes analyses, a six-dimensional feature vector of scales

and residual errors is collected from each contour. Intuitively, the elliptical scales

and residual error are indications of elongation in the vertical and horizontal direc-

tions. Circular scales and residual errors reflect the compactness and roundness of

the contours.
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3.5.6 Performance Evaluation Methodology and Data

We combine iso-geodesic contour features in a hierarchicalscheme to cre-

ate a unified face recognition system (Section 3.5.7). First, each feature category

is evaluated around the fiducial points and the results are reported independently.

Next, features extracted from around the same landmark are fused to create three

parallel face recognition systems (one per fiducial). Finally, these three face rec-

ognizers are merged to create a unified face recognition system. The details of

this hierarchical scheme and the evaluation results at eachstage are discussed in

Section 3.5.7.

In this section, the data and the methodology used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed algorithms are described. In subsection 3.5.6.1, the break-

down of T3FRD into training and testing sets is explained. The classification task

is performed by a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA subspace as explained in

subsections 3.5.6.2.

3.5.6.1 Face Recognition Data

In order to evaluate the verification and identification performance of the

proposed features, the1196 range images from116 subjects present in T3FRD were

partitioned into disjoint training and testing sets. The training set contained270

range images from18 subjects (15 per subject). The training set was used by the

stepwise-LDA [167] to select the most discriminative subset of features from raw

concatenated features. Also, the training set was used to design Euclidean distance

classifiers in LDA subspace. The test set was further dividedinto a gallery set and
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a query set. The gallery set contained103 range images from103 individuals (1

image per subject) who have at least2 range images in the test set. The query set

has810 range images from the103 enrolled subjects in the gallery set, where the

number of range images per subject varies, with a minimum of1 image for some

subjects to maximum of77. There are13 subjects in T3FRD with only 1 range

image per subject, which are included as imposters in the probe set.

3.5.6.2 Euclidean Distance Decision Rule in LDA Subspace

We use Fisher’s LDA to project features selected by stepwise-LDA to lower-

dimensional feature spaces that maximize the between-class scatter,Sb, while mini-

mizing the within-class scatter,Sw. The projection directions are learned only from

the training portion of the dataset. In the evaluation phase, features from faces in the

testing set are first projected onto the LDA subspace using the projection directions

learned in the training session. The authentication and identification tasks are per-

formed based on the measured Euclidean distances in the lower dimensional LDA

subspace between currently captured features and featuresretrieved from people

enrolled in gallery.

3.5.7 Results

In order to construct a unified3-D face recognition system, the multiple fea-

ture types (Section 3.5.5) collected around3 landmarks at3 different geodesic radii

are hierarchically fused as illustrated by Fig. 3.29. In this hierarchy, the first stage of

fusion takes place by merging one type of feature from contours of all radii around
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Figure 3.29: The proposed hierarchical feature fusion scheme.

each fiducial origin (e.g. curvatures from NT contours1-3 as shown in Fig. 3.29).

A performance evaluation of the first fusion stage, called “Contour Scale Fusion”,

are presented in Section 3.5.7.1. In the next stage of the hierarchy, “Fiducial Scale

Fusion”, all of the fused features collected around each fiducial point are merged

into a single concise feature vector (one per fiducial) specialized to describing the

immediate vicinity of that fiducial (Section 3.5.7.2). At the highest stage of the hi-

erarchy, three parallel face recognition systems (“Fiducial Scale Fusion”) are fused

by feature-level and match score-level techniques into twoalternative unified face

recognition systems.
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3.5.7.1 Contour Scale Fusion

Features from the same category calculated around each fiducial are merged

using a feature-level fusion technique [158]. The feature-level fusion technique

used in this stage, as well as in higher stages of the proposedhierarchy, are illus-

trated in Fig. 3.29. First, all collected features are concatenated and normalized to a

common range usingmin-maxnormalization. The parameters of the normalization

are learned from the training set. The normalization step isimportant to prevent fea-

tures having greater numeric ranges from dominating those having smaller ranges.

Finally, Stepwise-LDA [167] is applied to reduce the dimensionality of the raw fea-

ture vectors by picking the most discriminative subset of features. Stepwise-LDA

iteratively adds and removes features to maximize the ratioof the between-class

to within-class separation learned from the training set. The procedure terminates

when no more features can be added or removed based on the specific significance

level for the entry or removal of features. In our implementation, both significance

levels are set to0.05. The subset of features selected by stepwise-LDA have rea-

sonably low dimensionality and can be used by a Euclidean distance classifier in

LDA subspace as explained in Section 3.5.6.2, without facing the “small sample

size” problem [67].

The verification and identification performance of contour features collected

around automatically detected LEIC are displayed by CMC and ROC curves in

Fig. 3.30. Table 3.19 presents the EER, AUC, and RR1 values for each feature

category. Among the features collected around the LEIC, the “Horizontal Ellipse

Procrustes Distances” have the best verification performance closely followed by
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Table 3.19: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
LEIC features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Curvatures 13.20 0.0645 71.26

Radial Distance from LEIC 10.01 0.0367 75.36
Procrustes Scales & Errors 8.76 0.0369 66.93
Circular Procrustes Dist. 5.80 0.0192 87.92

Verti. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 5.24 0.0148 89.13
Horiz. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 4.60 0.0132 90.94

the “Vertical Ellipse Procrustes Distances” and the “CircleProcrustes Distances”.

After these three leading features, a second tier of features is identifiable which

consists of the “Procrustes Scales & Errors” and the “Radial Distances from LEIC”.

Finally, the poorest performing features around the LEIC are the “Curvatures along

the contour”. The same trend is observed for the identification performance of

features extracted around the LEIC, where the “Horizontal Ellipse Procrustes Dis-

tances” has the best performance (RR1 = 90.94%) followed by the “Vertical El-

lipse Procrustes Distances” and the “Circle Procrustes Distances” (RR1 = 89.13%

andRR1 = 87.92%, respectively). The only exception is that the lowest perform-

ing feature from the LEIC in identification task is the “Procrustes Scales & Errors”

with RR1 = 66.93%.

Fig. 3.31 and Table 3.20 present the identification and verification perfor-

mance of features collected around the automatically detected REIC. Similar to

LEIC, three tiers of features are identifiable based on their verification performance

(Fig. 3.31(a) and Table 3.20). In the highest performing tier, the “Horizontal Ellipse

Procrustes Distances” have the best verification performance closely followed by
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Figure 3.30: Performance evaluation of Contour Scale Fused features collected
around automatically detected LEIC: a) ROC curves showing the verification ac-
curacies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.20: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
REIC features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Curvatures 14.23 0.0909 64.97

Radial Distance from REIC 9.03 0.0348 78.62
Procrustes Scales & Errors 8.70 0.0363 67.87
Circular Procrustes Dist. 6.55 0.0223 84.54

Verti. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 6.14 0.0213 87.07
Horiz. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 5.92 0.0178 88.04

the “Vertical Ellipse Procrustes Distances” and the “CircleProcrustes Distances”.

The “Procrustes Scales & Errors” and the “Radial Distances from REIC” are in

the second tier. Finally, the “Curvatures along the contour”from REIC supplies the

worst performance. The same general trend is observed for the identification perfor-

mance of features extracted around REIC, where the “Horizontal Ellipse Procrustes

Distances” has the best performance (RR1 = 88.04%) followed by the “Vertical El-

lipse Procrustes Distances” and the “Circle Procrustes Distances” (RR1 = 87.07%

andRR1 = 84.54%, respectively). The lowest performing feature from REIC in

identification task is again the “Curvatures along the contour” (RR1 = 64.97%).

Fig.3.32 and Table 3.21 display and summarize the performance evalua-

tion of features collected around automatically detected NT. For comparison pur-

poses, two baseline face classifiers, the Eigensurfaces [16, 85] and the Fishersur-

faces [71, 84], are implemented by applying PCA and LDA to the range images.

The performance of these baseline algorithms are presentedin Fig. 3.33 and Ta-

ble 3.22. In the verification task, the “Radial Distances fromNT” and the “Hor-

izontal Ellipse Procrustes Distances” present notable performance among the fea-
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Figure 3.31: Performance evaluation of Contour Scale Fused features collected
around automatically detected REIC: a) ROC curves showing theverification ac-
curacies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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Table 3.21: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for automatically detected
NT features.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Curvatures 8.16 0.0345 80.79

Procrustes Scales & Errors 3.18 0.0042 88.16
Radial Distance from NT 2.17 0.0033 97.82
Circular Procrustes Dist. 3.18 0.0037 95.41

Verti. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 3.10 0.0047 96.13
Horiz. Elliptical Procrustes Dist. 2.64 0.0029 96.98

tures computed around automatically detected NT. The “Vertical Ellipse Procrustes

Distances”, the “Circle Procrustes Distances’, and the “Procrustes Scales & Errors”

closely follow, while again the “Curvatures along the contour” has the poorest per-

formance. In the identification evaluation of NT features, the “Radial Distances

from NT” and the “Horizontal Ellipse Procrustes Distances”are the best perform-

ing NT features (RR1 = 97.82% andRR1 = 96.98%, respectively).

It is interesting to observe that some of the features collected around NT,

such as the “Radial Distances from NT”, the “Horizontal Ellipse Procrustes Dis-

tances”, and the “Vertical Ellipse Procrustes Distances” perform better than the

benchmark Eigensurfaces and Fishersurfaces in both identification and verifica-

tion evaluations, because iso-geodesic contours are more robust against the pose

variations and facial expression changes present in T3FRD. This observation be-

comes more striking when it is considered that the total number of points on NT

iso-geodesic contours are only a very small fraction of dataused by benchmark

algorithms. Another important observation is that any feature from around NT out-

performs its LEIC and REIC counterpart in terms of theEER,AUC, andRR1 per-
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Figure 3.32: Performance evaluation of Contour Scale Fused features collected
around automatically detected NT: a) ROC curves showing theverification accu-
racies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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formance measures. This phenomena can be explained by the fact that iso-geodesic

contours cover a larger area of the face while the LEIC and REICcontours are

limited to the small eye socket area (Fig. 3.24).

3.5.7.2 Fiducial Scale Fusion

In the “Fiducial scale Fusion” stage of the hierarchy, all ofthe features com-

bined in the previous stage (“Contour Scale Fusion”) are merged into three concise

feature sets (one per automatically detected fiducial) specialized to describe the im-

mediate vicinity of that fiducial. The fusion technique usedin this stage is the same

feature-level fusion scheme used in the “Contour Scale Fusion”. First, all the fused

features from a fiducial are concatenated and normalized to acommon range using

min-maxnormalization. Stepwise-LDA is applied to perform the finalstep of the

fusion by keeping the most discriminative subset of features while discarding the

rest.

The identification and verification performance of the face recognizers at

this stage are presented in Fig. 3.33 and Table 3.22. The “NT”fused features man-

aged to achieveEER = 1.40 andAUC = 0.00230 in the identification task and

RR1 = 98.18%. By comparing this result with the results in Fig. 3.32 and Ta-

ble 3.21, it is clear that the NT face recognizer performs better than any individual

NT feature contributing to the system. Also comparing the NTface recognizer’s

performance with the benchmark Fishesurfaces and Eigensurfaces (Fig. 3.33 and

Table 3.22), it is clear that the NT face recognizer performsfar better than the

benchmarks. Similarly the LEIC and REIC attain performance measures (EER =
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Table 3.22: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the “Fiducial Scale Fu-
sion”, the “Global Scale Fusion”, and the benchmarks with automatically detected
landmarks.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
LEIC 3.23 0.0093 91.06
REIC 3.97 0.0120 90.82
NT 1.40 0.0023 98.18

Eigensurfaces 6.85 0.0293 91.90
Fishersurfaces 3.44 0.0143 95.65

Match score-level 1.09 0.0010 99.51
Feature-level 0.44 0.0003 99.51

3.23%, AUC = 0.0093, RR1 = 91.06%) and (EER = 3.97%, AUC = 0.0120,

RR1 = 90.82%) that are greatly improved compared to their individual constituent

features. The performance of the LEIC and REIC fused face recognizers are com-

parable to the Fishersurfaces algorithm and much better than Eigensurfaces.

3.5.7.3 Global Fusion

Finally, at the highest stage of the proposed hierarchy, theNT, LEIC, and

REIC classifiers are combined to create a single face recognition system. Two

commonly used classifier fusion techniques, the feature-level and the match score-

level, are implemented independently and their performances are compared. The

feature-level fusion scheme used in this stage is the same asthe previous stages.

Features selected by NT, LEIC, and REIC face recognizers are concatenated and

normalized. Stepwise-LDA is utilized to perform the final feature-level fusion by

selecting the the most discriminating subset of features while discarding the rest.

Many different match score-level fusion techniques are proposed in the lit-
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Figure 3.33: Performance evaluation of the “Fiducial ScaleFusion”, the “Global
Scale Fusion”, and the benchmarks with automatically detected landmarks: a) ROC
curves showing the verification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identifica-
tion performance.
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erature to integrate information available at the output ofmultiple classifiers into a

more accurate unified system [158]. Again, we use the weighted sum approach to

combine the following classifiers: 1) NT, 2) LEIC, 3) REIC. The match scores that

are fused in this study are the Euclidean distances,di, i = 1, 2, 3, measured by each

classifier. However, a combination of distances (match scores) is only meaningful

when the distances are in the same range. We have usedmin-maxnormalization to

transform distances obtained from each classifier to a common range. Each classi-

fier’s weight is a function of its performance estimated using the training data:

wj =
1− (FARj + FRRj)

3−
∑3

i=1(FARi + FRRi)
(3.10)

whereFARi andFRRi are the false acceptance and false rejection rates of the

ith classifier. We have used constantEERi instead ofFARi andFRRi which

are threshold dependent. The weights calculated for “NT”, “LEIC”, and “REIC”

arew1 = 0.3437, w2 = 0.3307, andw3 = 0.3255, respectively, indicating the

importance and contribution of each classifier in this fusion.

Fig. 3.33 and Table 3.22 summarize the performance of the alternative fu-

sion schemes at the final stage, and compare them with each individual feature

set or classifier contributing to the fusion. The match score-level fusion improves

the verification performance measures toEER = 1.09%, AUC = 0.0010 and

increases the identification performance toRR1 = 99.51% which is better than

the best performing individual classifier in the union (NT with EER = 1.40%,

AUC = 0.0023, RR1 = 98.18%). However, feature-level fusion leads to remark-

ably better performance:EER = 0.44%, AUC = 0.0003, RR1 = 99.51%.
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The better performance of feature-level fusion is explainable by the fact

that feature-level fusion takes place before classification, when richer information

about the input patterns is available as compared to match score-level fusion which

is a post-classification fusion based on abstract information about the inputs. In

general, fusion techniques that integrate information at earlier stages of processing

are believed to be more effective than systems which performintegration at a later

stage [158]. The final feature-level fused classifier achieve excellent performance

with EER = 0.44% andAUC = 0.0003 andRR1 = 99.51%.

3.5.7.4 Sensitivity to Fiducial Detection Errors

In previous subsections, the performances of the algorithms derived from

our proposed iso-geodesic face recognition models were studied at different levels

of the hierarchy under the assumption that the fiducial points were automatically

detected using range information. In order to assess the effects of the “fiducial

detection” errors on the performance of face recognition, the algorithms were re-

evaluated using the same probe and gallery sets when the landmarks are pinpointed

manually. Fig. 3.34 and Table 3.23 summarize the face recognition results achieved

in the absence of landmarking errors. Comparing the results in Tables 3.23 and

3.22, it is evident that most of the performance measures indicate a slight degra-

dation by fiducial-scale face recognizers due to “automaticdetection” landmarking

errors. These performance declines eventually take a toll on the performance of

ensemble face recognizers that combine information from different regions of the

face. In the absence of landmarking errors, the feature-level fused face recognizer
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Table 3.23: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for the “Fiducial Scale Fu-
sion” and the “Global Scale Fusion” with manually detected landmarks.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
LEIC 3.40 0.0075 91.67
REIC 3.76 0.0095 91.18
NT 1.21 0.0016 98.48

Match score-level 0.94 0.0009 99.03
Feature-level 0.36 0.0001 99.64

achievesEER = 0.36% andAUC = 0.0001 in the verification test, and a rank

one recognition rate as high as99.64% in the identification test. These results can

be considered as an upper bound for the performance of the proposed algorithms.

Although the performance of the proposed feature-level fused recognizer reduces

when supplied with landmarking inaccuracies, this reduction is marginal.

3.5.7.5 Comparison to Other Works

Table 3.24 and Fig.3.35 compare the results of the proposed iso-geodesic

Procrustean contour based3-D face recognition algorithm with several state-of-

the-art algorithms that have been evaluated on T3FRD. By comparison, the state-

of-the-art system in Guptaet al. [76] proposed a face recognition algorithm based

on geodesic and3-D Euclidean distances between10 automatically annotated an-

thropometric facial fiducial points (“Anthroface3D”). The performance of Anthro-

face3D was also evaluated on T3FRD with comparable size training, probe, and

gallery sets. The highest performance reported by Guptaet al. [76] is achieved in

the recognition of neutral faces yieldingEER = 1.65% andAUC = 0.0014 in

a verification experiment andRR1 = 97.3% in an identification experiment. Our
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Figure 3.34: Performance evaluation of the “Fiducial ScaleFusion” and the “Global
Scale Fusion” with manually detected landmarks: a) ROC curves showing the ver-
ification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification performance.
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proposed iso-geodesic Procrustean contours based face recognition approach has

significantly better performance than the algorithms in [76].

Le Zouet al. [108] introduced “warping coefficients”, a3-D face recogni-

tion system based on warped range images. In this algorithm,a number of selected

range images constitute a set of example faces, while another range image is se-

lected as a “generic face”. The generic face is then warped tomatch each of the

example faces. Each such warp is specified by a vector of displacement values. In

the feature extraction phase, when the algorithm is provided with a new range im-

age, the generic face is warped to match it. The geometric transformation used in

this warping can be approximated as a linear combination of example face warping

vectors. The coefficients in the linear combination are usedas features and passed

to a Mahalanobis-distance based classifier. The “warping coefficients” achieved

EER = 2.5% when evaluated using a subset of range images available in T3FRD.

AUC andRR1 were not reported in [108].

Mahoor et al. [124]’s contour-based algorithm which recognize faces by

comparing their ridge lines using the ICP algorithm was evaluated on T3FRD with

the same exact probe and gallery partitions. The ridge line algorithm, which is one

of the leading contour-based algorithms evaluated on the FRGC database, achieves

EER = 1.39% andAUC = 0.0023 in a verification experiment, andRR1 =

98.19% in an identification experiment.

McKeon et al. [127]’s 3-D Fisherface Region Ensemble method was also

evaluated with the exact same probe and gallery sets on T3FRD. Its performance is

presented in Table 3.24 and Fig.3.35. The3-D Fisherface Region ensemble method,
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Table 3.24: The observed EER, AUC, and RR1 values for algorithms evaluated on
the Texas3-D Face Recognition Database.

Algorithm EER(%) AUC RR1(%)
Feature-level fused iso-geodesuc 0.44 0.0003 99.51

“Anthroface3D” [76] 1.65 0.0014 97.3
Warped Examples [108] 2.5 NA NA

McKeonet al. [127] 0.42 0.0007 99.86
Mahooret al. [124] 1.39 0.0023 98.19

which is currently among the top performing algorithms evaluated on the FRGC

database, yieldedEER = 0.42% andAUC = 0.0007 in a verification experiment,

andRR1 = 99.86% in an identification experiment. This result is the best so far

reported on T3FRD.

Comparing the performances of other algorithms evaluated onT3FRD (Ta-

ble 3.24 and Fig.3.35) with the performance of the proposed iso-geodesic contour-

based algorithm, it is evident that defining appropriate contours, extracting pose

invariant features directly from3-D contours, carefully analyzing discriminative

features around each landmark, and eventually merging an ensemble of face recog-

nizers from different regions into a unified face recognizeryields a contour-based

algorithm that outperforms other contour-based algorithms and that is competitive

in terms of recognition performance as tested on T3FRD with a state-of-the-art al-

gorithm that delivers top performance on T3FRD and FRGC, but which uses a much

denser representation of the3-D structure of the face.
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Figure 3.35: Performance comparison between the proposed iso-geodesic contour-
based algorithm and the state-of-the-art algorithms from literature: a) ROC curves
showing the verification accuracies. b) CMC curves showing the identification per-
formance.
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3.5.8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this section we introduced a novel3-D face recognition algorithm based

on iso-geodesic contours and Procrustean analysis around three automatically de-

tected fiducials. One important characteristic of iso-geodesic contours is that they

remain unchanged with rigid transformations of the face (pose invariance). Inno-

vative feature sets were defined and extracted from the iso-geodesic contours in

3-D Euclidean space. By directly extracting features from3-D contours rather than

from their projections onto a reference plane, the important pose-invariance quality

of the iso-geodesic contours remains intact. Various Procrustean analysis based fea-

ture sets collected around three fiducials at varying radii were hierarchically fused

into a unified face recognition algorithm with boosted performance. Classification

was performed by a Euclidean distance classifier in LDA subspace and the results

evaluated and compared in both verification and identification setups on the Texas

3-D Face Recognition Database containing1196 range and colored texture images

of expressive and neutral faces.

The evaluation results indicate that the integrated features increasingly be-

come discriminative by moving from the raw features to higher stages of the fusion

hierarchy. At the highest stage of the hierarchy two alternative fusion schemes,

feature-level and match score-level, are employed to integrate the parallel NT, LEIC,

and REIC face recognizers into unified face recognition systems. The evalua-

tion results indicate that although both fusion schemes aresuccessful in improv-

ing the recognition performance compared to constituting units, feature-level fu-

sion achieves significantly better performances by having access to richer sources
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of information about the input patterns. Comparison of identification and verifi-

cation accuracies achieved by the proposed algorithm with state-of-the-art algo-

rithms evaluated on the same database highlights the effectiveness of the proposed

iso-geodesic contours for representing the facial surface. We have shown that by

using well defined yet simple features extracted from iso-geodesic contours, excep-

tionally competitive performances are achievable. Although our target application

operates under quite specific conditions, we envision that feature-efficient contour-

based algorithms such as the one described here could eventually be developed for

the free-viewing scenario.

As a side note, The above mentioned hierarchical scheme was reimple-

mented by substituting Euclidean distance classifiers withsupport vector machines

(SVM) with radial base function (RBF) kernels. The SVM classifiers did not result

in any significant improvement over the simple Euclidean distance classifiers. In

our view, this attests to the discriminative power of the iso-geodesic/Procrustean

features deployed on high-information fiducial areas.

Finally, it is striking to observe that such highly competitive performances

are obtained by utilizing a small fraction of the range data captured in iso-geodesic

contours. Saving facial contours instead of full range images can reduce the stor-

age resources required for extremely large databases likely to emerge in the future.

It should be noted that the current algorithm uses merely3 contours around each

fiducial. Higher accuracies might be reached by increasing the number of contours

around each landmark.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Research Direction

4.1 Summary and Contributions

Automatic face recognition has been an active research areaover the past

four decades. Face recognition has many applications with considerable signifi-

cance and national importance, such as border screening, surveillance, and access

control to secure facilities. Facial biometrics are expected to play an important role

in enhancing our security by limiting mobility of criminals, preventing fraudulent

activities, and finding missing persons. In the first generation of face recognition

systems,2-D facial images were used as the input biometrics modality.Recent

evaluations show that the performance of2-D systems is unsatisfactory, and de-

grades significantly with variations in lighting condition, face position, makeup, or

existence of non-neutral facial expressions.

In recent years, passive scanning modalities such as stereoscopic ranging

techniques have been made considerably cheaper, quicker and more reliable. Un-

like laser scanners, passive scanners simultaneously capture perfectly co-registered

portrait and range images without posing any health threatsto the human subjects.

These3-D facial models contain information about the anatomical structure of the

face that remains constant under variable lighting conditions, facial makeup, and
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pose variations. Thus, researchers are considering to utilize 3-D structure of the

face alone or in combination with2-D information to alleviate inherent limitations

of 2-D images and attain better performance. Most of the proposed 3-D algorithms

are using straight forward extensions of conventional2-D models. These traditional

3-D face recognition approaches are not specifically tailored to exploit abundant ge-

ometric and anthropometric clues available in3-D facial images.

In this dissertation, we have introduced innovative local3-D and multi-

modal2-D+3-D face recognition models targeting application domains having re-

stricted acquisition requirements. An example of such highimportance application

for national security is airport screening, in which face recognition is performed un-

der the supervision of a human administrator. Operating under assumptions speci-

fied by the NIST, it is assumed that subjects are asked to standand face the camera

at a fixed distance without wearing accessories (e.g. glasses or hats). Other than

the above constraints, other factors such as slight head pose variations, changes in

the facial expression, variation in illumination, and make-up should be taken into

consideration.

Since the face recognition models proposed in this dissertation are based on

local attributes (i.e. features are defined around or between facial landmarks) and

their performance is dependent on the accuracy of the employed fiducial detection

algorithm, we have also introduced a Gabor-based algorithmto detect fiducials on

range or portrait images. In addition, the proposed landmarking algorithm can com-

bine range and portrait Gabor clues to pinpoint landmarks with significantly better

accuracies than those achievable using a single modality alone.
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With regard to face recognition, two innovative3-D and one multi-modal

2-D+3-D face recognition models are introduced in this dissertation. The major

contribution of the proposed face recognition models are asfollows :

• We have developed a multi-modal2-D+3-D face recognition model whereby

local Gabor features from co-registered range and portraitimages are com-

bined with anthropometric features in the form of Euclideanand geodesic

distances (and their ratios) between automatically detected fiducial points.

We have applied statistical feature analysis to2-D Gabor,3-D Gabor, and Eu-

clidean/geodesic anthropometric feature sets to select the most discriminative

features while discarding redundancies. The results of face recognition using

these three modalities are fused at the match score-level using a weighted

sum technique to construct a multi-modal (2-D+3-D) face recognition system

with boosted performance. Our novel multi-modal face recognition system

is highly competitive with state of the art algorithms and baseline algorithms

evaluated on the T3FRD. We have performed sensitivity studies showing the

robustness of the proposed approach against landmark detection errors and

changes in facial expression.

• We have developed a3-D face recognition model combining local multi-

resolution surface analysis with ensemble region concept.In this approach,

barycentric wavelet features are calculated around three automatically de-

tected landmarks (i.e. the nose tip and inner eye corners). Wavelet features

extracted from each region are statistically analyzed and evaluated and then
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combined hierarchically to create three parallel face recognition systems (one

per fiducial). The observed results show a steady improvement in the dis-

crimination ability of the integrated features with increasing hierarchy from

the raw features to the higher fusion stages. Following the region ensem-

bles trend, these three face recognizers that specialize different regions of

the face are combined using both feature-level and match score-level fusion

techniques to create a unified face recognition algorithm with boosted per-

formance. Although both fusion schemes are successful in improving the

recognition performance, feature-level fusion achieves better accuracy since

it has access to richer sources of information regarding theinput patterns. The

results also indicated that the proposed face recognition algorithm is robust

to errors induced by automatic landmark detection.

• We have developed a3-D face recognition algorithm in which facial surfaces

are represented by unions of iso-geodesic contours extracted around the nose

tip and inner eye corners. One excellent property of the iso-geodesic contours

in free-form surface representation is that the shapes of iso-geodesic contours

do not change with Euclidean transformations of the surface(head pose vari-

ations in our application) such as in-depth rotations. We have introduced

new pose invariant features, including radial distances from the origin, curva-

tures along the contour path, and features derived from a Procrustean curve

matching procedure defined on iso-geodesic contours in3-D space. These

new features do not compromise the iso-geodesic contours’ pose invariance

advantage over other contour representations, such as iso-depth contours.
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Features calculated from each contour set (nasal and inner corners of the eyes

contour sets) are independently evaluated and then combined hierarchically

to create three parallel face recognition systems (one per fiducial). Inspired

by the effectiveness of the “region ensembles approaches”,these three face

recognizers that specialize different regions of the face are fused using both

feature-level and match score-level fusion techniques to create a unified face

recognition algorithm with boosted performance. The proposed algorithms

deliver very promising performance and show robustness against facial land-

mark detection errors in sensitivity evaluation studies. Comparison of identi-

fication and verification accuracies achieved by the proposed algorithm with

state-of-the-art algorithms evaluated on the same database highlights the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed iso-geodesic contours for representing the facial

surface. It is important to note that such highly competitive performances

are obtained by utilizing a small fraction of the range data captured in iso-

geodesic contours. Saving facial contours instead of full range images can

reduce the storage resources required for extremely large databases likely to

emerge in the future.

4.2 Future Work

Face recognition is an important and ever progressing area of research. We

have identified the following directions for possible future developments, expan-

sions, and improvements to our contributions:
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4.2.1 Future Work on Fiducial Point Detection Algorithm

In the previous chapter, the proposed automatic fiducial point detection al-

gorithm is explained in detail. First, a general description of each fiducial point is

learned by stacking the Gabor jets corresponding to that fiducial point, which are

manually pinpointed on several training samples, in a GaborBunch. In the detec-

tion phase, the Gabor bunch of the target fiducial is comparedto all jets extracted

from a ROI corresponding to the target fiducial. Eventually,the position of the most

similar jet is detected as the desired target. In the future,the efficiency of our fidu-

cial detection algorithm can be increased by following a coarse-to-fine searching

strategy. The ROI of a target fiducial can initially be processed by a subset of all

40 Gabor wavelets to identify smaller sub-regions in which thetarget is most likely

located. Eventually, the accurate location of the target isfound by applying the full

Gabor set to those selected sub-regions.

4.2.2 Future Work on 2-D+3-D Gabor-based Face Recognition

In Section 3.3, we introduced our multimodal face recognition algorithm

combining2-D and 3-D local Gabor features with anthropometric features such

as geodesic and Euclidean distances between automaticallydetected landmarks. I

would like to propose the following modifications to enhancethe performance of

this multi-modal face recognition:

• Given two points on a face, we can find a path between them by fitting a plane

through them that is normal to the surface. Another alternative path would be
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the shortest path on the facial surface connecting these twopoints (geodesic

path). From each path several geometric features can be calculated including

but not limited to the the maximum and minimum curvatures at each point

along the path.

• One major advantage of local features such as Gabor coefficients is that they

can assist in recognition of partially occluded faces. We can extend our cur-

rent algorithm to compare faces based on a subset of fiducial points that are

reliably detected.

4.2.3 Future Work on Barycentric Wavelet-Based Face Recognition

In Section 3.4, we introduced a set of novel features for3-D face recognition

based on multiresolution surface representation. In this method, the range data

from hexagonal regions of interest centered at the nose tip and inner eye corners are

decomposed using Barycentric wavelet kernels. This face recognition model can be

improved by following following directions:

• In the proposed algorithm features are only extracted from aregion of inter-

est around the nose tip and inner eye corners. Likewise, morebarycentric

features can be extracted from other fiducial points such as the outer eye cor-

ners and mouth corners detected by our fiducial point detection algorithm.

Including additional features from other parts of the face will further improve

the accuracy. Care should be taken when defining ROIs for theses additional

fiducial ensuring that corresponding ROIs will not fall out of face boundaries.
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• In the future, it is desirable to research the performance ofhigher order

Barycentric filters, rather than linear ones.

4.2.4 Future Work on Iso-geodesic Contour-based Face Recognition

In Section 3.5, a novel3-D face recognition algorithm was proposed, where

3-D facial surfaces were represented by unions of iso-geodesic contours. The fol-

lowing amendments might be helpful in order to boost the performance of contour-

based features:

• Contour features are not limited to those used in our current implementation.

Distribution of chords, the bending energy, local measuresof convexity and

compactness and, locally defined Fourier descriptors are additional contour

features that we can evaluate in our contour-based face recognition method

and ultimately choose the best performing ones.

• It should be noted that the current algorithm uses merely3 contours around

each fiducial. Higher accuracies might be reached by increasing the number

of contours around each landmark according to the application requirements.

• Finally, Mehul Sampat has proposed using Complex Wavelet Structural Sim-

ilarity index (CW-SSIM) [184] to measure the similarity between edge-maps

manually marked on the same image by different human observers. I would

like to explore the feasibility of this similarity measure to compare facial

contours extracted from range images and projected on2-D plane in a face

recognition framework.
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